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Component based software engineering has been perceived to have immense 

reuse potential. This area has evoked wide interest and has led to considerable 

investment in research and development efforts. Most of these investigations have 

explored internal characteristics of software components such as correctness, 

reliability, modularity, interoperability, understandability, maintainability, 

readability, portability and generality for promoting reuse. But experience over the 

past decade and a half has demonstrated that the usefulness of a component depends 

as much on the context into which it fits as it does on the internal characteristics of 

the component. Software architecture descriptions that take into account the 

requirements of the domain can be used to serve as this context. While the Perry, 

Wolf definition of software architecture has been widely acknowledged, a number of 

architectural description languages (ADL) have emerged that aim to capture various 

facets of a software, using varying degrees of formalism. There is currently no 

agreement towards a standard approach for documenting software architectures 

which would help define the vocabulary for architectural semantics. In spite of lack 

of any specification standards for components, Software Product Lines (SPL) and 
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Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components do provide a rich supporting base for 

creating software architectures and promise significant improvements in the quality 

of software configurations that can be composed from pre-built components. 

However, further research is needed for evaluation of architectural merits of such 

component based configurations. 

 In this research, we identify the key aspects of software that need to be 

specified to enable useful analysis at an architectural level. We also propose a set of 

metrics that enable objective evaluation of reusability potential. Architectural 

research has established that software architectural styles provide a way for achieving 

a desired coherence for component-based architectures. Different architectural styles 

enforce different quality attributes for a system. Thus, if the architectural style of an 

emergent system could be predicted, a person playing the role of a system integrator 

could make necessary changes to ensure that the quality attributes dictated by the 

system requirements were satisfied before the actual system is built and deployed, 

thus somewhat mitigating project risks. As part of this research, we propose a model 

for predicting architectural styles based on use cases that need to be satisfied by a 

system configuration and demonstrate how our approach can be used to determine 

stylistic conformance. We also propose objective methods for assessing architectural 

divergence, erosion and drift during system evolution and maintenance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

For software reuse to become more effective, we need mechanisms for 

analyzing architectures that emerge when a system is put together from reusable 

components. The fact that different components usually come from different sources 

only adds to the complexity of building a system that has conceptual integrity and 

coherence. Often, systems built from reusable components fail to satisfy minimum 

acceptance criteria. Little research has been done so far that aims to provide a set of 

tools for facilitating the work of system integrators and architects in evaluating 

different components that can be used to build a system that satisfies a desired set of 

quality attributes.   

In this research we propose a specification model for software architecture 

which captures information that is relevant for reusability evaluation. Using this 

architecture model as reference, we propose a mechanism for documenting software 

components that can be used to instantiate complex systems. We also propose an 

objective set of metrics for evaluating “best-fit” candidates in the context of an 

architecture. Further, to address the problem of no a-priori understanding of the 

characteristics of a system being built from reusable components prior to its actual 

construction, we propose a model for predicting emergent properties of a system. We 

also introduce an approach for objectively assessing the deviation of a system from 

an architectural blueprint. 

To put our work in perspective, we briefly discuss the distinction between our 

approach and work that has been done previously in related areas. While software 
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architecture specification has been an area of intense research activity, most 

researchers have focused on a particular problem niche and do not address the issue 

of reusability. The focus of our model on reusability is a key differentiator from other 

specification approaches. While there are different ad-hoc methods for documenting 

software components, none of the methods that we have come across enable 

component specification in an architectural context.  Also, unlike any previous work 

done in the area of reusability measurement, the metrics we have defined reinforce 

the fact that reusability assessment for software needs to take into account the context 

of a given component. Our prediction algorithm for emergent properties of a system 

leverages a large body of theoretical work on architectural structures and puts it to 

practical use. Further, there is no published work so far on tracking changes to a 

system during its evolution. 

Even though the different aspects of our research are unique from other work 

done in related areas, the true value of the research lies in the integrated model 

proposed for architectural analysis and measurement during component based 

software construction. Further, the feasibility of the methods and models defined for 

applicability in an industrial context has been a key consideration, unlike most 

academic research. 

In this chapter, section 1.1, discusses the problem context. Section 1.2 defines 

software components in the context of this research. Section 1.3 elaborates the 

research motivation while section 1.4 captures the statement of purpose. The research 

objectives and approaches are discussed in sections 1.5 and section 1.6 summarizes 

the contributions of this research. Section 1.7 concludes this chapter. 
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1.1   Problem Context 

The concept of software reuse is not new. In 1985, the Defense Systems 

Software Development Standard laid down the reusability of software components as 

a primary goal. 

“In order to facilitate cost-effective development and support of MCCS 
[Mission Critical Computer Software] software, the contractor is encouraged 
to incorporate into the current software design commercially available 
software, GFS [Government-Furnished Software], and reusable software 
developed for other applications.”[1] 

Many sources expound on the benefits of reuse. The benefits span business 

and technical objectives and range from increased capabilities to faster time-to-

market. The major benefits that reuse can deliver include the following [2, 3]: 

• Increased software productivity; 

• Shortened software development time; 

• Fewer software development resources; 

• Personnel, tools and methods easily transitioned from project to project; 

• Reduced software costs; 

• Increased software quality; 

• Improved software system interoperability; 

• Enhanced competitive advantage due to quicker time to market. 

Published industry experiences [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10] corroborate these 

expectations. A study of nine companies showed reuse led to 84% lower project 

costs, cycle time reduction of 70% and reduced defects [11]. 

The discipline of Software Engineering has been studying the process of 

building software for the last thirty five years with the following, generally agreed 
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upon phases. Each phase is annotated with an estimate of the total effort expended in 

the respective phase [12]. 

• Requirements (6%): Identify functionality, performance expectations, and 

external constraints on the system. 

• Analysis (8%): Interrelate data, functionality and external interfaces to ensure 

completeness of requirements. 

• Design (29%): Cast the results of the analysis phase into an architecture of 

computer process structures and specify in detail the functions of members of the 

structures. 

• Implementation (34%): Generate program code and perform unit testing. 

• Testing (23%): Verify integrated code components for functional performance of 

resulting system. 

• Maintenance: Reiteration of the above activities. 

 

It might seem at first glance that reuse would maximize benefits only in the 

design, implementation and testing phases as they consume the most effort; however 

since implementations are derived from designs, designs from analysis, and analysis 

from requirements, reuse would benefit all phases of development. If the artifacts 

from the earlier phases of development can be reused, the possibility of errors 

downstream would reduce as these artifacts have been proven in other systems. 

Hence, in the overall context of system development, reuse needs to be integrated 

across the entire development life cycle. 

Software reuse is defined as the process of implementing or updating software 

systems using existing software assets. The term asset implies that software can have 

lasting value. Reusable software assets include more than just code. Requirements, 
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designs, models, algorithms, tests, documents, and many other products of the 

software process can be reused. 

Reuse motivations have manifested in advances in several areas of computer 

science and engineering. The first Object Oriented Programming (OOP) language, 

Simula, was designed for reusing units of functionality or code associated with 

individual objects. This led to the development of several other OOP languages in the 

1980s and 1990s which are immensely popular in the industry today. The C++ Active 

Template Library (ATL), the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) are examples of 

packaged code that developers can use to speed up development. The popularity of 

the .Net Framework and the Java platform are other examples that reinforce the 

benefit of re-using code associated with units of functionality. Similarly, the study of 

data structures has resulted in several constructs such as trees, lists, hash tables, etc. 

that find wide use in programming. Investigation for reuse driven benefits did not 

stop at the levels of code for functionality units or data structures, and researchers 

started exploring reuse of design artifacts. In fact design reuse is one of the key 

motivations for Software Architecture. The idea is to construct a blueprint which 

would guide the development of software leveraging commonalities and preserving 

the conceptual integrity of the system being built. Reusable units of architectural 

characteristics have become mainstream in the form of codification of design and 

architectural patterns and styles. The natural extension to reuse of architectural 

characteristics is leveraging the architecture as a whole for products belonging to the 

same family or domain. This led to considerable activity in the areas of Software 

Product Lines (SPL) [13] and Domain Specific Software Architectures (DSSA) [14]. 

At around the same time, several research efforts and industrial experiments were 

conducted to assess the feasibility of reuse of requirements and test artifacts with 
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significant success. Drawing its motivations from other mature engineering 

disciplines such as mechanical, electrical and civil engineering, software researchers 

started exploring the possibilities of atomic entities or building blocks that can be 

used to construct software. That effort resulted in the discipline of Component Based 

Software Engineering which has been widely acknowledged to have very large reuse 

potential [2]. If we analyze the above attempts at reuse, it is evident that the trend has 

been towards reuse at progressively higher levels of abstraction – from lines of code 

to units of functionality and components that can be used to instantiate an 

architecture. 
 

1.2   Software Component – What is it? 

A typical dictionary [15] defines a component as “A constituent element, as of 

a system” and the everyday use of the term corroborates that. However it is unclear 

whether the term ‘component’ can be defined in an unambiguous manner. Intuitively 

it seems obvious that the true semantics of a ‘component’ varies with the domain 

under consideration. Are components atomic, or can they be made up of sub-

components? What are the characteristics of components? What are the properties 

that distinguish one component from another? It is probably futile to attempt 

answering these questions in a general way. Therefore we review the concept of 

components in the context of mechanical engineering, a discipline that is considered 

to be one of the more mature engineering disciplines. 

In mechanical engineering, mechanical components are generally 

manufactured to be part of a greater system and in most cases do not have the ability 

to function on their own. Automobile power transmission involves a wide spectrum 

of gears, locknuts and other couplings that are used to secure shafts or transmit power 
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through the drive system. The gears include a family of bevel, worm, helical, spur, 

etc., with associated gear stocks and blanks. Additional mechanical components 

include belts, pulleys, universal joints, etc. These components are atomic in terms of 

units of composition and manufacture. A bevel gear is not made up of anything else 

(relevant to the context or the domain of application). It is a unit of manufacture that 

is re-usable in different mechanical systems. It can also be thought of as a reusable 

unit of functionality. It can be favorably argued that a component indeed has 

properties and characteristics that distinguish it from other similar components, as a 

bevel gear is different from the other types of gears. The question of whether the 

properties of the system can be predicted from its constituents is much harder to 

answer in this domain. From the property of a gear it is hard to predict the 

characteristics of a hydroelectric turbine, but probably knowing all the components 

that make up the turbine, certain properties of the turbine can be predicted.   

In software, the term component has become very popular in recent times. 

However, definitions of what software components are or what they should be is 

often debated. What is generally agreed upon is that there are different levels of 

abstractions at which components can be defined, just like in other engineering 

disciplines.  A single class can be thought of as a component, while collections of 

classes delivering some end user functionality can also be considered a component. 

Complete applications (e.g., Microsoft Word or Excel) often get classified as 

components during integration exercises. In Megaprogramming [16] large modules 

called megamodules that support services provided by large organizations are 

considered components. It is obvious that what constitutes a component is 

intrinsically tied to the level of abstraction at which composition is done. It has little 
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to do with scope. With that in mind, for the purpose of this research, we define a 

software component below. 

 

A software component is a functionally cohesive unit of abstraction with well 

defined ‘provides’ and ‘requires’ interfaces which is capable of independent 

existence and conforms to the rules of software composition. 
 

1.3   Motivation 

Software is built to meet a set of needs or requirements. It can be reused if 

existing software components meet target requirements. In other words, a software 

component built previously has potential for reuse if that component was built to 

meet the same or a similar set of requirement(s) as the current set. Reuse of low-level 

utilities has been the focus of examination of prior research, and it has achieved some 

success. This success is primarily due to the ability of designers or system integrators 

to relate such software to easily understandable functionality. In other words, they 

can easily conceptualize what the software can do or what functional requirements 

the software satisfies. Therefore, the capabilities of software components need to be 

correlated to clear, well-understood specifications of requirements/demands. For 

example, if software is needed to add two real numbers, common knowledge allows 

us to readily interpret the functionality of “add” and the constraints on input values 

i.e., “real numbers.” Thus, when software functionality can be easily matched to the 

functional requirements of a new system under development, it is obviously easier to 

identify the potential reuse viability of such software components. However, reuse is 

more difficult when there exists complex, unclear or poorly specified requirements 

which consequently make the specification of the software capabilities in terms of 
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desired requirements equally complex and unclear. Additionally, extremely complex 

software is often difficult for one person to have complete knowledge of, especially if 

that person was not a member of the development team. To overcome this problem, 

we need requirements that are well specified and a means whereby we can correlate 

component capabilities to those requirements.  

Traditional reuse techniques have explored internal characteristics of software 

components such as correctness, reliability, maintainability, modularity, 

understandability, readability, interoperability, portability, generality and genericity 

[2] for promoting reusability. However, research and experience over the past decade 

has demonstrated that the usefulness of a component depends as much on the context 

in which it fits as it does on internal characteristics of the component.  The context 

takes into account the environmental factors (i.e., the hardware, networking and 

software system environment) and the requirements of the domain. A software 

architecture is a useful way of capturing/specifying this context.  Thus for facilitating 

reuse we need the ability to specify software components in the context of an 

architectural model.  

While putting together large scale software systems, various technical 

decisions need to be made. These may involve the functional partitioning of a system, 

the platform to use, the architectural structure of the system, reuse feasibility etc. In 

most cases, these decisions are made based on individual judgment derived from past 

experience of expert architects and integrators in the teams. Specifically with respect 

to software reuse, decisions are often based on previous successes or failures without 

any objective criteria for assessment. It has become quite evident that Architects, 

Designers and System Integrators require assistance to evaluate how well a software 

component adheres to a given context.  
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Even when the right sets of components have been identified, the task of 

constructing the envisioned system that satisfies all requirements, both functional and 

non-functional, is quite challenging. Many systems have been built that did not 

satisfy the client’s need. The realization that the emerging system is not satisfactory 

often happens quite late, typically during the Acceptance Testing phase in the system 

development process. By then, the system is often practically non-retractable, i.e., 

changing the software would either severely impact delivery schedules, or the project 

would go over-budget. The root cause in most cases is insufficient effort being 

focused during the early stages of development to ensure that the requirements are 

fully comprehended and the design satisfies all the requirements. The “let’s get to the 

code” mindset often results in disastrous consequences. What is needed therefore are 

analysis tools that would help predict emergent behavior of systems prior to their 

actual construction. Of course these tools would never be completely reliable; 

however they would serve as useful aids for system architects, designers and 

integrators. 

Finally, it has been conclusively established that the maintenance phase is the 

most expensive phase in a software system’s life cycle.  Changes made to software 

without paying attention to the conceptual integrity of the system results in a system 

that is inflexible, which compromises the adaptability of the software to evolving 

demands on the system. In any dynamic environment, when roadmap requirements 

cannot be satisfied, a system often falls out of favor with the system users and 

customers. There is little support available today that helps track divergence of a 

system from functionality supported or architectural structure. 

In summary, the following issues motivate this research: 
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(i) No existing approach captures both functional and non-functional 

requirements for specifying software architectures. 

(ii) No standards exist for specifying software components in the context of a 

software architecture. 

(iii) Most existing reusability measures explore internal characteristics of 

components and not suitability of a component to an architectural context. 

(iv) No aid exists for System Architects or Integrators to predict emergent 

behavior of a system being put together from components. 

(v) No well defined process or metrics exist to track deviation of a system from 

the architectural blueprint during maintenance. 
 

1.4   Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to advance Software Engineering practices and 

procedures by proposing an integrated model for architectural analysis during system 

construction from reusable components. This will be enabled by defining an abstract 

model for architectural specification and leveraging it to (i) specify asset components 

and (ii) build methods and models for analysis during component based software 

construction. 
 

1.5   Research Questions and Approach 

The fundamental research questions addressed are i) What kind of systematic 

automated analysis is needed by a System Integrator to make objective decisions 

during component based system construction, ii) Is it possible to predict the emergent 

characteristics of a component system prior to actual system construction, and (iii) Is 

it possible to objectively assess departure of a system from the initial architectural 
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vision? These central questions lead to a number of granular questions that need to be 

addressed. The granular questions and the approach taken by this research to address 

these questions are elaborated below. The five questions attempt to address the five 

motivations mentioned in section 1.3. 
 

(Q1) What is the appropriate level of abstraction for documenting software 

architectures to maximize reusability evaluations?  

Researchers have proposed numerous Architecture Description Languages 

(ADLs) [17] for documenting software architectures. These specification 

techniques are often tailored for particular kinds of analyses, and none of 

them focus on reusability. An abstract model for documenting software 

architecture needs to be defined that can be meaningfully employed for reuse 

related reasoning. 

 

Approach: Have defined and developed an abstract model for architectural 

specification that captures functional (services, data and timing information) 

as well as non-functional (runtime quality constraints, development 

constraints, infrastructure constraints) properties of a system architecture. 
 
 

(Q2)  How can software components be specified in an architectural context?  

The component specification approach must clearly bring out the architectural 

requirements, both functional and non-functional, that the component 

satisfies. 
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Approach: Have defined and developed a model for capturing component 

specifications against the abstract architectural model mentioned above. The 

component specification scheme also captures information regarding the 

quality of the software component. 
 
 

(Q3) Can metrics be defined and systematically employed to measure “best-fit” 

candidates during component based system construction?  

These metrics should be able to clearly identify the components that satisfy 

targeted needs and enable trade-off analysis against desired goals. 

 

Approach: Have proposed and validated a set of theoretically sound metrics 

that enable the measurement of compliance and coverage of a software 

component to its architectural context.  
 
 

(Q4) How can quality attributes of an emergent system be predicted?  

There is a need to develop a methodology that will facilitate assessment of 

quality attributes of a system based on the functional and non-functional 

properties of its components. 

 

Approach: Software architecture styles represent a cogent form of codification 

of critical aspects to which an architecture is expected to conform. Individual 

styles can be associated with distinct quality attributes. This research builds 

upon theoretical work done on architectural styles and has defined a model for 
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predicting the conformance of an emergent system to any known architectural 

style.  
 
 

(Q5) Is it possible to measure deviations of an architecture from conceptual 

coherence or a baseline architecture (i.e., “architectural erosion” and 

“drift”) in an objective manner?  

To stem the loss of conceptual integrity of a system during delivery of 

roadmap capabilities, indicators need to be defined that would expose such 

divergence. 

 

Approach: Have categorized the different aspects of software that can be 

subject to deviations from desired characteristics and have defined objective 

methods and models for identifying such phenomenon in a system 

architecture. 
 

 

1.6   Research Contributions 

This research contributes to three research communities – the Software 

Architecture Community, The Component Based Software Engineering community 

and the Software Metrics community. 

The Software Architecture community will benefit from the abstract model 

for software specification as well as the architectural style based reasoning for 

predicting emergent behavior of system configurations. Our model provides a 

concrete example for capturing architectural specifications that gives equal emphasis 

to functional and non-functional requirements. The methods and models for 
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analyzing deviations from the conceptual integrity of a software architecture 

contributes to a topic of significant research interest in recent times. 

The Component Based Software Engineering research community will benefit 

from the methods and metrics derived for assessing reusability potential of software 

components as well as the process for selecting a co-operating set of software 

components to satisfy system requirements. 

The Software Metrics community will benefit from the measures defined at a 

component level as well as at a system configuration level. In addition, the emphasis 

of the architectural context for reusability measurement will bring focus to a new 

approach to reuse measurements. 
 

1.7   Conclusions 

The predominant goal of this research is to further the cause of maturing the 

process of  software development from an art to  an engineering discipline by 

defining systematic processes, metrics and methodologies to support the system 

integrator during the process of system construction. This research provides a toolkit 

that provides objective recommendations for choices without stifling architectural 

creativity or compromising flexibility. 

The remainder of the dissertation is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 provides a 

survey of related research. Chapter 3 discusses the proposed abstract model for 

capturing software architecture specifications to address research questions (Q1) and 

(Q2). The contextual metrics, that address research question (Q3), are discussed in 

chapter 4, while chapter 5 elaborates the architectural style related reasoning for 

prediction of quality attributes for addressing question (Q4). In chapter 6 we discuss 

the assessment model for system evolution to address research question (Q5) and in 
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chapter 7 we elaborate a comprehensive case study that exercises the different aspects 

of the research. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 

This research is an attempt at building a broad toolkit for enabling better 

analysis for the construction of component based systems. Therefore the related work 

for this research spans multiple research areas.  

A software architecture specification provides the foundation for this work. 

Hence, our effort has leveraged a significant amount of work done in the area of 

architectural specifications. Reusability measurement has been an area of significant 

research interest in recent times. With this research we have defined a set of 

reusability measures at an architectural level; hence reusability measurement is 

another related research area. Architectural Style based reasoning is also a related 

research area as we have attempted to predict emergent properties of software 

systems leveraging theoretical work done on architectural styles. Finally we discuss 

work done by other researchers for the tracking of system evolution. 

In the following sections of this chapter we discuss the related work spanning 

the multiple research areas mentioned and distinguish our research from work done 

by other researchers. 
 

2.1   Specification of Software Architectures 

Since the beginning of software architecture research, academia and industry 

have devised several approaches for documenting software architectures. Though 

there has been significant focus on models for software architecture, no standards 

have yet emerged, and as a result there is no widespread adoption of architectural 

definition and analysis techniques in the industry. But the promise is obvious as 
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Kruchten’s 4+1 Views model [18] has been encoded into a successful commercial 

product. This model provides a method for documenting multiple stakeholder 

perspectives of an architecture; it does not, however, focus on the specification of the 

components, connectors (a runtime mechanism for transferring control and data 

around a system) and the overall interconnection structure so as to enable 

architectural analysis of any kind.  

In general, models for architectural specification can be classified into two 

extremes: some research efforts have focused on aiding understanding and 

communication about a software system without any formal underpinnings, while 

others have tended to capture architectural descriptions using well defined syntaxes 

and semantics with associated analysis tools such as model checkers, compilers, and 

synthesis tools. In the process, several architecture description languages (ADLs) 

have been proposed where researchers have tended to gravitate to one or the other 

end of the spectrum. While there is no wide ranging consensus on what an ADL is, 

Medvidovic and Taylor [17] have proposed a classification framework for ADLs. 

They contend that an ADL should at a minimum provide explicit mechanisms for 

describing (i) components   (ii) connectors and (iii) architectural configurations.  

Though our proposal is an abstract architectural model and not an ADL per se, 

the kind of information we propose to capture for specifying an architecture overlaps 

with the underlying models of ADLs. Hence the work related to ours essentially fall 

in the ADL space. Of course there are other models that are not ADLs that capture 

similar information, and we discuss those briefly. 

Over the years, several ADLs have been proposed. Garlan’s Aesop [19] 

supports the specification of architectures in specific styles where the components are 

implementation independent while the connectors are treated as first order objects. 
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ArTek [20] by Terry et al. helps capture information about components and 

connectors but does not provide any mechanism for capturing configuration 

information. C2 [21] was proposed for describing highly distributed, evolvable and 

dynamic systems with implementation independent components and a mechanism for 

explicit specification of components and architectural topology. Magee’s Darwin [22] 

based on pi-calculus supports dynamism using strict formalism and is typically used 

for architectures of highly distributed systems. Though not considered an ADL, 

LILEANNA [23] supports interconnection information by distributing them in 

packages, package bindings and compositions. For Domain Specific Software 

Architectures in the Guidance, Navigation and Control domain, MetaH [24] supports 

processes as implementation constraining units of computation that allow 

connections to be optionally named inline. Luckham’s Rapide [25] supports the 

modeling and simulation of the dynamic behavior described in an architecture by 

using partially ordered event sets or posets. It supports interfaces that are 

implementation independent with complex inline reusable connectors. SADL [26] by 

Moriconi et al. supports formal refinement of architectures across multiple levels of 

detail without capturing any behavioral characteristics. The focus of UniCon [27] is 

the generation of glue code for interconnections between components using common 

interaction protocols. It uses event traces in property lists for capturing semantic 

information about components and treats connectors as first class objects. Gorlick’s 

Weaves [28] supports the modeling of data-flow architectures, characterized by real 

time processing requirements and high data volumes, using implementation 

constraining tool fragments (components) with explicit transport services 

(connectors). Robert Allen’s Wright [29] supports modeling and deadlock analysis of 
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the dynamic behavior of component systems using implementation independent 

components with ports and explicit connectors with roles as points of interface.  

Although most approaches for architectural models provide support for 

modeling components as first-class entities and most of them distinguish between 

component types and instances, only a few of the models support the specification of 

non-functional properties of components. AESOP supports non-functional 

requirements by allowing association of arbitrary text with components, while MetaH 

and UniCon support a few attributes (for schedulability, reliability and security) that 

characterize non-functional properties. Further, the support for connectors is not as 

extensive and in fact three of the approaches (Darwin, MetaH and Rapide) model 

connection information inline and do not treat connectors as first-class entities. 

Approaches that do model connectors explicitly, model their interfaces or public 

methods and distinguish types from instances but again, there is very little support for 

non-functional characteristics. On the other hand, the modeling of configuration 

information is often closely dependent on the domain of application and has largely 

been addressed by the different approaches. While SADL’s model supports 

architectural refinement, Darwin focuses on dynamism and system composition. 

Rapide and Weaves’ approach for capturing configuration information seems more 

complete as they provide some support for architectural refinement, traceability, 

architectural evolution, dynamism and non-functional properties.  

Our approach treats both components and connectors as first-class entities 

with distinct separation in the specification of architectural elements (components and 

connectors) and asset components. This distinction helps with easy assessment of 

potentially multiple asset components that are available to realize a single 

architectural elements. In our model, the level of detail at which interface and 
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semantic information is captured for an architectural element is more detailed than 

any of the approaches mentioned above. Our model for non-functional properties is 

extensive and is specified in the form of constraints. None of the current approaches 

capture non-functional requirements at our level of granularity. Further architectural 

configurations are modeled for both global as well as local scope (architectural 

regions). Additionally, the justifications for the choice of elements and formal aspects 

of the architecture are captured explicitly in our model which is another 

distinguishing feature. 
 

2.2   Reusability Measurement 

State of the art approaches for measuring reusability fall into two basic 

categories: empirical and qualitative. Empirical methods depend on objective data 

and can normally be calculated automatically and inexpensively [30] while the 

qualitative methods generally rely on subjective assessment of the software’s 

adherence to some guidelines or standards [30]. We draw from Jeff Poulin’s book 

[31] to navigate these spaces of reusability measurement. 

 

Empirical Methods 

 One of the most prominent approaches in this area is that by Prieto-Diaz and 

Freeman. They identified several program attributes - program size, program 

structure, program documentation, and reuse experience and proposed a faceted 

classification scheme for evaluating reusability based on these attributes [32]. Selby, 

on the other hand, proposed a module oriented, statistical study of reusability 

characteristics of software [33]. The ESPIRIT-2 project called REBOOT (Reuse 
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Based on Object Oriented Techniques) developed a taxonomy of reusability attributes 

with four reusability factors [34]. Caldiera and Basili [35] proposed a module 

oriented empirical approach in which they stated that basic reusability attributes 

depend on component costs, quality, and usefulness. Using ideas drawn from 

plagiarism detection, Hislop proposed a module-oriented approach for evaluating 

components in terms of function, form and similarity [36]. Boetticher and Eichmann 

[37] explored the viability of using neural networks to generate reusability rankings 

of software. Torres and Samadzadeh established a relationship between information 

theory metrics and reusability metrics and concluded that reuse information metrics 

might help in selecting the optimum case among different reuse candidates [38]. Even 

though many of these approaches proposed objective measures, all of them focused 

on internal attributes of components with no consideration for the relationship of the 

component with other co-operating components or the overall architectural structure.  

 

Qualitative Methods 

Since defining an objective reusability metric often proves difficult, many 

organizations provide subjective (non-empirical) guidance on identifying and 

building reusable software components. Some of the prominent approaches in this 

area include proposals by Edwards [39], Hooper and Chester [40], Hollingsworth 

[41] and NATO [42]. These guidelines generally involve an intuitive description of 

what a reusable component ought to look like and range in content from general 

discussions about designing for reuse to rigorous design points [41, 43]. Usually 

module oriented, the guidelines often elaborate on formatting and style requirements 

and identify general “reusability” attributes. Notable among the studies on 

“reusability” attributes is the work of Khairuddin and Key, who have examined these 
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attributes to construct a reusability model [44]. Another notable approach, the “3C 

Model,” [45] attempts to isolate the three design point specific dependencies of 

concept, content and context from each other during the implementation and design 

of a module.  

 

With the exception of the 3C Model, none of the approaches mentioned above 

comprehends any software architecture or domain characteristics. They typically 

explore a component’s internal characteristics, which do not take into account the 

context (the requirements and architectural structure) in which the component 

operates. The 3C Model recognized the importance of the context but only provided a 

qualitative assessment which, though useful, leaves decision making to the judgment 

of the system integrator. 

The set of metrics proposed by our research quantitatively evaluates a 

software component with respect to (i) compliance/adherence to those functional and 

data requirements captured in the architectural description, (ii) compliance/adherence 

to the architecture structure, and (iii) the architecture compliance and coverage of the 

domain architectural descriptions.  These quantitative, contextual evaluations position 

this research as fundamentally different from previous work done in this area.   
 

2.3   Style Based Reasoning 
 

In 1989 Perry and Wolf [46, 47] introduced the notion of software 

architectural styles and demonstrated the concept using the “multi phased 

architectural style” of a compiler. An architectural style is typically defined as a 

description of component types and a pattern of their runtime control and/or data 
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transfer. Garlan and Shaw [48] categorized several architectural abstractions and 

demonstrated their applicability in real-life systems. Then in 1997 Shaw and 

Clements [49] proposed a feature based classification of architectural styles. These 

efforts firmly established the importance of architecture styles in software 

architecture. Along the way different research efforts explored formal approaches for 

rigorously defining styles with the intent of enabling systematic analysis. Abowd et 

al. [50] formalized style descriptions and proposed a framework for their codification 

using Z. In 1998 le Metayer [51] used graph grammar for describing architectural 

styles, and recently Bernardo et al. [52] used pi-calculus for the same purpose. 

Communication topologies in the context of styles have been explored by the Alfa 

framework of Mehta and Medvidovic [53]. Alfa enables the construction of style 

based software architectures from architectural primitives defined along five 

orthogonal characteristics of: Data, Structure, Interaction, Behavior and Topology. 

Our work is essentially based on the style classification proposed by Shaw 

and Clements, with our contribution being the demonstration of the applicability of 

such classifications in predicting emergent styles during component based software 

construction.  
 
 

2.4   Assessment Model for System Evolution 

Though the concept of architectural erosion (loss of architectural functionality 

or structure, causing increased brittleness of the system) and drift (change in 

architectural functionality or structure, resulting in a lack of coherence and clarity) 

was identified long back [47], approaches for assessment of loss of architectural 

characteristics have focused on architectural recovery, where architectural 
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information is recovered from source code [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. However, since 

architecturally relevant information can be obscured in the implementation, and 

implementations often violate system requirements, Medvidovic et al. have proposed 

a lightweight approach for correlating implementations with software requirements 

using architectural styles [59]. O’Reilly et al. [60] proposed a model based approach, 

though there was still a reliance on implementation, and no metrics were proposed. 

We believe that while checking on deviations using the actual implementation 

is necessary, relying solely on the implementation for this assessment pushes an 

important aspect of system evolution to a very late phase in the development process, 

when corrective actions could be significantly more expensive. Our model enables 

measurement of system evolution at an architectural level and is therefore quite 

distinct from previous work done in this area. 
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3. AN ABSTRACT ARCHITECTURAL MODEL FOR 

COMPOSITION, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

 

Laying the foundations of software development as an engineering discipline 

continues to challenge both researchers and practitioners. We often look to other 

disciplines for inspiration and “aspire to emulate their enviably well established 

repertoires of theoretical foundations and practical disciplines” [61]. What makes 

software so different? Why has software not lived up to the promise of 

standardization and reuse that would make building new software so much easier?  Is 

it the immaturity of the field, or is it the complexity of a discipline that spans a wide 

variety of application domains?  

Doug McIlroy’s prediction from 1968 that mass-produced software 

components would end the so-called “software crises” has not completely 

materialized as yet. However, research and industrial experience over the years has 

led to the recognition that component-based software systems do provide substantial 

software engineering benefits  

When a system is made up of multiple modules or components, it is not hard 

to deduce that there needs to be a framework in which these modular components 

exist and operate. This overall framework is popularly known as the software 

architecture. A software architecture has been defined by Perry and Wolf as a triple 

of elements, form and rationale [47]. Since then, processing, data and connecting 

elements have been conflated into components and connectors which make up the 

elements of a system. The form is a set of weighted properties and defines the 
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relationships between components and connectors, while the rationale is a set of 

justifications for the choice of elements and formal aspects of the software. While this 

definition of software architecture has been widely accepted for many years now, 

there has been little work done to define an architectural specification model based on 

this definition on which rules of composition can be applied to build complex 

systems out of software components. 

In this chapter, we define an approach for modeling the elements and for 

specifying the form to facilitate reasoning about compositions. In section 3.1 we 

discuss the need for separation of concerns. The approach used for the modeling is 

described in section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the proposed model for software 

architecture, while section 3.4 outlines the model for asset component specification. 

Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter and highlights its contribution. 
 

3.1 Separation of Concerns 

Divide and Conquer has been widely acknowledged as a fundamental strategy 

in software engineering and computer science. We see it in sorting algorithms; it 

appears in multiplication of polynomials. In fact it is the seed idea that has 

spearheaded progress in operating systems and programming languages. However, 

the applicability of this strategy to architectural design is unclear. 

In this context it is important to discuss the Shanley principle that was 

highlighted as a rule for efficient design by Arnoul de Marneffe [62]. The idea behind 

the Shanley Principle is that one part can perform multiple functions. It has been 

wonderfully explained by Jackson [61] as “the architecture of the world has been 

designed with the fullest possible application of the Shanley Principle”. While 
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efficient design is definitely our motivation, separation of concerns is not in 

contradiction of the Shanley Principle and that it effortlessly steps from Jackson’s, 

World (i.e., problem space from which we derive our requirements) to his Machine 

(i.e., the solution space from which we create our system that satisfies these 

requirements). Separation of concerns is important when we build the “machine” for 

managing complexity of the interrelationships in an “intransigently informal world”, 

but when a solution is actually deployed, the “world” or the deployment environment 

may give the implementation different functions, which are often beyond the control 

of even the creators of the solution.  

Since our essential goal is to reason about architectures, we deal with 

components at an abstraction level that is appropriate for component composition.  

It should thus come as no surprise that we hinge our abstract architectural 

model on a not-so-novel idea of separation of concerns. Our architectural model is 

supported by the three key constructs of: architectural elements, architectural 

composition and architectural regions. The architectural elements serve to capture the 

elements of the architecture i.e., the components and connectors. For each 

architectural element we capture the service specifications, dependency specifications 

and the general constraints. The general constraints are categorized into functional 

and non-functional constraints. Together with the service and dependency 

specifications, the functional constraints captured as part of general constraints 

identify the requirements of the “world” that the architectural element solves i.e., the 

“What”, while the non-functional constraints capture the system requirements that 

need to be satisfied for delivering the “machine” – i.e., the “How”.   The architecture 

composition and architectural region constructs are intended to capture the form of 

the architecture. These two constructs focus on capturing information that is relevant 
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for performing compositional analysis – their purpose being quite distinct from 

capturing what individuals components do or need. 
 

3.2 Approach for Specifications 

 

Our primary goal is to create an abstract model of software architecture (i) to 

provide reasoning about component composition and (ii) to provide a basis for 

constraint based architecture evaluation. An important secondary goal is to support 

the reasoning about component substitution (i.e., component reuse and component 

evolution). In this section we discuss the approach for specifications used for both 

software architectures in general as well as asset components that are instantiated to 

realize software architecture implementations. 
 

3.2.1 SPECIFYING SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES 

 

Software architectures are generally thought of in one of two ways: as 

prescriptions or as descriptions. There are good reasons for both approaches and the 

need for each is largely dependent on the use. The differences are as follows: an 

architectural prescription defines the important constraints on the architecture – i.e., 

it defines important, but not necessarily all components and connectors, their critical 

properties (though again, not necessarily all of them), and the critical relationship and 

interactions among the components of that architecture. What is prescribed is 

necessary; what is not mentioned is allowed as needed in completing the remaining 

design at both the architectural and the lower levels of design. An architectural 
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description on the other hand defines the complete architecture; what is not described 

is not allowed. The former is usually under-constrained, while the latter is precisely 

constrained (though it may often be over-constrained). The former is usually 

described with constraints while the latter requires a more descriptive (and often 

simpler) architectural language. 

We use a prescriptive approach for this research as the constraints provide an 

extremely useful tie between the system drivers and the architectural design, and 

provide a form of self-documenting rationale. Besides, given that an iterative 

development model is fast becoming the norm rather than the exception in industry, it 

seems that building a descriptive architectural model would not be possible until the 

very last iteration, and by then most of the key architectural and design decisions 

would already have been made. 
 

3.2.2 SPECIFYING ASSET COMPONENTS 

 

While building generic and reusable software components is important, the 

critical requirements for integrating reuse into the software architecture and design 

process are: 

• Enhancing the ability of software engineers to find components relevant to the 

application domain. 

• Ensuring that the reusable software components behave per specifications. 

• Ensuring that adequate documentation is available for facilitating reuse. 

 

What is evident from the requirements above is that we need the ability to 

specify reusable asset components using techniques that are easy to comprehend and 
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communicate and are expressive enough to capture all the aspects of the software that 

may be relevant for reuse or architectural reasoning. 

Specifications of asset components typically serve as contracts between 

component manufacturers and component users. Specifications should capture the 

external behavior of the component, specify constraints on the implementation, be 

easy to change as needed, serve as a reference tool for maintenance and characterize 

acceptable responses to undesired events [64]. It is no surprise then, that just like the 

architectural entities we talked about previously,  the most important parts of the 

specification of asset components are the: 

• Interface Specifications: Services that are expected by users of a component [64],  

• Dependency Specifications: Services that the component depends on [64] 

• General Constraints: Functional and Non-functional constraints under which a 

component has to operate [64]  

Specification of asset components should therefore completely and 

consistently capture the interface and dependency specifications of the components, 

as well as the constraints imposed due to functional requirements (such as behavioral 

constraints) and non-functional dependencies (such as the installation constraints). A 

component’s specification not only serves as a contract between component 

developer and user but also serves as a valuable source of information for evaluating 

a component’s reuse potential in different contexts. The overlap between the aspects 

that need to be captured and specified for the architectural elements and the asset 

components (using which an architecture is instantiated) are obvious, and we propose 

to use the exact same model for the specification of the architectural elements (i.e., 

the components and connectors) and the asset components. 
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3.2.3 DEGREE OF FORMALISM IN THE SPECIFICATIONS 

 

In the context of architectural prescriptions, the specification technique used 

for this research was an important consideration. We needed a computable 

representation that was flexible. It was desirable that the representation was 

expressive while not compromising on the kind of information that could be modeled.  

Informal methods are very flexible in form and therefore not computable. 

Leaving interpretation to humans inhibits reusability, as the semantics are not tight. 

For this research we need to communicate specifications in a way which would 

enhance reuse and architectural evaluation rather than inhibit effective 

communication of the features/constraints of the particular component. Hence 

informal methods were found unsuitable for this effort. 

Formal methods have not been used for this research primarily because 

component specification has been envisioned to be an iterative process, relying on 

refinement from every iteration (component capabilities evolve and/or requirements 

specifications evolve). The representation we use needs to accommodate both 

evolution and iteration. Such change is not allowed in a formal approach as the 

semantics are strict and constraining them becomes a problem due to the continuous 

change in the specifications.  

Hence, we rely on semi-formal techniques for specification of software 

components. Semi-formal methods (i) enable the accommodation of changes to 

software component (both architectural and asset) specifications (ii) provide enough 

expressiveness to support effective identification and evaluation of architectures and 

components in an architectural context (iii) are easy to understand and communicate 

(iv) do not require special training and are widely used today 
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3.3 Model for Software Architecture 

Our proposal for an architectural model is consistent with the initial Perry and 

Wolf definition of software architecture. We propose three abstract constructs as the 

basis for our analysis:   

o Arch-element:  Can be either a component or a connector (while their structure for 

purposes of modeling and analysis is identical, they have distinct logical 

purposes, i.e., connectors represent interactions among components).  This 

construct represents basic elements in the architecture. 

o Arch-composition: An arch-composition represents a sub-architectural structure.  

As such it represents the substructure of an arch-element and must satisfy the 

interface constraints of the elements involved. The rules of compositional 

completeness govern not only the support of the arch-element interface, but the 

internal interdependencies as well. 

o Arch-region: An arch-region is an arbitrary set of arch-elements or arch-

compositions and can overlap, contain or be contained in other arch-regions. An 

arch-region provides a constraint scoping mechanism.  As such, it represents a 

collection of arch-elements to which a set of constraints apply. 

 

Before we delve into the specifics of the model, we take a slight detour here to 

explore the main issues with component composition so that we comprehend the 

requirements for component composition into our architectural model. David Garlan 

identified the main issue to be, what he called, architectural mismatches [65], and he 

highlighted several implications of this mismatch: excessive code size, poor 
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performance, need to modify external packages used during the integration (or system 

composition), the need to re-invent existing functionality and an error prone build and 

construction process. In summary, architectural mismatch results in a system that 

doesn’t satisfy all the necessary stakeholder requirements, even though it may be able 

to deliver to the objective of building a larger system from multiple reusable 

components. The causes for these architectural mismatches identified by Garlan are 

(i) inappropriate assumptions about the nature of the components and the connectors, 

(ii) assumptions about the global architecture structure and (iii) the construction 

process. We address the first issue with our model for arch-elements while the second 

issue is addressed by the constructs proposed for arch-compositions and arch-

regions. Since the build and construction process has little to do with architectural 

modeling we ignore the third issue from the scope of the abstract model. 

It is obvious that system integration is an inherently complex process and 

there are no silver bullet solutions. However there is a lot that can be done to 

facilitate this difficult process. We use the general constraints in our model which 

serve as self documenting rationale to document the assumptions about the 

components, the connectors and the global architecture structure so that the 

information is available to the system integrator for making optimal decisions. 

Besides, the arch-compositions and arch-regions – the constructs that capture the 

form in our model provides insight into the global architecture structure. The non-

functional constraints specified in our model also capture information that will be 

useful during system composition. 

The concept of an arch-region has been introduced for the overall 

organization of the architecture. Essentially it represents a collection of arch-elements 

to which a set of constraints apply. Arch-regions can overlap, contain or be contained 
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in other architectural regions. The concept of region facilitates the specification of 

targeted rules for a sub-architecture. These rules could be compositional rules such as 

architectural styles or design patterns, as well as domain specific implicit constraints. 

They help localize constraints and make system instantiation easier, as they can 

potentially help promote a loose form of packaging of a set of components. Regions 

influence the form of architecture and will be elaborated further in section 3.3.2. 

In the next three sub-sections we discuss the models for the different 

constructs of our architecture prescriptions. Also, as stated previously we model the 

asset components using a similar model as the arch-elements so that the asset 

components can be easily evaluated for an architecture instantiation. 
 

3.3.1 ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS: COMPONENTS AND CONNECTORS 

 

A software architecture specification is partitioned into several arch-elements. 

These architectural elements are driven by functional partitioning and also introduce 

the notion of object orientation which helps identify the implementation classes later 

during development. The elements of an architecture are typically the data, 

processing and connecting elements that have a physical existence and deliver some 

services that are either functional or non-functional in a system. In our model we 

have not differentiated data, processing and connecting elements but conflated them 

into arch-elements.  The reason for this is that while they are logically distinct, it is 

not clear that they are structurally distinct as well.  Data elements, of course, are 

clearly structurally distinct from processing and connecting elements but we do not 

separate them out, as typically there are very few data elements that exist independent 

of processing and connecting elements. 
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There is one issue however that may require structural differences:  multiple 

connecting connectors.  Connectors have been usually thought of as point to point 

mechanisms that provide the abstractions for communication interactions.  However, 

that is not their only use.  They may be used as coordinators and mediators as well.  

For example, one could imagine a very complex connector that serves as a 

coordinator of a fault handling mechanism that needs to take different actions 

depending on the nature of the fault. Instead of just one to one connectors, there are 

obvious uses for many to one (multiple clients, one server), one to many (broadcast), 

and many to many (cooperating components negotiating or reaching consensus) 

connectors, either with a fixed set of connections or an open-ended set of them as in a 

typical publish-subscribe model. And of course, connectors may be the subjects of 

architectural composition just as processing and data elements are. 

       The abstract model captures an arch-element as follows.  

arch-element =  

( 

name,  

{service specifications }, 

{dependency specifications} 

{general constraints },  

) 

 

An arch-element is qualified by the service specifications, the dependency 

specifications and the general constraints. The service specifications essentially 

capture the interface information using which other arch-elements can integrate. The 

dependency specifications help capture the ‘needs’ of an arch-element, i.e., services 
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that a given arch-element depends on. The general constraints capture all the 

functional and non-functional constraints that the arch-element needs to satisfy. For 

example an arch-element Registration System in a University Student Registration 

system architecture may support four services for enabling students to register for 

classes of their choice during a semester. These four services are captured in the 

service specifications of the arch-element. To deliver these four services the 

Registration System arch-element needs one service provided by the Student 

Repository arch-element and another service provided by the Course Database arch-

element. These two services are captured in the dependency specification of the 

Registration System arch-element. The general constraints capture information about 

the data managed by the Registration System arch-element as well as any non-

functional constraints that need to be satisfied by it. 

A service specification has a name and sets of input, output and general 

constraints.  Input and output constraints may define the input and output information 

for a given service or constraints on the information that is needed or provided by the 

specified service.  Example I/O constraints might include things like student id and 

course id for the service register student. The service specification construct is shown 

below. 

service specification =  

(  

name,  

{input constraints }, 

{output constraints },  

{general service constraints } 

 )  
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We separate out the dependency specifications from service specifications 

even though dependencies are basically the same except they are usually not named.  

The name is important for a service specification because the name provides 

information about what the service does for external consumers of the service. These 

dependency specifications must be satisfied by the service specifications of the 

supporting arch-elements. This separates the formal service interface constraints from 

an arch-element’s dependency interface constraints. As example, the service register 

student in the Registration System arch-element needs the service update credit-hours 

for student provided by the Student Repository arch-element. The service update 

credit-hours for student is thus captured in the dependency specification of the arch-

element Registration System.  

The representation of the dependency-specification is shown below. 

dependency specification = 

 (  

{input constraints },  

{output constraints },  

{general dependency constraints }  

 )   

 

The Input Constraints for the Service and Dependency specifications include 

the Input Data, Input Event and the Pre-Conditions constraints, while the Output 

constraints include the Output Data, Output Events and the Post-Conditions 

constraints.  The Input and Output Data constraints capture requirements of the input 

data required for the execution of the service and the output data generated by the 
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service respectively. The Input and Output Events capture the input events that 

trigger the execution of the service and the output events that are generated by the 

service execution. The Pre-Conditions Constraints capture the set of conditions (as 

captured by the arch-element state) that need to be satisfied for the service to begin 

execution while the Post-Conditions Constraints capture the arch-element’s state that 

should be satisfied upon completion of execution of the service. It is to be noted that 

the pre-condition and post-condition constraints help validate that the service 

execution for the arch-element began when the desired set of conditions were 

satisfied and that it delivered the desired results.  

General constraints can be classified into functional and non-functional 

constraints, and may represent obligations, placement constraints, etc.  We have 

lumped a number of different kinds of constraints under the name general constraints.  

These may be functional constraints indicating the kinds of functionality for a 

component or dependency.  These may be non-functional constraints, such as 

performance, fault tolerance, etc.  Or, they may be topological constraints indicating 

placement in a distributed system.  They may also represent obligations entailed by 

using a particular arch-element.  The construct below shows general constraints  

general constraints = 

(  

{ functional constraints },  

{ non-functional constraints},  

)   

 

As part of the general constraints, the functional constraints are intended to 

lump together different kinds of constraints that are associated with the delivery of 
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end-user functional requirements. As the data managed by an arch-element is 

fundamental to the kinds of services that it supports, we capture the data associated 

with an arch-element using the attribute constraints. Behavioral constraints help with 

ensuring that the arch-element specifications comprehend the various states 

associated with the arch-element beyond just the interface. It is common experience 

that architectural mismatches often happen when integration is done just by 

considering the API and not the implementation logic of the associated methods.  

functional-constraints =  

(  

{attribute constraints },  

{behavioral constraints } 

)  

  

The non-functional constraints are captured in terms of the Quality Attribute 

Constraints and the Deployment Constraints. The Quality Attribute Constraints 

specify the constraints on the quality attributes for the arch-element. These 

constraints on the quality attributes are over and above the arch-element’s services, 

dependencies and the functional constraints. It is important to capture these 

constraints as a part of the architectural specification because it has often been seen 

that systems need to be re-designed not because of any deficiency in system 

functionality, but because they fail to satisfy certain quality attributes like reliability, 

availability and performance. Thus explicit knowledge of these constraints would 

help in avoiding unacceptable system configurations. The Deployment Constraints, 

on the other hand, capture an arch-element’s deployment related constraints such as 
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installation requirements, platform dependencies, etc. The non-functional constraints 

construct is shown below.  

non-functional constraints =  

(  

{quality attribute constraints }, 

{deployment constraints },  

)  

 

Since the details associated with the specification of arch-element is quite 

involved, we summarize the above with the help of a diagram. Figure 3.1 summarizes 

all the concepts discussed so far. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Architectural Element Specification 
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In the rest of this section, we elaborate the details associated with some of the 

constructs mentioned previously.  

The Attribute Constraints capture the data supported by an arch-element. An 

individual attribute constraint is qualified by its name, the data elements associated 

with it and any additional constraints that may be applicable. Information about the 

data elements are captured in the data element specification while general attribute 

constraints capture additional constraints on the data element or the attribute. As an 

example, the data entity “Address” which is captured as an attribute may be further 

qualified by the associated data elements such as street name, city, zip code and 

country. The Attribute constraints construct is shown below. 

attribute constraints =  

(  

name,  

{ data element specifications }, 

{ general attribute  constraints } 

 )  

 

The Behavioral Constraints capture the behavioral aspects of an arch-element 

and are modeled using a state chart representation. The dynamic behavior of a 

component is modeled by the following quintuple and is termed as a behavioral unit, 

essentially representing a “unit of behavior.” 
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behavioral unit  = 

( 

state, 

trigger,  

guard,  

effects, 

 target 

) 

 

Figure 3.2 below identifies each of the elements of a behavioral unit in a state chart 

diagram: 

Initialization

do: initialize course Open

entry: Register Student
exit: Increment Count

Canceled

do: Notify Registered
Students

Add Student/
Set Count = 0

[ Count = 20]

Cancel

Cancel

Closed

do: Finalize course

Cancel

Add Student [ Count < 20] /count ++

State Target

Trigger

Guard

Effects

 

Figure 3.2: Behavioral Representation for Architectural Elements 

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the Quality Attributes Constraints. The Quality 

Attribute Constraints are composed of the Runtime Constraints and the Static 

Constraints. The Runtime Constraints capture the constraints of the arch-element that 
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are relevant/observable during the execution of the element. On the contrary, the 

Static Constraints capture the constraints on the quality attributes of the arch-element 

that are not affected by the runtime characteristics. Obviously these constraints are 

optional for an arch-element as all of these constraints together may not be relevant in 

all cases.  

The Runtime Constraints capture the Performance, Security, Availability, 

Usability and Reliability related constraints. The Performance Constraints are 

responsible for capturing the responsiveness of the system related to transactions per 

unit time, arrival rates and distribution of service requests, processing times, queue 

sizes and latency. The Security Constraints capture the arch-element’s ability to resist 

unauthorized usage while continuing to provide its services to authorized users. The 

Availability Constraints capture the requirements on the availability of the arch-

element. The usability related constraints are captured in the Usability Constraints. 

These are related to Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Error Avoidance and 

Error Handling. The Reliability Constraints capture the reliability constraints of the 

component related to its consistent performance per specifications. 
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Reusability 
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Integrability 
Constraints

Testability 
Constraints

Security 
Constraints  

     Figure 3.3: The Quality Attribute 

The Static Constraints capture Modifiability, Portability, Reusability, 

Integrability and Testability constraints of an arch-element. The Modifiability 

Constraints capture issues related to the ease of changing or extending capabilities, 

ease of deleting capabilities, adapting to new operating environments, and 

restructuring the internals of the component. The support for the system’s ability to 

run under different computing environment is captured in the Portability Constraints. 

The Reusability Constraints help specify the ability of an arch-element to be used in 

different contexts. The issues related to the integration of the arch-element to other 

components are captured in the Integrability Constraints while the Testability 

Constraints capture the testing related constraints, which are typically tied to the 

arch-element’s observability and controllability. 

The Deployment Constraints are partitioned into the Core Infrastructure 

Constraints and Interaction Constraints and are responsible for capturing the 
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installation related requirements for an arch-element. The Deployment Constraints 

are demonstrated in figure 3.4. 

 
D eploym ent 
Constraints

Core 
Infrastructure 

Constraints

Interaction 
Constraints

Com puting 
Platform  Const

D ynam ic 
D isplay Const.

Operating 
System s Const.

Runtim e Env. 
Const.

Peripheral Const.

N etwork Support 
Const

D atabase Const

COTS package 
Const

Architectural 
Elem ent Const.

Runtim e 
Libraries Const.

U ser Interface 
Const.

Installation 
Const.

Perform ance 
M onitor Const.

D ata Transport 
Const.

 

Figure 3.4: The Deployment Constraints 

The Core Infrastructure Constraints for an arch-element capture the 

requirements for installation of the element on its base platform. It specifies the basic 

installation requirements for the component without consideration for its interaction 

with other system components. Hence, satisfaction of the Core Infrastructure 

Constraints specification does not imply proper functional operation of an arch-

element. The Interaction Constraints on the other hand, capture the information about 

how an arch-element interacts with other elements in the architecture. Satisfaction of 
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all the Deployment Constraint specifications, which include both the Core 

Infrastructure Constraints and the Interaction Constraints specification, implies 

proper deployment of the arch-element in the context of the overall architecture. The 

division of the Deployment Constraints into Core Infrastructure Constraints and 

Interaction Constraints was motivated by the goal of separately addressing the issues 

of an arch-element’s own installation requirements versus its requirements for 

interaction with other arch-elements. The information captured in these two sets of 

constraints would help in reasoning over the deployment requirements of the arch-

element from these two distinct perspectives. These constraints are optional and 

should be used as needed for capturing the non-functional specifications. 

The Core Infrastructure Constraints is composed of the Computing Platform 

Constraints, the Dynamic Display Constraints, Operating System Constraints, 

Runtime Environment Constraints, Runtime Libraries Constraint, User Interface 

Constraints, Installation Constraints and the Performance Monitor Constraints. The 

Computing Platform Constraints capture information about the base platform on 

which the arch-element needs to be installed. For example, these constraints would 

specify that an arch-element should be deployed on an Intel Core 2 Duo series 

machine at a certain clock frequency with 1GB of memory and 80 GB of hard disk 

space. The Dynamic Display Constraints capture information about the display 

requirement of the arch-element. It captures specifications such as the screen size, the 

vertical and horizontal scan frequency and viewing angle of the display for optimal 

viewing of the arch-element. These constraints are particularly important for graphics 

based arch-elements where display with a high resolution is required for proper 

viewing. The Operating System Constraints capture the possible operating systems in 

which the arch-element can be installed and executed. For example, this constraint 
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specifies whether a particular software should execute on Windows 2000 as well as 

Windows XP. The Runtime Environment Constraints detail the runtime environment 

information of the arch-elements while the Runtime Libraries Constraints capture 

information about the runtime libraries required for proper execution. The User 

Interface Constraints specify the UI features that should be supported by the arch-

element. The Installation Constraints capture the installation requirements. It specifies 

information about the directory where the arch-element is to be installed, the system 

files that are modified, the files that are placed in the system directory, the registry 

changes (in the case of Windows applications), etc. The Performance Monitor 

Constraints help specify the details about performance monitors for the arch-element.  

The Interaction Constraints are an aggregate of the Peripheral Constraints, the 

Network Support Constraints, the Database Constraints, the COTS (Commercial Off 

the Shelf) Package Constraints, the Architectural Element Constraints and the Data 

Transport Constraints. The Peripheral Constraints detail the peripheral dependencies 

of the arch-element. For example, if an arch-element is responsible for transmitting 

real-time data from a wireless computing platform, it would require a wireless 

modem. The Network Support Constraints capture information about bandwidth; 

throughput and other network related requirements for proper operation, while the 

Database Constraints specify the database(s) that the arch-element needs to interact 

with. The Middleware Constraints specify the middleware requirements for the arch-

element and the COTS Package Constraints capture the dependencies on COTS 

packages. The Architecture Elements Constraints identify the other arch-elements 

that the arch-element being specified interacts with. Finally, the Data Transport 

Constraints capture information about the way data is transported from the arch-

element being specified to other arch-elements. 
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3.3.2 ARCHITECTURAL FORM 

By the Perry Wolf definition, the form is a set of weighted properties and 

relationships among components and connectors. A form defines constraints on the 

components and connectors and how they are placed relative to each other and how 

they interact with each other. 

Research and experience with software building over the years has resulted in 

the codification of collective experience of skilled designers, architects and software 

engineers. These proven solutions to recurring design problems are popularly known 

as patterns. Different kinds of patterns have been proposed – Architectural Patterns 

[66], Design Patterns [67] and Idioms. These help define the relationship between 

different components under given constraints and is relevant to the form of a software 

architecture model. They generally impose a rule on the architecture that specifies 

how the system will handle a given aspect of functionality [47]. A popular area of 

architectural research - architectural styles - is another concept that is relevant to the 

form of an architecture. Styles essentially abstract architectural elements and formal 

aspects from various specific architectures. They are often less constrained than 

specific architectures. Different architectural styles such as the pipe and filter, layered 

or a blackboard style promote different quality attributes for a software system when 

they are defined at a global level. However several architectural styles can be merged 

in a software architecture as long as the constraints of the styles do not conflict. 

Examples of styles in an architecture are provided in Perry and Wolf [47] and by 

Perry in [68]. Application of architectural styles helps define the form of an 

architecture. 
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The key constructs of our model that are relevant to the form of an 

architecture are arch-composition and arch-region. As explained previously, an arch-

composition represents a sub-architectural structure while an arch-region provides a 

construct scoping mechanism and represents a collection of arch-elements to which a 

set of constraints apply. These two constructs are explained below 
 

arch-composition =   

(  

name,  

{ arch-elements },  

{ mappings } 

  ) 

 

arch-region =  

(  

 Descriptor, 

{ arch-elements | arch-compositions },  

{ general constraints } 

 ) 
 

While architectural composition and architectural region are the two 

fundamental concepts of our model, we also provide a construct for capturing the 

generic form of an architecture. The purpose of this construct is to capture in a 

granular fashion the different aspects that influence the architectural structure. 

The form of an architecture can be influenced by both the functional 

requirements as well as by non-functional requirements.  For a given software 

architecture model, the form needs to be specified at a global level and/or at a local 
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level, i.e., for an architectural region or sub-architecture, as for complex systems, it 

may be impossible to specify the form at a global level. 

Thus the form of architecture is modeled as in Figure 3.5 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Architectural Form 

A given style or a pattern is represented as a composition unit in our model. 

Thus a subject observer pattern is a composition unit with multiple composition unit 

mappings, where each composition unit is represented by an arch-element pair, the 

rule for the relationship between the pair and the cardinality between the pair. One 

arch-element is common across all the composition unit mappings for the subject 

observer pattern and serves as the subject. The second component in the arch-element 

pair for the composition unit mappings represents the observers.  
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3.3.3 RATIONALE 

 

The rationale in our architecture model are the set of justifications for the 

choice of elements and formal aspects of the architecture. A rationale ties 

architectural design decisions to various system drivers – for example decisions may 

be tied to functionality requirements from the user, non-functional system constraints, 

market requirements and business strategies. In fact the constraints mentioned earlier 

in this paper provide an extremely useful tie between system drivers and the 

architectural design; they provide a form of self-documenting rationale.  

In our model we treat rationale as atomic units that may be associated with a 

certain aspect of an arch-element (i.e., a data, processing or connecting element) with 

a non functional constraint or any of the entities in our Architectural Form model. 

They are sprinkled over every facet of our architecture. Of course these can be later 

categorized into convenient groups, but we do not model rationale using either a 

hierarchy or decomposition to reinforce the fact that justification for an architectural 

decision is often independent of the level of abstraction for which a design decision is 

needed. 
 

3.4 Asset Component Specification 

Our architectural model would be incomplete without a specification 

technique for asset components, i.e., the software components that would be used to 

instantiate an architecture. We partition our specification similar to the way we 

partitioned our architectural model - Functional Specs and Non-Functional Specs., 

except for one distinction. For asset components, it is important to capture some 
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notion of dependability. Hence for the Asset Component Specs we introduce the 

notion of Certification Specs besides the Functional and Non-Functional 

Specifications.  

 
Asset Component 

Specs

Functional 
Specs

Non 
Functional 

Specs

Certification 
Info

 

Figure 3.6: Asset Component Specs 

The Asset Functionality Specs are modeled in exactly the same manner as the 

arch-element specifications [Figure 3.1, 3.2], and the Asset Non-Functional Specs are 

modeled similar to the Arch Non-Functional Specs [Figure 3.3, 3.4] with local scope, 

just like we modeled the non-functional specifications of an arch-element.  

The Certification Information is modeled as shown below in Figure 3.7. 

 
Certification 
Information

Development 
Process Info

Process/
Product 
Metrics

Verification 
and Validation 

Info  

Figure 3.7: Certification Information 

The Development Process Info captures information relevant to the 

development process used for building the asset component. This captures the SEI 
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CMM level of the development process, the degree of formalism used during the 

development process etc. The Process/Product Metrics capture information about 

process and product related indicators. These include Performance Against Schedule 

(PAS), Scope Creep, %age of requirements covered by use cases, %age of 

requirements and use cases covered by test cases, defect trends, defect severity 

classification, open defects etc. The Verification and Validation Info captures the 

details about the testing and qualification of the asset component i.e., usage of type 

checkers, static analyzers, model checkers, the testing process itself etc. 
 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter we presented an architecture model for documenting the 

specifications of participating architectural elements, the form of the architecture as 

well as the justifications for the different design decisions. We also distinguish 

between an arch-element and an asset component. It is envisioned that an architecture 

described using our architectural specifications model can be instantiated using the 

asset components that are registered against individual arch-elements. The 

architecture specification model will enable architecture evaluation early in the 

development lifecycle using approaches proposed in chapters 4, 5 and 6, while using 

the asset components we will be able to build complex systems for a given 

architecture. 
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4. CONTEXTUAL REUSABILITY METRICS 

 

Almost a decade and a half of architectural research, beginning with the Perry and 

Wolf paper [47], has resulted in significant progress in the area of Software Architecture, 

but it is evident that software engineering is still far from the maturity of other traditional 

engineering disciplines. Software Architecture was envisioned to be the agent that would 

catalyze the transformation of software engineering into a well understood discipline by 

driving standardization, developing architecture templates for well-understood domains 

and enabling systematic reuse of architectural components. That clearly has not 

happened. However, progress in the areas of Model Driven Architectures, Product Line 

Architectures, Architecture Description Languages and Architectural Styles form a strong 

basis and motivation for reuse.  

Software Reuse research has seen significant activity over the years. To quantify 

the benefits of reuse and support objective decision making, reuse metrics have long been 

a subject of interest. It has been widely felt that, in some sense, researchers have fully 

explored most of the traditional methods of measuring reusability: complexity, module 

size, interface characteristics, etc. [2]. Though the research community does currently 

recognize the importance of the problem domain with regard to reuse, few have actually 

linked the context in which a component is used to the true “usefulness” of that 

component. We believe reuse research will benefit greatly by focusing on the framework 

in which a software component fits. So, if the reusability of a component depends on 

context, then reusability metrics need to include characteristics about the domain, the 

software architecture, and the associated environment.  
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This chapter discusses the use of software architecture prescriptions as the 

“context” of a software component. Our contextual metrics enable quantitative evaluation 

of the reusability of a software component based on its compliance to different elements 

of an architecture prescription. Reuse evaluations are also promoted by using these 

metrics to quantitatively evaluate the similarity between different components, measure a 

component’s coverage of functionality encoded in the architectural description and 

numerically track the evolution of a component in terms of system data and functionality. 

Section 4.1 discusses the assumptions about the architectural “context”. The 

proposed metrics are elaborated in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 briefly explains the use of 

these metrics, and Section 4.4 concludes the chapter. 

 
 

4.1  Context assumptions 

The context of a software component is encoded in some form of system 

description. In 1980, Perry and Habermann [69] proposed a system description language 

and identified the rules for well-formed system compositions in terms of required and 

provided elements in configuration compositions. These compositions defined the context 

for evaluating the substitutability (or reuse) of one component for another. Since then we 

have seen the advent of architecture description languages (ADLs) to define basic system 

structures and establish constraints on those structures, their individual components and 

component interactions.  

In this research we use architecture prescriptions to define the context for use and 

reuse.  Further, we make the following basic assumptions about these context descriptions 
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in terms of their descriptive elements and format.  The description of each component in 

an architecture prescription consists of at least the following: 

o Interface descriptions of the services that include associated input and output 

descriptions of the data and events, and the pre- and post-conditions; 

o Attribute descriptions that include the data supported; and  

o Behavioral descriptions in the form of state charts that capture the various states and 

the transitions between the states. 

Interface descriptions of services are universally standard in almost all 

architecture description languages. Pre- and post- conditions have been used in several 

formal approaches to architectural prescription, e.g., Inscape [70]. Event based behavioral 

descriptions have gained in popularity with Luckham’s Rapide [25]. 

With the above basis for the context, our research can be extended to model 

driven architectures, product line architectures, reference architectures and different 

expressions of architectural styles with less complete descriptions.  

 On the assumption that we have an asset base from which we choose components 

to use in the architecture description to instantiate that architecture, we propose the model 

in Figure 4.1 for specification of the functional capabilities of an asset component that is 

to be used in the contextual metrics.  We note that it consists of the same information we 

assume to be present in the architecture prescription elaborated in chapter 3. 

 



 

Figure 4.1: Asset Component Specification 

 

Creating the asset base then requires a specification activity, referred to here as 

Registration, to establish the necessary information (or mappings) needed to measure the 

usability of a component in a particular context.  

 

The following steps detail the Registration process: 

Step 1: Select an arch-element from the architectural specification 

Step 2a: For the services provided by the selected arch-element, capture the services 

supported by the asset component being registered in the Provided Service 

Specification.  

For each service: 
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• Capture the Input and Output Data and Events supported by the asset 

component for the service in the Data and Event Specification 

• Capture the Pre- and Post- Conditions supported by the asset component for 

the provided service in the Pre- and Post- Condition Specifications 

Step 2b: Capture the services required by the asset component in the Required Services 

Specification by following steps similar to Step 2a 

Step 3: For the attributes in the arch-element, capture the attributes supported by the asset 

component in the Attribute Specification 

Step 4: For the Behavioral Units of the arch-element, capture the behavioral units 

supported by component in the Behavioral Unit Specification in the form of 

quintuples (State, Trigger, Guard, Effects and Target). An asset component may 

be registered to a subset of the quintuples for each state transition. 

Step 5: Repeat Steps 1-4 for all arch-elements in the architectural specification. 
 
 

4.2  Proposed Metrics 

For a software component to be reusable, its engineering characteristics need to 

be compatible with the envisioned target system in terms of its functional requirements. 

Though it may be possible to institute some well-defined approaches to engineer 

components that ensure reusability, there is still a considerable amount of debate on this 

issue [71]. The set of metrics presented in this research support a quantitative and 

objective evaluation of software components with respect to (i) the domain (functional 

and data) requirements contained in the architecture prescription and (ii) the architectural 

elements. 
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The metrics are categorized into Architecture Compliance Metrics and 

Component Characteristic Metrics. 
 

4.2.1 ARCHITECTURE COMPLIANCE METRICS 

 

The Architecture Compliance Metrics measure the compliance of a software 

component to the constituent elements of the architecture prescription at different levels 

of granularity. The key metric is the Arch-Element Compliance Coefficient which 

measures how closely an asset component satisfies arch-element descriptions, taking into 

account (i) the interfaces supported and required (ii) the data owned and (iii) behavior. 

For computing this metric, three other metrics are relevant – the Arch-Element Service 

Compliance Coefficient, the Arch-Element Attribute Compliance Coefficient and the 

Arch-Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient. These coefficients provide objective 

measures for the three key aspects of any software component – the interfaces, the data, 

and the behavior - and are intuitively analogous to our representation. The compliance 

coefficients defined can be used to compare different software components for 

identifying a “best-fit” candidate when designing a system or attempting to reuse 

previously developed components. The architectural compliance coefficients are 

elaborated below. 
 
 

4.2.1.1 Architectural Element Service Compliance Coefficient 

 

The Architectural Element Service Compliance Coefficient, ArchSvCoeff(d), is a 

measure of an asset  component’s compliance to all the provided as well as the required 



services of a particular arch-element. It is computed as the average of the asset 

component’s compliance to each of the required arch-element services. 

Service level compliance indicates the extent to which an asset component is 

compliant with a given functional requirement (service) defined in the architecture 

prescription. Six coefficients - the Input Data Compliance Coefficient, the Output Data 

Compliance Coefficient, the Input Event Compliance Coefficient, the Output Event 

Compliance Coefficient, the Pre-Conditions Compliance Coefficient and the Post-

Conditions Compliance Coefficient are used to calculate service level compliance. The 

calculation of these six coefficients and the approach for combining them to evaluate the 

Service Compliance Coefficient are explained below. 

 For each service, s, in an arch-element, the following coefficients are defined: 

 

Input and Output Data Compliance Coefficient 

The Input/Output Data Compliance Coefficients, IDCoeff(s)/ ODCoeff(s), are 

measures of how well an asset component registered to a given service s in the arch-

element, complies with the input and output data requirements for that service.  These 

coefficients are the average of the ratios between the number of data elements to which 

the component is registered to the total number of data elements associated with a 

particular data entity, for all the input/output data entities. A data entity can be thought of 

as a data concept like ‘Address’, while data elements are the sub-elements of that data 

concept like Street Address, City, State, Zip for our example. Thus 

 

∑
∈

=
IDEn(s)en

regd

|en)IDEl(s,|
|en)(s,IDEl|

|IDEn(s)|
1IDCoeff(s)   (1) 
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regd

|en)ODEl(s,|
|en)(s,ODEl|

|ODEn(s)|
1ODCoeff(s)   (2) 

 

Where  

IDEn(s)/ ODEn(s):  Set of input/output data entities for service s. 

IDElregd(s, en)/ ODElregd(s, en): Set of input/output data elements for the entity en 

of service s, to which the component is registered. 

IDEl(s, en)/ODEl(s, en): Set of input/output data elements for the entity en of 

service s. 

en:  An entity belonging to the set IDEn(s)/ODEn(s) 

Note that the above coefficients take into account the existence (or non-existence) 

of entities as well as the elements associated with these entities. A missing entity would 

affect the numerical values of these coefficients much more than a missing element. 

 

Input and Output Event Compliance Coefficient

The Input/Output Event Compliance Coefficient, IECoeff(s)/OECoeff(s), 

measures an asset component’s compliance to the input/output event requirements of an 

arch-element service, s, in the architectural prescription. IECoeff(s)/ OECoeff(s) are the 

ratios between the total number of input/output events to which a component is registered 

to the total number of input/output events for service s. 

 

|IE(s)|
|(s)IE|IECoeff(s) regd

=     (3) 

 

|OE(s)|
|(s)OE|OECoeff(s) regd

=     (4) 
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Where 

( )regdIE s / : Set of input/output events for service s, to which component is 

registered. 

( )regdOE s

( )IE s / : Set of input/output events for service s. ( )OE s

 

Pre and Post Condition Compliance Coefficient 

The Pre/Post Condition Compliance Coefficients, 

PreCondCoeff(s)/PostCondCoeff(s), measure an asset component’s compliance to the 

pre- and post-condition requirements of an arch-element service, s, in the architectural 

prescription. PreCondCoeff(s) and PostCondCoeff(s) are the ratio between the total 

number of pre- and post-conditions to which a component is registered to the total 

number of pre/post conditions for service s. 

 

|PreCond(s)|
|(s)PreCond|ff(s)PreCondCoe regd

=     (5) 

 

|)PostCond(s|
|(s)PostCond|eff(s)PostCondCo regd

=     (6) 

Where 

PreCondregd(s)/PostCondregd(s): Set of pre/post conditions for service s, to which 

asset component is registered. 

PreCond(s)/PostCond(s): Set of pre/post conditions for service s. 

 

Using the above six coefficients we calculate the value for the compliance of an 

asset component to the service, s, as described below. 
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Service Compliance Coefficient: The Service Compliance Coefficient, SvCoeff(s) 

measures an asset component’s overall compliance to the arch-element’s service, taking 

into account its compliance to input and output data (IDCoeff & ODCoeff), input and 

output events (IECoeff & OECoeff) and pre- and post- conditions (PreCondCoeff and 

PostCondCoeff). The Service Compliance Coefficient also takes into account the relative 

importance of the particular service in the architecture by considering the other services 

that directly affect or are affected by the service under consideration. SvCoeff(s) is the 

weighted average of the Input and Output Data Compliance Coefficient, the Input and 

Output Event Compliance Coefficient and the Pre and Post Condition Compliance 

Coefficient. 

p(s)PostCondDe(s)PreCondDep
OEDep(s)IEDep(s)ODDep(s)IDDep(s)

eff(s)]PostCondCop(s)PostCondDe
ff(s)PreCondCoe(s)PreCondDep

OECoeff(s)OEDep(s)IECoeff(s)IEDep(s)
ODCoeff(s)ODDep(s)IDCoeff(s)[IDDep(s)

SvCoeff(s)

++
+++

×+
×+

×+×+
×+×

=    

    (7) 

Where 

IDDep(s)/ ODDep(s): Total number of services generating /consuming the 

input/output data entities required by service s. 

IEDep(s)/OEDep(s): Total number of services that generate/depend on trigger 

events of /from the service s. 

PreCondDep(s)/PostCondDep(s): Total number of services responsible for the set 

of pre/post conditions. 
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The calculation of the service compliance coefficient takes into account not only 

the associated data, events and pre/post conditions, it also factors in the input and output 

dependencies, thereby intuitively covering all the interface characteristics that are 

relevant to the given service. The Service Compliance Coefficient is calculated for each 

service that is provided or required by the component being registered.  

Finally, we compute the Architectural Element Service Compliance Coefficient, 

i.e., the service compliance for all services in the arch-element. This coefficient measures 

the overall compliance of an asset component to all the services associated with an arch-

element.  

 

Arch-Element Service Compliance Coefficient

The Arch-Element Service Compliance Coefficient, ArchSvCoeff(d), is a measure 

of an asset component’s compliance to the services (both provided and required) of a 

particular arch-element. It is the average of the Service Compliance Coefficient of all the 

services associated with a particular arch-element. 

 

|ArchSv(d)|

SvCoeff(s)
f(d)ArchSvCoef DRACSv(d)s

∑
∈=     (8) 

Where, 

ArchSv(d): Set of services (provided and required) for arch-element d. 

 

Of course we can calculate separate coefficients for provided and required 

services by setting ArchSv(d) to the set of provided services or required services only.  
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4.2.1.2 Architectural Element Attribute Compliance Coefficient 

The Arch-Element Attribute Compliance Coefficient, ArchAttrCoeff(d), is a 

measure of an asset component’s compliance to all the data attributes of a particular arch-

element. It is essentially the average of the component’s compliance to each of the 

attributes that it is registered to. ArchAttrCoeff(d) is measured in terms of the Data 

Attribute Compliance Coefficient or AttrCoeff(a). AttrCoeff(a) measures the extent to 

which an asset component is compliant with arch-element data as specified in the 

architecture prescription. For each data attribute a in an arch-element, AttrCoeff(a) is 

calculated as: 

 

|Attr(a)|
|(a)Attr|a)AttrCoeff( regd

=     (9) 

Where 

Attrregd(a): Set of elements in attribute a to which the asset component is 

registered. 

Attr(a): Set of all the elements of attribute a. 

Finally we calculate the ArchAttrCoeff(d) which is the average of the Data 

Attribute Compliance Coefficient of all the attributes associated with a particular arch-

element. 

 

    
|)ArchAttr(d|

a)AttrCoeff(
eff(d)ArchAttrCo )ArchAttr(da

∑
∈=      (10) 

Where 

ArchAttr(d): Set of attributes in arch-element, d. 
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4.2.1.3 Arch-Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient 

The Arch-Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient measures the degree of 

compliance of an asset component to the behavior of an arch-element captured in the 

architecture prescriptions. It is measured in terms of the Behavioral Unit Coefficient 

BehavUnitCoeff(bu), where BehavUnitCoeff(bu) is computed as below. 

 

|l(bu)BehavUnitE|
|(bu)lBehavUnitE|oeff(bu)BehavUnitC regd

=     (11) 

Where 

BehavUnitElregd(bu): Set of behavioral unit elements the component is registered 

to. 

BehavUnitEl(bu): Set of elements in a particular behavioral unit, where an 

element is one of the quintuples – state, trigger, guard, effects and target. 

With the above, we calculate the Arch-Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient 

 

|nit(d)ArchBehavU|

oeff(bu)BehavUnitC
oeff(d)ArchBehavC nit(d)ArchBehavUbu

∑
∈=  (12) 

ArchBehavUnit(d): Set of behavioral units of arch-element d. 
 

4.2.1.4 Arch-Element Compliance Coefficient 

 

Now using the Arch-Element Service Compliance Metric, the Arch-Element 

Attribute Compliance Coefficient and the Arch-Element Behavioral Compliance 

Coefficient, the notion of an asset component’s overall compliance to an arch-element 
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can be calculated. The Arch-Element Compliance Coefficient, ArchCoeff(d), measures an 

asset component’s overall compliance to an arch-element. 

 

|nit(d)ArchBehavU|
|)ArchAttr(d||AcchSv(d)|

|oeff(d)ArchBehavC
|nit(d)ArchBehavU|

eff(d)ArchAttrCo|)ArchAttr(d|
f(d)ArchSvCoef|ArchSv(d)|

d)ArchCoeff(
++

×
+×

+×

=  (13) 

 

As mentioned previously, these coefficients measure an asset component’s 

compliance to various elements of the architectural prescription. Therefore, if component 

A has a SvCoeff of 0.5 for a certain service in the architectural prescription and 

component B has a SvCoeff of 0.75 for the same service, it can be inferred that asset 

component B is more compliant to the architecture element and should be preferred over 

asset component A for that particular service implementation. On the same lines, if the 

goal is to implement a particular arch-element as a whole complying with the specified 

boundaries of functionality and data set forth by that component, then a component with 

a higher ArchCoeff (d) should be preferred.  
 

4.2.2 COMPONENT CHARACTERISTIC METRICS 

 

While the Architecture Compliance Metrics calculated the compliance of an asset 

component to the various elements of the architecture prescription individually, they did 

not capture the characteristics of a particular component with respect to the architecture 

prescription as a whole. The Component Characteristic metrics address this aspect. The 

Component Characteristic Metrics measure the compliance of an asset component with 
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respect to the component data (characterized by all the attributes in the architectural 

prescription) and component functionality (characterized by all the services in the 

architectural prescription).  

The Component Characteristic Metrics are of two types (i) The Proximity Metrics 

and (ii) The Compliance Metrics. These metrics are discussed in the following sub-

sections, and they leverage the Architecture Compliance Metrics derived in the previous 

section. 
 

4.2.2.1 Proximity Metrics 

The Proximity Metrics have been defined to measure “closeness” of two versions 

of an asset component with respect to a) component functionality, i.e., services, and (b) 

component data, i.e., attributes. In essence, these coefficients indicate the proximity of 

two asset versions with respect to the architectural prescription. The utility of these 

metrics lie in the fact that they give an insight into how a component has evolved in terms 

of domain data and domain functional requirements. 

Though the proximity metrics have been defined to measure “closeness” between 

two versions of the same asset component, the idea can be extended to measure proximity 

between two different components as well. 

 

Functional Proximity Metrics 

The Functional Proximity Metrics leverage the functional model (the collection of 

services contained in the architectural prescription) to measure the similarity between two 

components with regard to the functional requirements the components satisfy.  



Let FC be the Functional Model Compliance Matrix representing the compliance 

of different versions of a component, to the services of the architectural prescription. 

Thus the matrix FC for two versions of component can be represented as 
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  (14) 

Where 

v1 and v2 represent the two versions of the component.  

s1 …sn represents the list of services from a particular architecture prescription. 

SvCoeffv1(sn), SvCoeffv2(sn)  represents the Service Compliance Coefficient of 

version v1 and v2 of the component for the service, sn, in the architectural 

prescription. 

Now, the Proximity Matrix with respect to the domain functionality, PMF, is 

defined as 

PMF = [FC][FC]T                            

Where [FC]T denotes the transpose of the matrix FC. 

 

The element PMFi,j represents the proximity of versions i and version j with 

respect to the functional model. The matrix PMF is not normalized. We use the Euclidean 

Vector Norm to normalize the matrix PMF. The normalized PMF restricts the value of 

the element PMFi,j  between zero and one. The formalized notation for deriving a 

normalized PMF using the Euclidean Vector norm is given below. 

 



The Functional Model Compliance Matrix for the software component, can be 

written as: 

FC = [svt] v = 1 ….V, t = 1…T                          

Where svt   represents the Service Compliance Coefficient for version v of the 

component for service s in the architectural prescription. V represents the total number of 

versions of the component and T represents the total number of services in the 

architectural prescription. 

The Service Compliance vector, sv, is represented as  

sv = [sv,1    sv,2      sv,3       ……….sv,T  ]. 

We know from the Euclidean Vector Norm that 

 || sv || 2  =   
1/ 2

2

1

F

vt
t

s
=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑

Using the Functional Model Compliance matrix, FC, it is now possible to define 

the proximity of two versions, say (u, v) of a component. The FC can be evaluated as the 

cosine of the angle formed by vectors sv  and su that can be computed as the dot product of 

2|| ||
v

v

s
s

 and  
2|| ||

u

u

s
s

, respectively. Thus the Normalized Proximity Matrix, PMFN, can be 

represented as 

PMFN =  [fuv] u = 1 ….V, v = 1…V           (15) 

where fuv    =       
1 v 2 u 2|| s || || s ||

F
vt ut

t

s s

=

⎛ ⎞⎛
⎜ ⎟⎜
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∑ ⎞
⎟
⎠

                

After normalization, we are assured that uv0  f   1≤ ≤ . At the boundaries, the 

following interpretations can be made: 

fuv = 1: The versions u and v are exactly similar in terms of the functional model. 
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fuv= 0: There is no similarity in the functional model coverage of the two versions 

of the component. In other words they satisfy non-overlapping sets of services in the 

architectural prescription. 

The higher the value of fuv the more similar the two versions of the component are 

and lower the value, the more dissimilar the two versions are with respect to functional 

requirements. 

 

Data Proximity Metrics 

The Data Proximity Metrics leverage the data model (the collection of data 

attributes contained within the architectural prescription) to measure the similarity 

between two components with regard to the data requirements the components satisfy.  

The treatment used for deriving the proximity metrics with respect to the data model is 

similar to the one used for deriving the proximity metrics with respect to the functional 

model. The only difference lies in the fact that the Data Model Compliance matrix, DC, is 

represented by 

 

DC =  (16)  1 1

2 2

1 2

v 1 v 2 v1

v 1 v 2 v2

                                                           

AttrCoeff ( ) AttrCoeff ( ) ... AttrCoeff ( )
   

AttrCoeff ( ) AttrCoeff ( ) ... AttrCoeff ( )

n

n

n

a a a
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1

2

a

a

Where 

 v1 and  v2 represent the versions of the Component, tc.  

a1 …an represents the list of attributes for a particular architectural prescription. 

AttrCoeffv1(an) represents the Attribute Compliance Coefficient of version v1 of 

the component with the attribute an in the architectural prescription. 
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The rest of the derivation is exactly the same as the proximity metrics for the 

functional model. 

 

4.2.2.2 Component Compliance Metrics 

These metrics measure the compliance of an asset component to the architectural 

prescription as a whole. The Compliance Metrics are of two types – the Static 

Compliance metrics and the Compliance Evolution metrics. The Static Compliance 

metrics measure the degree of compliance of a component to the system data model and 

the system functional model. The Compliance Evolution Metrics measure the percentage 

change of a component from one version to another in terms of system data and 

functionality. 

 

Static Compliance Metrics 

The Static Compliance metrics are termed ‘static’ as they measure the compliance 

of a given version of a component with respect to the data and functional model.  

The Data Model Compliance Index, DCmI(v), for a version of a component 

measures the compliance to the complete data model of the system. It is calculated as  

 

DCmI(v) = 
|RegAttr(v)|

oeff(a)C(a).AttrC
RegAttr(v)a
∑

∈   (17) 

while the Functional Model Compliance Index 
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FCmI(v) =  
|RegSvc(v)|

ff(s)C(s).SvCoe
RegSvc(v)s
∑

∈
   (18)          

Where 

RegAttr(v)/ RegSvc(v): Set of attributes/services in the architectural prescription to 

which the version v of the component is registered. 

C(a)/ C(s): Criticality of the attribute/service a/s. The value of criticality is always 

between zero and one. 

AttrCoeffv(a) SvCoeffv(s): Attribute/Service Compliance Coefficient for 

attribute/service a/s for version v of the component. 

 

The Criticality of the attributes and services are taken into account to reflect their 

relative importance in the system.  If information regarding the criticality of data or 

services does not exist or is not specified, C(s) and C(a) should be set to one for all 

attributes and services. 

The System Model Compliance Index, which is the measure of a component’s 

overall compliance to the domain requirements as represented in the architectural 

prescription.  It is calculated as 

 

SysCmI(v) = 
2

FCmI(v)DCmI(v) +
  (19) 

In a situation where a system integrator has two components to evaluate for 

satisfying a given functionality, the component with the higher value of SysCmI(v) should 

be selected if overall domain compliance is desired. 
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Compliance Evolution Metrics 

The Compliance Evolution metrics for a component are intended to measure the 

percentage change in the component’s compliance to the domain from one version to 

another. 

The Data Model Compliance Evolution Index, DCmE (vnew, vbase ), for a 

component captures the percentage change in the compliance to the data model from one 

version to another and is calculated as 

 

DCmE(vnew, vbase) = x100
)DCmI(v

)DCmI(v)DCmI(v
base

basenew −
 (20) 

 

Similarly, the Functional Model Compliance Evolution Index is: 

 

FCmE(vnew, vbase)= x100
)FCmI(v

)FCmI(v)FCmI(v
base

basenew −
 (21) 

The rollup of data and functional evolution, the System Model Compliance 

Evolution Index, SysCmE(vnew, vbase), for a component, captures the percentage change in 

the component’s compliance to the overall domain requirements from one version to 

another and is calculated as: 

 

SysCmE (vnew, vbase ) =  x100
)SysCmI(v

)SysCmI(v)SysCmI(v
base

basenew −
       (22) 

In a typical software system, we are likely to see positive values for compliance 

evolution indices, which would indicate that the new version of the component is more 

compliant to the domain. A negative value would indicate that the new component has 
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lower compliance to the domain, which in general is not desirable, except for cases where 

the scope of the component has been reduced based on a conscious design choice. 

 

 

4.3 Application of the Metrics 
 

Reusable components should ideally have high values for the compliance metrics. 

Target threshold values, which may come from program managers or system integrators, 

could be used as design drivers when a reusable component is being built from scratch. 

The goal in such a case should be to aim for 

o high compliance to architecture functionality, 

o high compliance to architecture data, and 

o high compliance to arch-element prescription. 

For asset components, the Architecture Compliance Metrics provide a useful 

mechanism for evaluating reuse potential of these components and help in decision-

making about suitability of reuse candidates. 

These metrics were applied in a sample University Registration System where the 

architectural prescription consisted of 45 services and 22 data entities distributed over 15 

arch-element. The results corroborated intuitive understanding. We present sample results 

to demonstrate the core concepts.  

Service Compliance Coefficients for two reusable components TEXv1.0 and 

ROSEv1.0 were calculated for a service “Add a Class”. Using formula (7), the Service 

Compliance Coefficient (SvCoeff) of TEX v1.0 was calculated as 0.84 while that of 

ROSE v1.0 was found to be 0.63 (Table 4.1). 
 



Architecture:  Student Registration 
Arch-Element Name: Course Registration System 
Service Name: Add a Class 
 TEX 1.0 ROSE 1.0
Input Data Compliance Coefficient: IDCoeff(s) 0.94 0.89 
Input Data Dependency: IDDep(s) 1 1 
Output Data Compliance Coefficient: ODCoeff(s) 0.75 0.45 
Output Data Dependency: ODDep(s) 1 1 
Input Event Compliance Coefficient: IECoeff(s) 1 0.5 
Input Event Dependency: IEDep(s) 1 1 
Output Event Compliance Coefficient: IECoeff(s) 0.67 0.67 
Output Event Dependency: IEDep(s) 1 1 
Service Compliance Metric: SvCoeff(s) 0.84 0.63 

Table 4.1: Calculation of Service Compliance 

Thus for the “Add a Class” service TEX v1.0 was selected over ROSE v1.0 as it 

satisfied the functional requirement better. The reason for this better compliance was 

obvious when we explored the internal design of the two software components. For the 

“Add a class” service, TEX 1.0 supported more of the input data attributes in the 

architecture compared to ROSE 1.0. Further, in TEX 1.0 the implementation of the 

service was such that it generated more of the output data attributes compared to ROSE 

resulting in a higher overall compliance to the output data of the architectural 

specification. Also for TEX 1.0 the service “Add a class” was triggered by the exact same 

set of events as defined in the architecture, while the same was not true for ROSE 1.0. 

These distinct differences in the design of the two components were clearly brought out 

by the metrics. 

By considering the Service Compliance Coefficient of similar components, 

component developers would also be able to identify whether their component is 

competitive enough (i.e., competitive against other components for the domain) for a 
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particular service implementation and therefore take necessary steps to increase the reuse 

potential of their components. 

The calculation of the Arch-Element Compliance Coefficient (Table 4.2) revealed 

a typical scenario often encountered during architectural assessment – conflicts of 

reusability benefits. 

 
Architecture:  Student Registration 
Arch-Element Name: Course Registration System 
# Services in Arch-Element = |ArchSv(d)| = 4 
# Attributes in Arch-Element = |ArchAttr(d)| = 1 

 TEX 1.0 ROSE 1.0
Arch-Element Service Compliance 
Coefficient: ArchSvCoeff(d) 

0.74 0.77 

Arch-Element Attribute Compliance 
Coefficient: ArchAttrCoeff(d) 

0.75 0.75 

Arch-Element Compliance Coefficient: 
ArchCoeff(d) 

0.742 0.766 

Table 4.2: Calculation of Arch-Element Compliance 

Taking into account all the services and attributes in the arch-element “Course 

Registration System,” we calculate the overall Architectural Compliance Coefficient 

using formula (13). We observe that the value of ArchCoeff(d) for TEX v1.0 (0.742) is 

actually lower than that of ROSE v1.0 (0.766), though the difference itself is not 

significant. The system integrator at this point may opt for TEX v1.0 if satisfying the 

“Add a Class” service per the architectural specification is more desirable. However if 

overall compliance is desired, ROSE v1.0 would be a better candidate. For cases where 

the difference in the coefficient values is very small or insignificant, the more granular 

coefficients for the key services, attributes or behavioral units should be considered for 

identifying appropriate reuse candidates.  
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This example revealed another important aspect of the proposed metrics. They 

can provide useful quantitative measures even in the absence of complete information, 

thus enabling a mechanism for early architectural assessment. In our specific example, 

behavioral information was not available for the “Student Registration” class, and yet we 

could compute the architectural compliance coefficients. Of course the same analysis 

should be repeated as more information becomes available during architectural design for 

validation of decisions made early in the development life cycle. 

We also computed the Functional Proximity Metric and the Data Proximity 

Metric for two consecutive versions of TEX. The Functional Proximity Metric worked 

out to 0.9911 while the Data Proximity Metric worked out to 0.98. Recall that the higher 

the value of the proximity metric, more the similarity between the asset components. The 

metric values corroborated the fact that there was no major functional difference between 

the two versions of TEX, and the second version mostly addressed bugs from the first 

version. A low value of the proximity metrics would imply major differences in 

functionality between two versions and flag the need for more regression testing prior to 

upgrade. 

It should be noted that the manual process of Registration (explained in Section 

4.1) of asset components to the architecture prescription is fundamental to the application 

of these metrics. It is the Registration process that helps eliminate potential semantic 

differences between the terminology in the architecture prescription and the asset 

components. In our “Add a Class” example, if the same functionality is delivered using a 

different service (say “Register for a Class”) for a given asset component, it is the 

responsibility of the person registering the component to ensure that the mappings are 

correctly established. To be registered to an element of the architectural prescription 
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essentially implies that the asset component supports the corresponding interface, data or 

behavior specified in the architecture. 
 
 

4.4 Conclusion 
 

The contextual metrics presented here provide a mechanism for a quantitative 

evaluation of software component reuse in the context of architectural requirements 

(functional and data) and architectural structure.  We leverage the requirements 

represented within an architectural prescription to provide the context for an asset 

component to evaluate the compliance of these components to the architectural 

prescription, and to assess the similarity between components as well as numerically 

tracking the evolution of a component in terms of the architectural prescription. Our 

reusability assessment goes beyond simple interface matching and helps system 

integrators explore behavioral characteristics of components as well. These metrics 

provide a quantitative mechanism for assessing reusability leveraging the context of a 

component, thus distinguishing our research from previous attempts at reusability 

measurement. We extend the qualitative context-based assessment of the 3C Model and 

provide objective measures using the context of the overall architecture. 

These metrics are “generic metrics” as the measurement indices are not 

constrained by the nature of the components being evaluated and can be applied to any 

component. Defining “generic metrics” has been one of the recognized goals of the reuse 

research community. These metrics provide simple, yet realistic, quantitative measures of 

reuse potential and help evaluate the benefits of selecting one component over another at 
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design time.  They are intuitive in nature, consistent, reproducible, and can be used to 

provide meaningful insight for various system stakeholders. 
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5. PREDICTING EMERGENT PROPERTIES OF COMPONENT 

BASED SYSTEMS 

 

Software architecture styles represent a cogent form of codification [47, 49, 50] of 

critical aspects to which an architecture is expected to conform.  They differ from 

patterns in that patterns are the result of a discovery process, not a constraint process.  Of 

course, patterns may play an important role in the creation and specification of a style: 

commonly occurring patterns provide a useful basis for codification.  Part of the 

confusion comes from the fact that styles can be viewed both prescriptively (i.e., as a 

complex constraint that must be satisfied) and descriptively (i.e., as a description of what 

exists). 

In 1997 Mary Shaw and Paul Clements proposed a feature-based classification of 

architectural styles [49]. They proposed that different architectural styles can be 

discriminated among each other by focusing on the following feature categories. 

o Constituent Parts, i.e., the components and connectors 

o Control Issues, i.e., the flow of control among components 

o Data Issues, i.e., details on how data is processed 

o Control/Data Interaction, i.e., the relation between control and data 

o Type of Reasoning, i.e., analysis techniques applicable to the style 

Even after years of software engineering research, the relationship between 

software components and architectural styles hasn’t been adequately explored. This in 

fact is surprising given the attention Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) has 
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received in the recent past. However, if we explore the motivation of these two 

disciplines, we realize that the relationship may not be obvious.  

The focus of CBSE is to build software systems using pre-existing components, 

thus reducing software costs and delivery time. The focus of this area has mostly been 

directed towards understanding and resolving integration issues between the various 

components and establishing a common vocabulary for facilitating integration. Software 

Architecture, on the other hand, is concerned with the initial structure and constraints of 

complex software systems.  

The critical question is: when designing software systems from components, 

should we leave the emerging architectural styles of a software system to pure chance or 

should we investigate what component characteristics need to be understood, to enforce 

an architectural style by choice. Since different architectural styles support distinct sets of 

quality attributes, the benefit of evaluating components for suitability to an architectural 

style is obvious, as the quality attributes for a system are often dictated by the system 

requirements. The ability to determine the architectural style for a system configuration 

will help us predict whether the desired quality attributes will be satisfied by a component 

based system prior to actual deployment.  

In this chapter we propose a model for reasoning over our component 

specifications to determine the emergent architectural style a priori. We analyze the 

different feature categories proposed by Shaw and Clements and identify the component 

attributes that would help determine the architectural style in a system configuration. 

Section 5.1 provides the background for our proposed approach, while in section 5.2 we 

perform the feature category analysis. Section 5.3 outlines the steps for architectural style 
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determination. Section 5.4 outlines a case study for the validation of our approach while 

section 5.5 concludes the chapter.  
 

5.1 Background 

The context for our model is outlined in this section. We start with the assumption 

that there exists a component repository in which software components have been 

specified using our asset specification model (briefly explained here) against our 

architectural specification. A System Integrator identifies a deployment use-case (made 

up of a list of services that needs to be delivered by the system) that needs to be 

implemented using pre-built components.  For identifying the configuration of 

components that are needed to satisfy the use case, the System Integrator queries the 

repository for the available components that can potentially be used to satisfy the targeted 

scenario. The architectural style related reasoning will be done on the set of components 

returned by the component repository based on the system integrator’s query. The 

envisioned reasoning capabilities will facilitate i) determining whether the set of 

components returned by the repository conform to any specific architectural style, and ii) 

identifying a set of components that conform to a desired architectural style and hence 

support the desired set of quality attributes.  

Before we begin, we briefly explain our specification approach (presented in 

detail in chapter 3) which will be leveraged for the analysis. 

Our specification model captures the architecture of a certain domain in terms of 

arch-elements. These elements are essentially the components and connectors that are 
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relevant for the application domain and enable functional partitioning as well as introduce 

the notion of object orientation.  

A key aspect of our model is the separation of the functional specifications from 

the non-functional specifications. The functional specifications are represented by the 

services supported, the data owned and the behavior. The architectural non-functional 

specifications/constraints are represented by the Quality Attributes Constraints and 

Deployment Constraints. Each entity in the Quality Attribute constraints and the 

Deployment Constraints are further characterized by a set of attributes.  

With the above model for an arch-element, we next explain the asset component 

specification. Asset components are the software components that have independent 

existence and are essentially the pre-built components that are used for instantiating an 

architecture. We model asset components using the same model as the arch-elements so 

that the asset components can be easily evaluated for suitability to an architectural 

context. We partition our specification into functionality specifications and non-

functional specifications. There is one additional element in the specification: a 

certification spec. When specifying asset components it is important to capture some 

notion of dependability of a software component. The Certification Specs capture 

information about the maturity of the development process, product and process related 

metrics and verification and validation data from the component development. With the 

proposed model for specification of asset components, we start our exploration for 

identifying attributes necessary for doing architectural style based reasoning.  
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5.2 Feature Category Analysis 

With the specification model in place, we analyze the various feature categories 

proposed by Shaw and Clements to ensure that the information needed for architectural 

style reasoning is captured in our model and elaborate our approach for determining the 

feature categories for a given configuration of components. We start with the constituent 

elements of a configuration. Then we explore the control issues followed by data issues. 

Finally, we investigate the control/data interactions. 
 

5.2.1 CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS 

 

Components: From a study of the identified classifications, components are classified 

into stand-alone programs, transducers, procedures, managers, processes and filters. Thus 

the components in a Pipe and Filter architectural style are transducers whereas in the 

Batch Sequential architectural style the components are stand-alone programs. Hence the 

need for classifying the components during the specification process, as one of the 

component types mentioned above, becomes obvious. The Component Type attribute 

associated with the Asset Component Specs (Figure 4.1) captures whether a component is 

a stand-alone program, a transducer, a procedure, a manager, a process or a filter. This 

piece of information will be captured when a component provider specifies a component 

using our model. It is envisioned that the interface for facilitating the specification 

process will provide guidance for the component provider to classify components 

accurately. 
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Connectors: Connectors are usually distributed over many system components and often 

do not correspond to discrete elements of a software system. The different types of 

connectors identified in the Shaw-Clements classification include static calls, dynamic 

calls, shared representations, remote procedure calls, message-passing protocols, data 

streams, ASCII stream, batch data, signals, transaction streams and direct data access. 

This information is captured by attributes in the Interaction Constraints of the 

Deployment Constraints explained in Figure 3.4. Thus during the specification process, 

the Connector Type attribute of the Interaction Constraints will capture the connector 

used by the component as one of the  different types of connectors identified in the Shaw 

Clements classification.  

 

Though the components and connectors are the primary discriminators among 

styles, identifying the components and connectors often do not uniquely identify the 

style. Data and control issues and their interactions also affect style distinctions. Hence 

we next consider the Control Issues. 

 

5.2.2 CONTROL FACTORS 

 

The Control Factor helps understand the temporal flow of control between the 

various components in a configuration. The feature based classification focuses on 

topology, synchronicity and binding time. 
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Topology: Topology is the geometric form of the control flow of a system. The identified 

control topologies are linear, acyclic, arbitrary, hierarchical and star. For example a Batch 

Sequential data flow architecture has a linear control topology while a data centered 

Blackboard style has a star topology. The information for determining the topology of a 

system configuration is captured in the Asset Functionality Specs. We next develop the 

algorithm for determining the control topology for a set of co-operating components in a 

configuration 

The initial selection of the set of components for the configuration is done based 

on the usage scenario or use case identified by the system integrator that needs to be 

satisfied by the target configuration. For specifying a scenario, the System Integrator 

selects services from the Service Specifications from arch-elements defined in the 

architectural specifications. Note that during the specification of asset components, we 

capture the services in the arch-element that the component satisfies in the Provided 

Service Spec.  Thus, we can identify the “best-fit”’ component “registered” (i.e. that 

supports the service specified in the arch-element) to the services of the scenario by 

searching the component repository for the component with the highest value of the 

Service Compliance Coefficient [Refer section 4.2.1.1]. The Service Compliance 

Coefficient measures an asset component’s overall compliance to the arch-element’s 

service, taking into account its compliance to input and output data, input and output 

events and pre- and post- conditions. Similarly, we can identify the set of components 

that are needed to satisfy all the services for the System Integrator’s use case. For 

services for which no asset components can be found in the repository, notional 

components may be recommended.  
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Next we explain the algorithm for determining the control topology. Step 1 to step 

7 builds the Control Flow List (CF List) while steps 8 to 12 determines the topology. The 

CF List is an ordered list of components for execution of the scenario. 

 

Step 1: Select service from the service list of the scenario. 

Step 2: If the selected service is the last service in the scenario, go to Step 8. 

Step 3: Pick the component from the repository that is registered to the selected service 

and has the highest value of Service Compliance Coefficient. 

Step 4: Add the component to the Control Flow (CF) List. 

Step 5: For all the events in the Input Event Specs of the service delivered by the asset 

component identified in step 3, identify the asset components that generate the 

corresponding events (captured in the Output Event Specs).  If the identified list 

of components is not already in the CF List, add the components to the CF List 

before the component under consideration. The ordering of the event generators is 

done based on the pre-condition and post-condition dependencies among 

themselves. 

Step 6: For all the events in the Output Event Specs of the service delivered by the asset 

component identified in Step 3, identify the asset components that consume the 

corresponding events (captured in the Input Event Specs).  Add the components to 

the CF List after the component under consideration. The ordering of the event 

consumers is done based on the pre-condition and post-condition dependencies 

among themselves. 

Step 7: Select the next service from Scenario and go to Step 2. 
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Step 8: If all components occur only once in the CF List, then control topology is linear. 

Exit program.  

Step 9: If the components in the CF List follow a tree- pattern, the control topology is 

hierarchical. Exit program. 

Step 10: If the components in the CF List follow a ‘hub-and-spoke’ pattern, the control 

topology is star. Exit program. 

Step 11: If the first component in the CF List is different from the last, the control 

topology is acyclic. Exit program. 

Step 12: The control topology is arbitrary. 

 

Synchronicity: Synchronicity is the nature of the dependence of a component’s action 

upon another component’s control state. Shaw and Clements have classified 

synchronicity into batch sequential, synchronous, asynchronous and opportunistic. We 

leverage the Control Flow List developed for determining the control topology for 

determining the synchronicity of the set of components. 

The determination of synchronicity is explained by the 4 step process outlined 

below. 

 

Step 1: In the Control Flow List, if the output events of one component are the same as 

that of the input-events of the next component, the synchronicity is sequential. 

Step 2: If at any point while traversing the Control Flow List, the list of output events of 

all preceding components exactly match the input events of the next component, 

the synchronicity is synchronous. 
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Step 3: In the Control Flow List, if the input events for all components corresponds to 

only output events of services supported by the same component and do not 

match the output events generated by services of any other component, the 

synchronicity is opportunistic. Examples of this are autonomous agents that work 

in parallel completely independent from each other. 

Step 4: If the synchronicity of a configuration couldn’t be determined by any of the three 

previous steps, the synchronicity is asynchronous. 

 

Binding Time: Binding time is the time for establishing the identity of a collaborating 

component for transfer of control. Typical control transfers are determined at program-

write time, compile time, or invocation time. Given our level of treatment of components, 

at this time we do not think that the binding time can be identified from the component 

interactions. 

 

5.2.3 DATA FACTORS 

 

Data factors investigate the movement of data in the system. They focus on the 

topology of the data movement, the continuity of data flow, the mode, and the binding 

time. In this section we elaborate on our approach for determining the data topology and 

the data continuity. 

 

Topology: Data topology explores a system’s data flow graph, the different 

classifications being the same as those for the control topology, namely linear, acyclic, 
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arbitrary, hierarchical and star. Examples of the star topology are the Blackboard and the 

Repository architectural style while the Batch Sequential and Pipe and Filter architectural 

styless represent a linear data topology. A hierarchical data topology is demonstrated by 

the Layered architectural style. 

We can derive the data topology for the collaborating set of components using the 

Input Data Specs and the Output Data Specs associated with the Service Data Spec for 

the selected asset component. The derivation of the data topology is explained below.  

Just as in the control topology determination, we use the system integrator’s 

scenario/use-case to determine the data topology. Steps 1 to 7 build the Data Flow List 

(DF List) which is analogous to the Control Flow List used for determining the control 

topology. The subsequent steps help with the classification. 

Step 1: Select service from the list of services in the scenario. 

Step 2: If the selected service is the last service in the scenario go to Step 8. 

Step 3: Pick an asset component from the repository that is registered to the selected 

service and has the highest value of the Service Compliance Coefficient. 

Step 4: Add the asset component to the Data Flow (DF) List. 

Step 5: Build a list of data elements referred to by the Input Data Spec for the service in 

the selected asset component. 

Step 6: For each data element in the list, find the asset components which generate the 

data element (captured in the Output Data Specs). If the component is different 

from the one being considered, add it to the DF List before the component. The 

ordering of the data generators is done based on the pre-condition and post-

condition dependencies among themselves. 

Step 7: Select the next service from scenario and go to Step 2. 
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Step 8: If all components occur only once in the DF List, then the data topology is linear. 

Exit program.  

Step 9: If the components in the DF List follow a tree- pattern, the data topology is 

hierarchical. Exit program. 

Step 10: If the components in the DF List follow a ‘hub-and-spoke’ pattern, the data 

topology is star. Exit program. 

Step 11: If the first component in the DF List is different from the last, the data topology 

is acyclic. Exit program. 

Step 12: The data topology is arbitrary. 

With the algorithm mentioned above, the data topology of most configurations 

can be determined. The main distinction between the approaches for determining the 

control topology and the data topology lies in the fact that for the control topology we 

need to identify all the asset components that generate the input events for a service as 

well as all the asset components that consume the output events of a service, and include 

them in the configuration. This is because if any event is not satisfied or consumed, the 

overall system may not perform to specifications. This is not true for the determination of 

the data topology. For the data topology, we need to ensure that we include only the asset 

components that generate or produce the data that is needed by the service in the System 

Integrator’s scenario. Without all the data elements, the desired service may not function 

satisfactorily. However, it is not necessary to ensure that the output data generated by the 

service in the usage scenario gets consumed, unlike the output events for the control 

topology.  
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Continuity: Continuity is a measure of the flow of data through the system. While in a 

continuous flow system, new data is available at all times, in a sporadic flow system, new 

data is generated at specific intervals. The further categorization of data continuity into 

high volume and low volume will not be used for our discrimination, as the high and low 

categorizations seem too subjective and do not lend themselves to any objective 

measurement. 

We propose the following algorithm for determining whether data continuity is 

continuous or sporadic: 

For all services in the scenario (except the first and last), if the asset component 

identified for supporting the scenario requires a set of input data for executing the service 

and generates output data as a result of executing the service, we call the system of 

components continuous, else we call the system sporadic.  

 

Mode:  Data Mode refers to how the data is made available throughout the system. The 

identified modes include passed (for an object system), shared (for all data shared 

systems), copy-out-copy-in, broadcast, and multicast. Given our level of reasoning for 

the components, we do not use mode for our style distinction. 

 

Binding Time: Analogous to the binding time for control factors, binding time for data 

issues is the discrimination on the time when the identity of a partner in a transfer of 

control is identified. Just as the binding time for control issues, binding time for data 

issues is not used for our classification. 
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5.2.4 CONTROL-DATA INTERACTION 

Control-Data Interaction describes the relationship between the data and control 

factors. 

 

Shape: The shape for control and data interaction is an indicator of whether the control 

and data topologies are similar. If they are, the topologies are said to be isomorphic. A 

number of architectural styles have their data and control topologies isomorphic, 

examples include Batch Sequential, Data Flow Network and Call based Client Server 

architectural style. Some styles are not isomorphic. This includes the Blackboard 

architectural style and the main program-subroutine call and return architectural style. 

If the control and data topologies identified using the algorithms developed earlier 

are the same, we conclude the shape of the control and data interactions to be isomorphic. 

 

Directionality: Directionality is an indicator of whether the direction of flow is the same 

for the control and data for isomorphic configurations or not. Directionality is irrelevant 

for non-isomorphic data and control topologies. We do not consider directionality for our 

classification. 
 

This concludes our feature category analysis. With the approach defined for 

determining each of the feature category attributes for a configuration of components, we 

would be able to perform analysis for a component configuration’s compliance to an 

architectural style. 
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Table 5.1: Architectural Style Classification 

5.3 Architectural Style Determination 

Based on the feature category attributes determined in the previous section, we 

can predict emergent architectural styles.  

Control/Dat
Interaction

Style 

Components Connectors Topology Synchronicity Topology Continuity Isomorphic 
Shapes 

Data Flow Architectural Styles 
Batch Sequentia Stand-alone 

programs 
Batch data Linear Sequential Linear Sporadic Yes 

Data-Flow 
Network 

Transducers Data StreamArbitrary Asynchronous Arbitrary Continuou Yes 

Pipes and Filter Transducers Data StreamLinear Asynchronous Linear Continuou Yes 
Call and Return  
Main Program/
Subroutines 

Procedure Procedure 
Calls 

Hierarchical Sequential Arbitrary Sporadic No 

Abstract Data 
Types 

Managers Static Calls Arbitrary Sequential Arbitrary Sporadic Yes 

Objects Managers Dynamic 
Calls 

Arbitrary Sequential Arbitrary Sporadic Yes 

Call based Clien
Server 

Programs Calls or  
RPC 

Star Synchronous Star Sporadic Yes 

Layered - - Hierarchical Any Hierarchica Sporadic Often 
Independent Components 
Event Systems Processes Signals Arbitrary Asynchronous Arbitrary Sporadic Yes 
Communicating
Processes 

Processes Message 
Protocols 

Arbitrary Any but 
Sequential 

Arbitrary  Sporadic Possibly 

Data Centered 
Repository Memory, 

Computations
Queries Star Asynchronous Star Sporadic Possibly 

Blackboard Memory, 
Components 

Direct  
Access 

Star Asynchronous Star Sporadic No 
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We represent the value of the different feature category attributes and the 

corresponding architectural styles in a table format. This table was developed by Shaw 

and Clements as part of their proposal for classifying architectural style. 

With the information captured in Table 5.1, we determine the architectural style 

that the set of components identified for satisfying the usage scenario, conforms to. As is 

obvious, the prediction is based on the values of the feature category attributes 

determined using the approaches developed in section 5.2. 

The step-by-step process for predicting the emergent architectural style is outlined 

below: 

 

Step 1: The System Integrator specifies a use case/scenario for which a software 

configuration needs to be built from the services specified in the arch-element of 

the architectural blueprint. 

Step 2: For each service in the use case, we identify the best fit candidate from the 

component repository, i.e., the component with the highest value of the Service 

Compliance Coefficient and build the Base Component List.  

Step 3: For each component in the Base Component List, we make a note of its 

Component Type Attribute. If all the components are not of the same type, we 

consider the component type of the set of components to be the one that is most 

common. 

Step 4: For each component in the Base Component List, we make a note of the 

Connector Type attribute in the Data Transport Spec. If all the connectors are not 

of the same type, we consider the connector type of the configuration to be the 

one that is most common. 



Step 5: We determine the control topology of the set of components by developing the 

Control Flow List (details outlined in section 5.2.2) 

Step 6: We determine the control synchronicity of the configuration of the components 

(details outlined in section 5.2.2) 

Step 7: The data topology of the configuration of components is determined by 

developing the Data Flow List (details outlined in section 5.2.3) 

Step 8: The data continuity of the configuration is determined (details outlined in section 

5.2.3) 

Step 9: We determine whether the control and data topologies are isomorphic (details 

outlined in section 5.2.4) 

Step 10: From the feature category attributes derived in steps 3 to step 9, we reference 

Table 5.1 to determine the architectural style of the configuration. If no clear 

conclusion can be drawn, we try to determine the most probable architectural 

style by considering the maximum number of feature category attributes that can 

be used in making a prediction that is consistent with the Shaw-Clements 

classification. The Conformance Confidence Index (CCI) described below 

provides an objective measure of the degree of compliance to a particular 

architectural style. The higher the value of CCI, the more compliant the 

configuration is to the corresponding architectural style. 

CCI for a given style, s, is calculated as in below 

∑
∈

=
)s(FCAfc

fcfc

|)s(FCA|
V*wCCI  

Where 
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FCA(s): The set of feature category attributes relevant for a given style s. In our 

case FCA(s) = [component, connector, control topology, synchronicity, 

data topology, data continuity, Control/Data Isomorphism] for all styles by 

the Shaw Clements classification. |FCA(s)| is the cardinality of the set 

FCA(s). 

wfc = the weight of the feature category attribute in the determination of the style. 

This factor can be ignored if empirical analysis shows that all the feature 

category attributes have equal weighting. If they are found relevant, the 

values have to be determined individually for each style. 

Vfc = 1 if our approach reveals that the corresponding feature category for a 

configuration matches the Shaw Clements classification for the given 

style, 0 otherwise. 

 

In all likelihood it is the value of CCI that will guide Architects to the emergent 

architectural style as a perfect match of all feature category attributes is quite improbable 

for real-life systems. 

It is worth noting that identifying the architectural style or determining the degree 

of compliance to a given style is not the goal in itself. The real value of predicting the 

architectural style lies in the fact that using this information we will be able to predict the 

quality attributes of the emergent system.  

If it is determined from our architectural level analysis that the emerging style 

conforms to a pipe and filter system, the Architect would be able to deduce certain 

characteristics that the system would likely demonstrate upon deployment. In such a case, 

it can be inferred that there would be no complex interactions to manage and that system 
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maintenance would be easy. Further, if required, the system can be made parallel or 

distributed to enhance its performance. On the downside, the system would likely not be 

able to support a highly interactive use case and overall performance may be poor 

because of the batch model of execution.  

Similarly if the emerging style is determined to be the Layered architectural style, 

the Architect would be able to infer that the system in general would be modifiable and 

portable. A high compliance index, CCI, with a value less than one, will imply that some 

layer bridging is likely happening, which may affect the goals of modifiability and 

portability. 

 
 

5.4 Validation of Approach 

 

Having developed the approach for predicting the architectural style for a 

configuration of components, we explore methods for validating our approach.  

Popular textbooks on metrics [72] recommend separation of concerns for the two 

typical types of systems for which metrics are often used: 

• Measures or Measurement Systems, which are used to assess an existing entity by 

characterizing one or more of its attributes numerically. 

• Prediction Systems, which are used to predict some attribute of a future entity 

involving mathematical models and associated prediction procedures. 
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Our proposals in this chapter regarding the prediction of architectural styles fall in 

the second category. Therefore we go down the path of Prediction Systems and try to find 

the validation approach that will be most suitable for our purpose. 

Empirical investigation is the typical tool that is used for validating Prediction 

Systems, and the investigative techniques used commonly involve surveys, case studies 

or formal experiments.  

Surveys are typically retrospective studies of a situation for documenting 

relationships and outcomes. They are conducted after the occurrence of an event. Used 

most frequently for the social sciences, surveys have also been used extensively for 

Software Engineering for determining trends and relationships. Given the retrospective 

nature of surveys, we feel that it would not be the correct tool for validating the accuracy 

of the architectural style predicted by our approach. 

The other two research techniques, case studies and formal experiments are 

usually not retrospective. In a case study, we identify the key variables that may affect 

the outcome of an activity and then document the activity in terms of its inputs, 

constraints, resources and output, whereas in a formal experiment we identify the key 

variables and manipulate them to document their effects on the outcome. Both of these 

research techniques could potentially be used to validate our approach. We next try to 

identify the more suitable approach. 

It is easy to identify the control variables which would be the feature category 

attributes in our case. However, it is not very likely that we will have a lot of control over 

these variables because they would be dependent on the components that are present in 

the repository, specified using our specification technique. Given that, the feasibility of 
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formal experiments decrease, but given a large enough repository, the ability to control 

the variables may not be altogether impossible.  

For the purpose of this dissertation, we propose case studies as the tool for 

validating our proposal. The results from the case study performed are presented below. 

We validated our proposal using a real life system that was available to us. The 

system is involved in a complex manufacturing process and is responsible for 

transforming data originating from the manufacturing process, computing a number of 

indicators, generating reports and providing an interface for the end user for viewing the 

computed results. It also supports some ad-hoc analysis on the data. 

For the case study we had the key architect of the project specify the components 

of the system using our specification model and then follow our algorithms for 

determining the architectural style. No inputs were provided to the subject except for 

clarifications on the model and algorithm details.  

The system was partitioned into six arch-elements with thirty-five services and six 

asset components. Each of the six asset components mapped uniquely to the six arch-

elements. This was primarily because we were reengineering the architecture from the 

deployed system and the architect’s thought process was heavily influenced by the 

system that he was intimately familiar with. The services were specified at a significant 

level of detail, however some clarifications had to be provided with respect to 

specification of events. The Behavioral Constraints however were not filled out to any 

significant degree of detail.  Also, the non-functional specifications captured information 

only to the extent that was available in the project documents. 

After the definition of the architecture, the architect was asked to define a usage 

scenario for performing the architectural style analysis. The architect picked the most 
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common use case for the system. With the software system specified using our abstract 

model and the key use case identified the study then got into the feature category 

analysis. We had to make sure that the use case was defined in terms of the services that 

were already in the specified architecture. The architect initially had a lot of questions on 

the classification of the components and connectors as it wasn’t obvious what the 

appropriate component type and connector types should be. After some clarifications 

were provided, the architect classified four of the six components as transducers, one as a 

manager and the sixth as a filter. For the classification of the connectors, the architect 

was not sure whether to classify them as Data Stream or an ASCII stream and eventually 

decided on the ASCII stream for all the five connectors. Development of the Control 

Flow List was in fact quite straightforward as the event relationships were quite 

straightforward. The control topology was determined to be linear. Determining the 

synchronicity was not as straightforward though – by the algorithm the synchronicity 

came out to be asynchronous though the architect grappled with the true implication of 

synchronicity, and it seemed that an event based approach for determining synchronicity 

is counter-intuitive. The data topology turned out to be linear just like the control 

topology and the data continuity classification was continuous. When we matched up the 

results against the reference table (Table 5.1), the architectural style emerged to be the 

Pipe and Filter style. This corroborated the architect’s perception of the system.  

There were several interesting lessons from this case study. Even though the final 

results were satisfactory, it was obvious that for a more rigorous assessment of our 

proposal, the same individual/team should not be involved in the definition of the 

architecture and the specification of the asset components and architectural style analysis. 

Further, it became evident that more clarity needs to be provided for facilitating the 
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accurate classification of components and connectors. From our experience so far, it 

seems that in all likelihood, for complex systems, style determination would never fit 

exactly into the style classifications proposed by Shaw and Clements and that our 

Conformance Confidence Index (CCI) would play an important role in providing the 

System Architect with insights into the degree of compliance for a given style. 

One of the drawbacks of the validation done so far is we have not employed our 

approach for a system that is yet to be built. The main reason for that is the lack of 

opportunity for this research team to be involved in a component based development 

project during its inception phase. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have developed an approach for reasoning about architectural 

styles using component specification and a use case scenario which the system integrator 

desires to satisfy by using a configuration of components.  

With the proposed approach, not only will a system integrator have the ability to 

evaluate several deployment options but will also have the ability to get a sense of the 

quality attributes of the final system before actually building a system. This could prove 

to be an extremely valuable way of assessing the final system behavior a priori.  

Given that we can determine the emerging stylistic characteristics of a 

configuration (whether global or “regional”) and determine how close it comes to 

satisfying a particular architectural style, we can also use our approach to determine the 

conformance of that configuration to a particular style.  This will be particularly useful 
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during the evolution of a system to detect either architectural drift, or even architectural 

erosion [46, 47]. 

We have not come across any research so far that has attempted to bridge the gap 

between Software Architecture and Component Based Software Engineering, and in that 

sense we consider our work to be novel.  
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6. ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR SYSTEM EVOLUTION 

 

Most software systems undergo significant changes over their lifetime. In fact it is 

common experience that any software without an active roadmap soon falls out of favor 

with its users. Several reasons can be identified for such change  

• System requirements evolve 

• The context in which the software operates changes 

• New capabilities that build on existing ones are identified 

• Maintenance activities are performed to keep the software operational 

With monolithic systems, making changes to the software becomes increasingly 

difficult as the dependencies among system services become more and more complex. 

Thus, system evolution or maintenance becomes difficult and hence expensive. This was 

in fact the prime reason why structured system analysis and design became important 

areas of software engineering research in the 1980s. Experience gathered during this 

period resulted in the discipline of object oriented technology which attempted to 

encapsulate units of functionality and data into objects. Besides the obvious benefits of 

better designed systems, each individual object could be evolved independently as long 

as backward compatibility was maintained. The popularity of this paradigm resulted in 

object oriented programming languages becoming the ‘lingua franca’ of the software 

industry. However, it is quite obvious that a design and programming paradigm would 

not solve the problem of making better informed decisions about system evolution.  
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Ideally, all system change should be reified in the architecture first followed by 

implementation changes or enhancements. However, it has commonly been observed that 

due to time-to-market pressures as well as sub-optimal development processes, the 

changes to a system often erode the fundamental characteristics of the original 

architecture which progressively results in intractable systems that fail to satisfy the basic 

reliability, availability and performance requirements. 

Even though there has been some research on system maintenance and evolution, 

there is still a large vacuum in this area. There is no well defined vocabulary to indicate 

the deviation of a system from desired goals. Further there are no objective measures to 

indicate whether changes incorporated to a system as part of its evolution violate the 

integrity of the architectural design. Also, little research has been done to categorize the 

aspects of a software system that are subject to deviation as a system evolves. 

In this chapter we propose a model for assessing architectural deviation based on 

architectural model changes and propose measures that will objectively indicate the 

extent of change in a software system. Our model will also highlight loss of system 

functionality and architectural structure. As part of the model development, we categorize 

the different aspects of software, changes to which can significantly impact usability and 

conceptual coherence. 

In Section 6.1 we discuss the background for this proposal. In section 6.2 we 

discuss at a high level our approach to the assessment of system evolution. In section 6.3 

we discuss measures for architectural deviation while in section 6.4 and 6.5 we elaborate 

the two key aspects of our model – architectural drift and architectural erosion. Section 

6.6 concludes this chapter.  
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6.1 Background 

The proposed assessment model for system evolution is based on our abstract 

architectural model representation [Chapter 3]. We discuss the representation briefly. 

The abstract architectural model partitions the system functionality into coherent 

arch-elements. The arch-elements capture the specification of the key components of the 

architecture. The intent of these components is to partition the system domain into logical 

abstractions. Each arch-element is qualified by the Service Specifications, the 

Dependency Specifications and the General Constraints. The General Functional 

Constraints are further qualified by the Attribute Constraints and the Behavioral 

Constraints. The Service and Dependency Specifications capture the service interfaces 

the component exposes as well as the ones it needs. The Attribute Constraints capture the 

data managed by the component, while the Behavioral Constraints capture the behavioral 

model using a state chart representation. The Services and Dependency Specifications 

comprehend the input and output data, the input and output events as well as the pre- and 

post-conditions associated with each service interface.  

The form of the architecture is captured in our abstract model in terms of 

Composition Units where an individual Composition Unit is represented by one or many 

Composition Unit Mapping(s). Each Composition Unit Mapping is qualified by an arch-

element pair, the cardinality associated with the arch-element and the rule that explains 

the relationship between the arch-element pair. 
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6.2 High Level Assessment Model 

All systems, independent of the application domain, are built to deliver a set of 

services for end users. Fundamental to the delivery of these services is the architectural 

integrity with which these services are delivered. Experience with decades of software 

development has proved that software architecture has more to do with utility than 

aesthetics – much more so than its civil engineering counterpart. A poorly constructed 

system may be able to satisfy immediate functional requirements, but it may fail to 

satisfy reliability, availability or performance requirements. Even if a system can satisfy 

the desired non-functional requirements, it may be difficult to modify and enhance the 

system. It is therefore extremely critical that software is effectively architected to satisfy 

both functional and non-functional goals. Also, since typical software systems go through 

regular enhancements and releases, an architecture not designed for extensibility and 

evolution will fail to deliver desired capabilities in the long run. Given the inevitability of 

evolution of a software system, it is important that an assessment model for system 

evolution is developed at an architectural level.  

While non-functional requirements are a critical part of any software architecture, 

the raison d’etre for any software system is delivery of functional requirements. 

However, the structure of the system influences a number of the non-functional 

requirements.  This research hypothesizes that focusing on the functional and structural 

implications of software architecture evolution are adequate to assess desirable and 

undesirable deviations from key architectural goals. Of course, deviation needs to be 

measured both in terms of change from an architectural blueprint as well as from one 

software version to another. Fundamental to our approach is the concept of registration. 
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Registration is defined as the process of formally associating component characteristics 

to the architectural blueprint and establishing the mappings between the arch-elements 

and the asset components in a representation that is computable. The registration process 

is elaborated in section 4.1 of this dissertation. 

We define deviation from an architectural baseline in terms of divergence. 

Measurement of divergence is done at the level of individual services and data attributes 

in the architectural specification. The fundamental idea behind the measurement of 

divergence is the change in the registration of various architectural elements to the base 

architecture. We explain the assessment of divergence in section 6.3. 

During typical system evolution, changes made often result in subtle changes with 

respect to the manner in which a certain capability is delivered or the way architectural 

components are placed with respect to each other. These could range from the same 

service relying on an extended set of input data entities or a service generating a different 

set of output data entities. The result of such changes could vary from loss of backward 

compatibility; to enhanced coupling to low cohesion i.e., change in the overall interaction 

pattern of the involved components. To track such changes during system evolution we 

introduce the notion of architectural drift. Architectural drift can be categorized into 

functional drift and structural drift. We elaborate on architectural drift more in section 

6.4. 

Most complex software systems undergo several rounds of developer turnover, 

and in most industry projects it is seen that the initial designers and developers are no 

longer in the team when critical enhancements need to be made. It is very important 

during such enhancements or modifications that useful functionality as well as the 

structural integrity of the system is not lost while delivering new capabilities. To identify 
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such undesired change we introduce the notion of architectural erosion. Just as the 

washing away of the topsoil due to running rainwater results in soil erosion which leaves 

the land barren, architectural erosion results in the wearing away of useful capabilities 

from a system. The erosion indicators are of two types – functional and structural. These 

are elaborated further in section 6.5. 

It is to be noted that in the subsequent sections we make references to ‘software 

versions’ and ‘implementations’ during our elaboration of the divergence and erosion 

measures. This is because our approach is applicable for measuring deviation from either 

an architectural blueprint or from a previous version of a software component that has 

been specified against an architectural blueprint. While a development organization can 

use our approach to assess deviation post system construction, greater value would be 

derived if the assessment was done prior to actual construction, using the architectural 

specifications for the component being built.  
 

 

6.3 Architectural Divergence 

One of the key concepts used in the assessment of system evolution is 

architectural divergence. Divergence essentially measures the change in compliance of an 

asset component with respect to an architectural blueprint. As a system evolves, it 

undergoes changes in the set of services it offers as well as the data it manages. In an 

ideal scenario new capabilities should be added to a component without loss of existing 

functionality, except in cases where certain services are intentionally deprecated. 

However, in real life systems, we often see that changes made in one portion of the 
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software affect some other portions. Though some of these are done intentionally, most 

of them are unintentional. A few examples of such side-effects are given below: 

• An existing service is extended to deliver additional functionality, and the API is 

modified, which breaks existing method invocation code. 

• Data entities are extended with additional data elements which may break the 

consistency with an existing schema. 

• For event based systems, new events are introduced, or existing ones modified, 

modifying overall system response. 

In the absence of any mechanism to evaluate such changes, bugs will be identified 

only during system testing. Fixing issues that late in the development process is typically 

quite expensive. It would be ideal to understand the impact of changes planned as early in 

the development cycle as possible. The benefit is maximum if it can be done at the 

architectural level. In this section we explain our proposal for the assessment of 

divergence at an architectural level. 

Divergence is measured relative to a baseline. If the intent is to measure the 

divergence from the architectural blueprint, then the architectural blueprint needs to be 

considered as the baseline. For measuring the divergence between two different versions 

of an asset component, the earlier version should be treated as the baseline.  

Divergence can be measured both from a functional perspective as well as from a 

structural perspective. Functional divergence measures how a given version of software 

deviates from the baseline in terms of the architectural services and data supported. 

Structural divergence on the contrary measures the deviation in terms of architectural 

characteristics captured in the form of the architectural description of our abstract 

architecture model. 
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We describe functional and structural divergence in the next two subsections. 

 

6.3.1 FUNCTIONAL DIVERGENCE 

 

Functional Divergence can be assessed at two levels: 

o Arch-Element Divergence: focuses on individual architectural or asset components 

o Configuration Divergence: focuses on multiple asset components that co-operate to 

deliver some desired set of end user functionality 

 

Arch-Element Divergence measures the divergence with respect to the services 

and the data captured in the architectural description. However to measure service 

divergences, divergence for the associated input and output data, the input and output 

events and the pre- and post- conditions need to be measured. The service level 

divergence can be bundled to quantify the overall divergence from all the services 

associated with an arch-element. We also measure divergence in terms of data attributes 

managed by an arch-element. Individual attribute divergence can be bundled for an 

assessment of the overall arch-element attribute divergence. A similar treatment can be 

applied to measure behavioral divergence. The bundled service divergence, attribute 

divergence and behavioral divergence is then used to compute an overall arch-element 

divergence. 

 

The intent of the Configuration Divergence measures is to assess the deviation 

from one configuration of components to another. These measures focus primarily on the 
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architectural services and architectural data as a whole, ignoring the boundaries of 

individual arch-elements associated with the architectural specifications. 

We explain Arch-Element Divergence and Configuration Divergence in the 

following sub-sections. 

 

6.3.1.1 Architectural Element Divergence 

 

As explained previously the key aspects for the assessment of arch-element 

divergence are the overall service level divergence, the overall attribute level divergence 

and the overall behavioral divergence for a particular arch-element. These are detailed 

below. 
 

Service Level Divergence 

 

In our abstract architectural model, a service is modeled by the input data that are 

required for the execution of the service, the output data that are generated by the service, 

the input events that trigger the service, the output events that are generated by the 

service, the pre-condition that need to be satisfied before the service executes and post-

conditions that need to be reflected in the component state to indicate satisfactory 

execution of the service. Therefore, to measure the service level divergence all of the 

above aspects need to be considered. We explain each of these below. 
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Input and Output Event Divergence 

 

Input and Output Event Divergences are measured for a given service. Any 

reference to divergence for events will correspond to a particular service, s, from the 

architectural prescription. We explain the derivation of Input Event Divergence IEDiv(s) 

in detail. The derivation of Output Event Divergence, OEDiv(s), is analogous.  

The key components that are used for the measurement of IEDiv(s) are the two 

sets RegdIEnew(s) and RegdIEbase(s). RegdIEnew(s) capture the registration information 

about the input events associated with the service s for the asset component that is 

classified as new. Similarly the set, RegdIEbase(s) captures the registration information for 

the component classified as base. If the service design or implementation (in case 

assessment is done after system construction) for the component accepts the particular 

event as an input as specified in the architectural description, the corresponding element 

of the set is set to one, if it does not, the corresponding element is set to zero. So 

essentially the sets RegdIEnew(s) and RegdIEbase(s) are a collection of ones and zeros, 

with each element signifying the registration or otherwise for each event associated with 

the service. It is obvious that the cardinality of both of these sets will be the same as the 

set of events (input events in this case) associated with the service that are defined in the 

architectural specification which is independent of any specific asset component 

implementation. We represent the registration information for a particular event, ev, for 

the service, s, by RegdIE(s, ev). It corresponds to either a one (when the 

designed/implemented service is triggered by event ev in the architecture) or zero (the 

designed/implemented service is not triggered by the event ev). Therefore the factor 

[RegdIEnew(s, ev) - RegdIEbase(s, ev)] corresponds to a zero if the service 



design/implementation for both the new and the base component are the same wrt 

triggering by event ev, or one, if there is a change from one component to another. Since 

we are interested in the overall divergence, we consider the absolute value i.e. 

Abs[RegdIEnew(s, ev) - RegdIEbase(s, ev)]. The deviation for each event associated with 

the service s is summed over all the events (represented by the set IE(s)) and the resultant 

sum is divided by the cardinality of the set IE(s), which corresponds to the number of 

input events associated with the given service in the architectural description.  

 

IEDiv(s) is represented in mathematical notation below: 

 

∑
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Where 

IE(s): Set of input events for service s 

RegdIEnew(s): Registration information for input events corresponding to service s for 

new  

RegdIEnew(s, ev): Value of element for event, ev, in the set RegdIEnew(s) 

RegdIEbase(s): Registration information for input events corresponding to service s for 

base 

RegdIEbase(s, ev): Value of element for event, ev, in the set RegdIEnew(s) 

 

Similarly, Output Event Divergence can be calculated as in below 
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Where 
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OE(s): Set of output events for service s 

RegdOEnew(s): Registration information for output events corresponding to service s for 

new  

RegdOEnew(s, ev): Value of element for event, ev, in the set RegdOEnew(s) 

RegdOEbase(s): Registration information for output events corresponding to service s for 

base 

RegdOEbase(s, ev): Value of element for event, ev, in the set RegdOEnew(s) 

 

From above, 0 ≤ IEDiv(s), OEDiv(s) ≤ 1. As an example, a value of 0.5 for 

IEDiv(s) would indicate that half the input events for a given service s have changed 

from the base version to new. 

 

Input and Output Data Divergence 

 

In our architectural model, input and output data also help qualify a service. 

Hence for the evaluation of service level divergence, we need to calculate the divergence 

for all the input data and the output data associated with a service. The approach for the 

assessment of data divergence is similar to that of input and output events with some 

modifications to comprehend the way input and output data are represented. Input and 

output data are modeled by data entities which can be made up of several data elements. 

The approach is similar to the one used for database designs where tables represent the 

data entities in the schema while the fields represent the data elements.  

We explain the derivation for Input Data Divergence, IDDiv(s), in detail. The two 

sets RegdIDElnew(s, en) and RegdIDElbase(s, en) correspond to the registration 
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information for the two components new and base with respect to the data entity, en, 

which is an input data entity for the service, s. The cardinality of these two sets equal the 

number of elements associated with the given data entity, en. We use RegdIDElnew(s, en, 

el) and RegdIDElbase(s, en, el) as the notation for representing the registration of the 

components new or base with the element el, in entity en, that is needed for execution of 

the service, s. The value is either a one (when the designed/implemented service requires 

the data element el in entity en for execution of service s) or zero (the 

designed/implemented service does not need the data element el in the entity en for 

execution). The factor [RegdIDElnew(s, en, el) - RegdIDElbase(s, en, el)] equals zero if the 

service design for both the new and the base components are the same with respect to the 

need for the data element el in the data entity en, for execution of service s. It equals one 

if there is a change from base to new. Since we are interested in the overall divergence, 

we consider the absolute value Abs[RegdIDElnew(s, en, el) - RegdIDElbase(s, en, el)]. This 

absolute value is summed up over all the elements associated with the data entity en. To 

calculate the divergence from base to new for a given entity, en, the sum of the absolute 

values for each data element is divided by the number of elements associated with the 

entity en. IDEl(s, en) is the set of elements associated with input data entity, en, and 

hence the cardinality of this set represents the number of elements associated with the 

entity en. The overall divergence for all the input data entities, IDDiv(s), is computed by 

taking the sum of the divergences for each data entity and dividing the sum by the 

number of input data entities for the service s as defined in the architecture. 

 

The Input Data Divergence is represented below 
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Where 

IDEn(s): The set of input data entities for service s 

IDEl(s, en): The set of elements associated with the input data entity en for service s 

RegdIDElnew(s, en): Registration info for elements of input data entity en, for service s for 

new 

RegdIDElnew(s, en, el): Value of registration for element el, in data entity en, for service s 

in the set  RegdIDElnew(s, en) 

RegdIDElbase(s, en): Registration info for elements of input data entity en, for service s 

for base 

RegdIDElbase(s, en, el): Value of registration for element el, in data entity en, for service s 

in the set  RegdIDElbase(s, en) 

 

Similarly, the Output Data Divergence ODDiv(s) can be calculated as in below: 
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Where 

ODEn(s): The set of output data entities for service s 

ODEl(s, en): The set of elements associated with the output data entity en for service s 

RegdODElnew(s, en): Registration info for elements of output data entity en, for service s 

for new 
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RegdODElnew(s, en, el): Value of registration for element el, in data entity en, for service 

s in the set  RegdODElnew(s, en) 

RegdODElbase(s, en): Registration info for elements of I/O data entity en, for service s for 

base 

RegdODElbase(s, en, el): Value of registration for element el, in data entity en, for service 

s in the set  RegdODElbase(s, en) 

 

It is to be noted that IDDiv(s) and ODDiv(s) follow the relation 0 ≤ IDDiv(s), 

ODDiv(s) ≤ 1. 

 

Pre-Condition and Post-Condition Divergence 

 

In our architectural model, in addition to the input and output data and the input 

and output events, the pre-conditions and post-conditions also help qualify a service. The 

pre-conditions capture the conditions that need to be satisfied before the service can be 

executed. Likewise, the post-conditions are the conditions that should be satisfied upon 

successful execution of the service.  

The derivation of Pre and Post Condition divergences are similar to that of Input 

and Output Events. We explain the approach for derivation of Pre-Condition Divergence. 

The two sets RegdPreCnew(s) and RegdPreCbase(s) capture the registration information of 

the components new and base for the pre-conditions for the execution of service s. Each 

element of these two sets is either a one or a zero depending on conformance to the pre-

conditions associated with the service s. RegdPreCnew(s, c) and RegdPreCbase(s, c) 

correspond to the value, one or zero, representing whether the service 



design/implementation satisfies the pre-condition c or not. The factor 

Abs[RegdPreCnew(s, c) – RegdPreCbase(s, c)] is zero if there is no change in conformance 

to pre-condition c from the component base to component new. If there is a change in the 

conformance, this factor equals one. To compute the Pre-Condition Divergence, 

PreCDiv(s), we take the sum of the factor for all the pre-conditions associated with the 

service s and divide the result by the count of the pre-conditions for the service, s. The 

count of the pre-conditions is given by the cardinality of the set PreC(s) which represents 

the set of pre-conditions associated with the service s.  

The formula for calculating PreCDiv(s) is shown below 
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Where 

PreC(s): Set of pre-conditions for service s. 

RegdPreCnew(s): Registration information for pre-conditions for service s for new 

RegdPreCnew(s, c): Value of element for pre-condition c, for service s in the set 

RegdPreCnew(s) 

RegdPreCbase(s): Registration information for pre-conditions corresponding to service s 

for base  

RegdPreCbase(s, c): Value of element for pre-condition c, for service s in the set 

RegdPreCbase(s) 

 

Post-Condition divergence is computed using the same approach as the pre-

condition divergence. The formula is shown below. 
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Where 

PostC(s): Set of post-conditions for service s. 

RegdPostCnew(s): Registration information for post-conditions for service s for new 

RegdPostCnew(s, c): Value of element for post-condition c, for service s in the set 

RegdPostCnew(s) 

RegdPostCbase(s): Registration information for post-conditions corresponding to service s 

for base  

RegdPostCbase(s, c): Value of element for post-condition c, for service s in the set 

RegdPostCbase(s) 

 

As in the case of event and data divergence, 0 ≤ PreCDiv(s), PostCDiv(s) ≤ 1. 

 

Service Divergence 

 

Service Divergence, SvDiv(s), for a service s measures the divergence with 

respect to delivery of the service from component base to new. It takes into account 

divergences for input events, output events, input data, output data, pre-conditions and 

post-conditions. SvDiv(s) also comprehends the various dependencies for the generation 

and consumption of data, events and pre and post conditions. The various dependencies 

are used in this formula to highlight the relative importance of the respective deviations. 

A large deviation for the input data may not be a big issue if just one service generates all 
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the required input data, however if many services are involved in the generation of the 

input data, the potential impact is large, as much more scrutiny will be needed to account 

for the deviation. SvDiv(S) is really the weighted average of the Input Data Divergence 

IDDiv(s), the Output Data Divergence ODDiv(s), the Input Event Divergence IEDiv(s), 

the Output Event Divergence OEDiv(s), the Pre-Condition Divergence PreCDiv(s) and 

the Post-Condition Divergence PostCDiv(s) where the respective weights are the 

associated dependencies. The value of SvDiv(s) is bounded by 0 ≤ SvDiv(s) ≤ 1. 

 

The formula for Service Divergence SvDiv(s) is:            
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           (6.7) 

Where 

IEDep(s): Input Event Dependency i.e., count of scenarios that generate the events that 

trigger service s 

IEDiv(s): Input Event Divergence for service s 

OEDep(s): Output Event Dependency i.e., count of services that consume events 

generated by service s 

OEDiv(s): Output Event Divergence for service s 

IDDep(s): Input Data Dependency i.e., the count of services that generate the data 

required by service s 

IDDiv(s): Input Data Divergence for service s 

ODDep(s): Output Data Dependency i.e., count of services that consume the data 

generated by service s 
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ODDiv(s): Output Data Divergence for service s 

PreCDep(s): Pre-Condition Dependency i.e., count of services that establish pre-

conditions for execution of service s 

PreCDiv(s): Pre-Condition Divergence for service s 

PostCDep(s): Post-Condition Dependency i.e., count of services that depend on post-

conditions established by s. 

PostCDiv(s): Post-Condition Divergence for service s 

 

 Just like the other divergence measures, 0 ≤ SvDiv(s) ≤ 1. 

 

Arch-Element Service Divergence 

 

We combine the divergence evaluated for each service to compute the overall 

service divergence for an arch-element. The Arch-Element Service Divergence, 

ArchElemSvDiv(d), is the average of the service divergence of all the associated services. 

This metric is useful for evaluating the deviation of one version of an asset component 

from another with respect to the realization of an arch-element. As in the case of 

SvDiv(s) for ArchElemSvDiv(d), 0 ≤ ArchElemSvDiv(d) ≤ 1. 

 

The formula for Architectural Service Divergence is shown below 
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SvDiv(s): Service Divergence for service s 
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ArchElemSv(d): Set of services associated with arch-element d. 

 

Attribute Level Divergence 

 

Just as the delivery of a certain service may undergo changes from one version of 

software to another, the attributes managed by an architecture can also undergo change. It 

is important that we establish some objective criteria to assess the departure of an 

attribute from either a baseline architecture or from a previous version of the software. 

Generating and consuming data in the correct format is often the key to successful 

software integrations. This is especially true in the case of dataflow architectural styles 

such as Batch Sequential and Pipes and Filters. It is also true for data centered styles such 

as Repository and Blackboard. As an example, let us assume that two software 

applications integrate in such a manner that the “Address” data attribute generated by 

application A is consumed by another application B. Now let us suppose that in the initial 

version of Application A, the data attribute “Address” had 5 data elements – “Street”, 

“City”, “County”, “Country” and “Zip Code”. Application B used the “County” 

information from the “Address” data attribute to determine the county based 

demographics. However in a later version, the developers of A incorrectly assumed that 

the “County” information in the “Address” is redundant and dropped it. As a result B 

would fail to deliver the county based demographic information. This situation could be 

avoided if there was an objective way to determine that the later version of application A 

had diverged from the initial version with respect to support for the data attributes. The 

attribute level divergence measures have been defined to address this gap. 
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Attribute Divergence 

 

Attribute Divergence, AttrDiv(a), measures the deviation with respect to the 

delivery of a given attribute a. For the “Address” example mentioned above, a review of 

AttrDiv(a) for the attribute would have identified the difference from one version to 

another, which could have subsequently been addressed without going through an 

integration failure. 

For computing the Attribute Divergence, we use the two sets RegdAttrnew(a) and 

RegdAttrbase(a) which capture the registration information for the attribute a in the new 

version and the base version respectively. These sets are a collection of ones and zeros, 

with a one indicating that the application is registered to the corresponding element 

associated with the attribute, while a zero indicates that the attribute does not support the 

corresponding element. For each of the sets there will be as many entries as there are 

elements associated with the given attribute as specified in the abstract architectural 

model and therefore the cardinality of the two sets RegdAttrnew(a) and RegdAttrbase(a) 

will be the same. The absolute value of [RegdAttrnew(a, el) - RegdAttrbase(a, el)] is one if 

there is a change in the component with respect to the support of data element el, 

associated with the attribute a. The change or otherwise of each element is summed up 

over all elements of the attribute and divided by the total number of elements associated 

with the attribute to calculate AttrDiv(a). 

The formula for AttrDiv(a) is shown below 

 



∑
∈

−=
)(

)],(),(
|)(|

1)(
aAttrel

basenew elaAttrRegdelaAttrAbs[Regd
aAttr

aAttrDiv  (6.9) 

Where 

Attr(a): Set of data elements associated with attribute a 

RegdAttrnew(a): Registration info for attribute, a, for new  

RegdAttrnew(a, el): Value of element corresponding to data element el, for attribute a in 

the set  RegdAttrnew(a) 

RegdAttrbase(a): Registration info for attribute, a, for base  

RegdAttrbase(a, el): Value of element corresponding to data element el, for attribute a in 

the set  RegdAttrbase(a) 

 

Arch-Element Attribute Divergence 

 

Since reviewing divergence for individual attributes can be cumbersome, we 

bundle the divergence for attributes associated with a given arch-element. 

ArchElemAttrDiv(d) measures the divergence of all the attributes associated with a given 

arch-element. It is the average of the Attribute Divergences of all attributes associated 

with the arch-element. The Arch-Element Attribute Divergence value lies between zero 

and one and is calculated as in below 
 

∑
∈

=
tr(d)ArchElemAta

AttrDiv(a)
|tr(d)ArchElemAt|

1trDiv(d)ArchElemAt  (6.10) 

Where 

ArchElemAttr(d): The set of attributes associated with the arch-element d 

AttrDiv(a): Attribute Divergence for attribute a 
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 It is to be noted that 0 ≤ ArchElemAttrDiv(d) ≤ 1. 

 

Behavioral Divergence 

 

In our abstract model for architecture specification, the behavior of an arch-

element is captured in terms of a state diagram. The behavioral specification is 

represented as the quintuple state, trigger, guard, effect and target. Each set of this 

quintuple is known as a behavioral unit in our model.  

We evaluate the behavioral unit divergence between two versions new and base 

using an approach similar to that used for measuring attribute divergence. The divergence 

for each behavioral unit is captured by the Behavioral Unit Divergence or 

BehavUnitDiv(bu) as shown below.          

 

)]el,bu(nitRegdBehavU)el,bu(nitRegdBehavU[Abs
)bu(lBehavUnitE|

1
)bu(ivBehavUnitD

basenew

)bu(lBehavUnitEel

−

=

∑
∈

 

         (6.11)  

Where 

BehavUnitEl(bu): The set of elements associated with behavioral unit bu. This essentially 

consists of five elements state, trigger, guard, effect and target 

RegdBehavUnitnew(bu): Registration information for behavioral unit bu for the new 

version 

RegdBehavUnitnew(bu, el): Value of registration for element el, for behavioral unit bu in 

the set  RegdBehavUnitnew(bu) 
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RegdBehavUnitbase(bu): Registration information for behavioral unit bu for the base 

version 

RegdBehavUnitbase(bu, el): Value of registration for element el, for behavioral unit bu in 

the set  RegdBehavUnitbase(bu) 

 

The divergence associated with each behavioral unit is bundled into the Arch-

Element Behavior Divergence, ArchElemBehavDiv(d), and is evaluated as in below. It is 

the average of behavioral unit divergence for all the behavioral units in the arch-element.  

 

∑
∈

=
havUnit(d)ArchElemBebu

iv(bu)BehavUnitD
|havUnit(d)ArchElemBe|

1havDiv(d)ArchElemBe  (6.12) 

Where 

ArchElemBehavUnit(d): The set of behavioral units associated with the arch-element d 

BehavUnitDiv(bu): Behavioral Unit Divergence for behavioral unit bu. 

 

Arch-Element Divergence 

 

While Arch-Element Service Divergence ArchElemSvDiv(d), Arch-Element 

Attribute Divergence ArchElemAttrDiv(d) and Arch-Element Behavioral Divergence 

ArchElemBehavDiv(d) capture the deviation of an arch-element with respect to the 

services, attributes and the behavior, Arch-Element Divergence  captures the overall 

divergence of a component wrt the architecture specifications.  

It is measured by the weighted average of the divergences of the services, the 

attributes and behavior where the weights correspond to the number of services, the 
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number of attributes and the number of behavioral elements associated with the arch-

element. 

Arch-Element Divergence is evaluated as in below and its value lies between zero 

and one. 

 

|havUnit(d)ArchElemBe|
|tr(d)ArchElemAt|

|(d)ArchElemSv|
ehavDiv(d)*ArchElemB|havUnit(d)ArchElemBe|

ttrDiv(d)*ArchElemA|tr(d)ArchElemAt|
vDiv(d)*ArchElemS|(d)ArchElemSv|

v(d)ArchElemDi

+
+

+
+

=    

       (6.13)  

Where 

ArchElemSv(d): Set of services in component d. 

ArchElemSvDiv(d): Arch-Element Service Divergence for component d 

ArchElemAttr(d): Set of attributes in component d 

ArchElemAttrDiv(d): Arch-Element Attribute Divergence for component d 

ArchElemBehavUnit(d): Set of behavioral units for component d 

ArchElemBehavUnitDiv(d): Arch-Element Behavior Divergence 

Arch-Element Divergence also follows the relation 0 ≤ ArchElemDiv(d) ≤ 1. 
 

6.3.1.2 Configuration Divergence 

 

The Arch-Element Divergences focused on the assessment of deviation of 

software components with respect to various elements of an arch-element. They did not 

provide any insight into the deviation of a configuration of components that interoperate 
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to deliver some end user functionality. While it is useful to know the extent to which a 

given software component deviates from either the arch-element it implements or a 

previous version of the same component, for an overall perspective of how the functional 

satisfaction of the overall system has evolved, the configuration divergence measures are 

important. Of course these measures provide only a high level assessment of divergence, 

and identifying the causes of the actual overall variation would need drilling down into 

the individual arch-elements. However, the configuration divergence measures are the top 

level metrics that need to be reviewed to assess compliance to the overall architectural 

blueprint. 

The Configuration Divergence measures are of two kinds, System Data 

Divergence and System Service Divergence. These are explained below 

 

System Data Divergence 

 

System Data Divergence measures the overall deviation of all the data attributes 

managed by the system configuration. To assess the overall divergence, we cast the 

Attribute Divergence for all the components involved in the configuration (c1, c2, ….cn) 

with respect to the attributes (a1, a2, …an) associated with the architecture in the form of a 

matrix. This matrix known as the System Data Divergence matrix is represented as in 

below. 
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As an illustration of the concept, let us assume that there are thirty data attributes 

associated with a reference architecture spanning six arch-elements. Let us also assume 

that there are seven software components that work with each other to deliver the 

functionality that is comprehended in the reference architecture. The System Data 

Divergence matrix for this example will have thirty columns and seven rows. Note that 

the partitioning implied by the six arch-elements is not considered here and instead all the 

thirty data attributes involved in the architecture are laid out without any partitioning. An 

element AttrDivcn(an) in the matrix represents the divergence of software component cn 

with respect to the attribute an.  

However, a matrix by itself does not convey any useful information. So we 

calculate the Frobenius Norm of the matrix SDDiv to calculate a number that would 

quantitatively represent the overall divergence for all the attributes taken together. Note 

that the Frobenius Norm is defined as the square root of the sum of the absolute squares 

of its element. 

Therefore our System Data Divergence Index is represented as shown below. 

SDDivI = ||SDDiv||F    (6.14) 

 

The higher the value of the Divergence Index, SDDivI, higher is the divergence of 

the overall configuration with respect to all the data attributes in the architecture. A high 

divergence index would indicate that there have been significant changes in the 

implementation with respect to the reference (which could be the initial architectural 

blueprint or a previous configuration of the system). Hence follow-up needs to be done to 

ensure that the changes are not unintentional. As follow-up, the individual high values of 
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the Attribute Divergence needs to be noted from the SDDiv matrix, the corresponding 

software component identified and follow-up done with the corresponding software 

vendor to identify the reason for the change. If the change has been done to enhance 

functionality of the software without breaking existing capabilities, then the change may 

be acceptable. Otherwise corrective actions need to be taken. In all cases it is 

recommended that when a high value of the SDDivI is noted, a regression spiral is run to 

validate that no capabilities have broken as a result of the change. 

 

System Service Divergence 

 

Just like the System Data Divergence, the System Service Divergence provides an 

assessment of the overall deviation of a configuration of components with respect to the 

services supported by the architecture. 

The System Service Divergence matrix is created  by capturing the Service 

Divergence for each component involved in the configuration for all the relevant services 

in the architecture. For the services not supported by a given component, the 

corresponding matrix elements are assigned zeroes. The concept behind the System 

Service Divergence matrix, SSDiv, is exactly the same as that for the System Data 

Divergence matrix explained in the previous section except for the fact that the Attribute 

Divergences are replaced by the Service Divergences. 

 

The matrix SSDiv is shown below 
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The System Service Divergence Index is obtained by evaluating the Frobenius 

norm of the System Service Divergence matrix. 

 

SSDivI = ||SSDiv||F  (6.15) 

 

A high value of the System Service Divergence Index would indicate a large 

deviation from the reference, and follow-up is recommended using a similar approach as 

outlined for the System Data Divergence scenario. 
 

6.3.2 STRUCTURAL DIVERGENCE 

 

Structural Divergence measures the deviation in the form of the architecture. As 

explained earlier, the form of the architecture is captured in our abstract model in terms 

of Composition Units where an individual Composition Unit is represented by one or 

many Composition Unit Mapping(s). Each Composition Unit Mapping is qualified by an 

arch-element pair, the cardinality associated with the arch-elements and the rule that 

explains the relationship between the arch-element pair. 

To calculate the Structural Divergence, we first calculate the Composition Unit 

Mapping Divergence CompUnitMapDiv(fum) for a given form unit fum. It is essentially 
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basenew

the ratio of the change in the number of elements of the Composition Unit Mapping that a 

component is registered to, to the total number of elements in a given form unit mapping. 

The factor  represents whether the base component is 

registered to element el of compoistion unit mapping fum or not. If it is, then the value is 

one, otherwise its value is zero. The factor 

 has a value of one if there is a 

change in the registration from the base version to the new version.  

)el,fum(itMapRegdCompUn base

)]el,fum(itMapRegdCompUn)el,fum(mpUnitAbs[RegdCo −

 

)]el,fum(itMapRegdCompUn)el,fum(itMapRegdCompUn[Abs
)fum(pElCompUnitMa|

1
)fum(pDivCompUnitMa

basenew
)fu(pElCompUnitMael

−

=

∑
∈

          (6.16) 

The overall Structural Divergence StructuralDiv(a) is measured by taking into 

account all the composition unit mappings associated with a form unit and bundling it for 

all the composition units associated with the architecture, a. The scope of the architecture 

could be restricted to an architectural region to derive the Structural Divergence for the 

region of interest. 

We first derive the CompUnitDivergence(a,f) as  

 

∑
∈

=
)f,a(CompUnitfum

)fum,f,a(pDivCompUnitMa
|)f,a(CompUnit|

1)f,a(vCompUnitDi  (6.17) 

       

And then calculate the Structural Divergence as shown below 

∑
∈

=
)a(ArchFormf

)f,a(vCompUnitDi
|)a(ArchForm|

1)a(DivStructural   (6.18) 

Where 

CompUnitMapEl(fum): Set of elements for composition unit mapping fum 
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RegdCompUnitMapnew(fum, el): Value of registration for  element el in composition unit 

mapping fum in the set for component new 

RegdCompUnitMapbase(fum, el): Value of registration for  element el in composition unit 

mapping fum in the set for component base 

ArchForm(a): Set of Composition Units associated with architecture a 

CompUnit(a,f): Set of Composition Unit Mappings associated with composition unit f in 

architecture a 

CompUnitMapDiv(a, f, fum): Composition Unit Mapping Divergence for composition 

unit mapping fum for unit f in architecture a 

 

The value of structural divergence lies between zero and one, with zero implying 

no change in the architectural form, while one implies a complete over-haul of all the 

composition unit mappings associated with the architecture. 

 

6.4 Architectural Drift 

Architectural drift is defined as the gradual change in the way capabilities are 

delivered by a system, even though there may be no significant change in the overall 

architecture. 

The notion of drift has been introduced to enable the tracking of the gradual 

change in the manner in which functionality is delivered for existing services. This 

implies that if in a given version of a software some new functionality is introduced, that 

functionality will not be considered to be contributing to Architectural Drift. This has 
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been done to prevent the skewing of the drift by new functionality which are a natural 

aspect of a software’s evolution. 

 

Architectural drift has been classified into functional drift and structural drift. 

These are explained below. 
 

6.4.1 FUNCTIONAL DRIFT  

 

Functional Drift is responsible for evaluating the change in the manner in which 

existing functionality of a software component evolves with respect to a reference. The 

reference, consistent with the general treatment of this section, could be either the 

architectural blueprint or a base version of the software. 

Since functionality in general is captured in terms of services and data, the 

functional drift mirrors the same separation. The Service Drift measures the drift in the 

services while the Attribute Drift measures the drift of the data. As mentioned previously, 

only services and attributes common to the component being assessed and the reference 

are accounted for in the measurement of drift. 

 

Service Drift  

 

For assessing the service drift, the Service Divergence for all the services that are 

common between the software being assessed and the reference (or the base) are added. 

This sum is then divided by the count of the services that contributed to the drift. In other 



words the Service Drift is essentially the average of the service divergence with respect to 

the base. 

Using mathematical notations, the calculation of Service Drift is shown below. 

The element )0)()( =− sSvcRegdsSvc(Regd basenew  ensures that only the services that have 

a similar registration for the new and the base component are considered and in 

conjunction with )1)(( =sSvcRegd new  it ensures that only services that are delivered by 

the new component are taken into account. This eliminates the situation where neither the 

base component nor the new component is registered to a service in the reference 

architecture but do have a similar registration i.e. zero. As we add up the Service 

Divergences with )()()( sSvDivaSvcDriftUNaSvcDriftUN += , where SvcDriftUN  is the 

unnormalized drift for the reference architecture a, we also keep a count of the services 

contribution to the drift by the term count ++. 

 

)]))()()(((
)}1)(()0)()(

++∧+=→
=∧=−∈∀

countsSvDivaSvcDriftUNaSvcDriftUN
sSvcRegdsSvcRegdsSvc[{(Regd ArchSvc(a)s newbasenew

  

(6.19) 

The final Service Drift is computed by diving the unnormalized drift by the count 

of services. 

count
aSvcDriftUNaSvcDrift )()( =  (6.20) 

The value of SvcDrift(a) will range from zero to one, where zero would indicate 

that there is no change in the manner of delivery of the service, while a value of one 

would indicate a complete change in the internals of all the services involved in the 

architecture, i.e., the input and output data, the input and output events and the pre- and 

post-conditions have all changed for the services. In a situation like that, it would be 
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prudent for the system architect to manually verify if the capability delivered is still the 

same and in all likelihood it would not be. Typically, one would expect a SvcDrift(a) 

value less than 0.5. 

From the generic nature of the derivation of the service drift, the concept can be 

extended from a component to an architectural region to the architecture as a whole with  

the a in the SvcDrift(a) representing the appropriate scope. 

 

Attribute Drift  

 

The Attribute Drift measures the change in the form of the data managed. Its 

derivation is very similar to that of the Service Drift. Just like in the assessment of the 

Service Drift, we ensure only the attributes that are supported by both the new and the 

base versions are included in the computation with the term 

)}1)(()0)()( =∧=− aAttrRegdaAttrRegdaAttr{(Regd newbasenew . Note that in this case a 

represent the attribute while ar represents the scope of the architecture. The unnormlaized 

Attribute Drift AttrDriftUN(ar)  is the sum of the Attribute Divergences and the variable 

count keeps track of the number of attributes that contribute to the attribute drift. 

 

)]))()()(((
)}1)(()0)()(

++∧+=
→=∧=−∈∀

countaAttrDivarNAttrDriftUarNAttrDriftU
aAttrRegdaAttrRegdaAttr[{(Regd r)ArchAttr(aa newbasenew

          (6.21) 

 The overall Attribute Drift AttrDrift(ar) is calculated by dividing the 

unnormalized Attribute Drift by the count of the services. 
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count
arNAttrDriftUarAttrDrift )()( =  (6.22) 

The scope of the Attribute Drift is variable. For changing the scope the set 

ArchAttr(ar) can be assigned all the attributes in the architecture, in which case the 

AttrDrift(ar) will represent the drift for the architecture as a whole. Alternately if only a 

given architectural region is of interest, the attributes involved in the architectural region 

should be assigned to the set ArchAttr(ar)   or if an arch-element is of interest, only the 

attributes assigned with the architectural element should be assigned to ArchAttr(ar). 
 

6.4.2 STRUCTURAL DRIFT 

 

Structural Drift is used in the assessment of the gradual wearing away of the form 

of the architecture. While some change in the form is expected, a large enough change 

needs investigation by the system architect. Subtle changes in the form may be difficult 

to identify, and the utility of the structural drift lies in just that, i.e., identifying subtle 

changes which, if they happen over multiple versions of software, may result in 

significant deviation from the initial architectural blueprint. 

 

Structural Drift is evaluated as shown below 

 

)]count))fum(pDivCompUnitMa
)a(DriftUNStructural)a(DriftUNStructural((

)}1)fum(pCompUnitMaRegd(
)0)fum(pCompUnitMaRegd)fum(pCompUnitMa[{(Regd

 itMap(a)ArchCompUnfum

new

basenew
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        (6.23) 
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Where 

ArchCompUnitMap(a): Set of all the architectural composition unit mappings across all 

composition units associated with the architectural scope a 

StructualDriftUN(a): Un-normalized Structural Drift for architectural scope a 

CompUnitMapDiv(fum): Composition Unit Mapping Divergence for composition unit 

fum 

 

The Structural Drift is calculated by dividing the unnormalized structural drift by 

the count of form unit mappings that are involved in the structural drift 

 

count
aDriftUNStructuralaDriftStructural )()( =  (6.24) 

 

 

6.5 Architectural Erosion 

Architectural Erosion measures the loss of functionality or architectural form as a 

software system or component evolves. Analogous to the natural phenomenon of erosion, 

Architectural Erosion provides indictors to the System Architect to track loss of system 

functionality or structure. 

Functional Erosion indictors focus on loss of system functionality while Structural 

Erosion indicators focus on the loss of architectural form.  

.  
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6.5.1 FUNCTIONAL EROSION 

 

Functional Erosion can be classified into Service Erosion and Attribute Erosion. 

Service Erosion focuses on the loss of system functionality or services supported while 

Attribute Erosion focuses on the loss of Data Attributes managed by the system. 

 

Service Erosion 

 

Service Erosion is essentially the ratio of the number of services lost to the total 

number of services originally supported. As noted in (6.25), we keep count of the original 

number of services in the variable countServices and the count of services lost in the 

countLostServices variable. countServices is incremented for each service that was 

originally supported i.e. when 1)( =sSvcRegd base . On the other hand countLostServices is 

incremented when RegdSvcnew(s) is zero and RegdSvcbase(s) is one or when 

. Note that the value of RegdSvc0)()( <− sSvcRegdsSvcRegd basenew new(s) and RegdSvcbase(s) 

are either zero or one depending on whether the component new and base are registered 

to the service s or not. 

 

])0)()(
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++→<−
++→=∈∀

ervicescountLostSsSvcRegdsSvc(Regd 
;cescountServisSvc[(Regd ArchSvc(a)s

basenew

base
 (6.25) 

 

The value of Service Erosion, SvcErosion(a), is obtained by dividing 

countLostServices by countServices 
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cescountServi
ervicescountLostSaSvcErosion =)(  (6.26) 

 

Service Erosion can be measured at any level of granularity, for an architecture as 

a whole or for a specific architectural region. It may comprehend one arch-element or 

multiple arch-elements. Assigning the appropriate set of services to the set ArchSvc(a) 

would determine the scope of this measure. 

 

Attribute Erosion 

 

Attribute Erosion measures the loss of data managed by the system. The approach 

for computing the Attribute Erosion is exactly the same as Service Erosion. Two 

variables countAttributes and countLostAttributes keep track of the attributes originally 

supported, i.e., )1)( =aAttrRegd base  and the attributes lost, 

i.e., )0)()( <− aAttrRegdaAttr(Regd basenew . 
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ttributescountLostAaAttrRegdaAttr(Regd 
;butescountAttriaAttr[(Regd )ArchSvc(ara

basenew
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 (6.27) 

Attribute Erosion, AttrErosion(a) is computed by dividing countLostAttributes by 

countAttributes. 

butescountAttri
ttributescountLostAanAttrErosio =)(  (6.28) 
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6.5.2 STRUCTURAL EROSION 

The evaluation of Structural Erosion is very similar in approach to the assessment 

of functional erosion. However in the case of Structural Erosion, we measure the loss of 

structural units from the architecture where a structural unit is represented by the 

composition unit mappings. 

 

Structural Erosion is evaluated as shown below 

]ompUnitcountLostC
)0)fum(pCompUnitMaRegd)fum(pCompUnitMa(Regd 

;nitcountCompU
)1)fum(pCompUnitMa[(Regd itMap(a)ArchCompUnfum

basenew

base

++
→<−

++
→=∈∀

  

         (6.29) 

In the above expression, we increment the countCompUnit for every composition 

unit that the base component was registered to. The expression 

 evaluates to true when the base component is 

registered to the composition unit mapping fum. The variable countLostCompUnit keeps 

track of all the composition unit mappings that are no longer supported by the new 

component though they were supported in the base component. Only when that is the 

case the term 

1)(fum)nitMapbase(RegdCompU =

)0)fum(pCompUnitMaRegd)fum(UnitMapompCRegd basenew <−  evaluate 

to true and countLostCompUnit incremented. 

 

The Structural Erosion is computed by dividing countLostCompUnit by the 

countCompUnit. 

nitcountCompU
ompUnitcountLostCErosion(a)Structural =  (6.30) 
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The structural erosion can be computed for either an architectural region or the 

architectural as a whole. A high value of StructuralErosion(a) signifies a significant loss 

in the structure of the architecture while a value of zero implies no loss in the 

architectural structure. 

 

6.6 Short Case Study 

The proposed divergence and erosion measures were applied to a sample 

University Registration System where the architectural description of the baseline system 

consisted of 45 services and 22 data attributes distributed over 15 arch-elements. The 

same system had 48 services and 29 data attributes distributed over 15 arch-elements 

after a refactoring exercise.        

One of the architectural components “Registration Manager” had 5 services and 3 

attributes. We illustrate the application of the divergence measures using the Registration 

Manager component. For one of its services, “Drop a Class”, the Input Event Divergence, 

IEDiv(s), was computed to be 0.33 using formula (6.1) as one of the three input events 

was dropped due to the elimination of a redundant UI screen. This service originally 

generated one output event “Recalculate Fee Bill”. Post refactoring a new output event 

was added “Notify Instructor”. As a result, the Output Event Divergence, OEDiv(s), was 

calculated as 0.50 using (6.2).  

The service “Drop a Class” originally had two input data entities, “Course Info” 

and “Student Record.” Post refactoring, the number of entities remained the same but an 

additional data element “Instructor Email Id” was added to the “Course Info” data entity, 

whereby the number of data elements associated with “Course Info” changed from 5 to 6. 
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The number of data elements associated with “Student Record” did not change from the 

original list of 6. The Input Data Divergence, IDDiv(s) was thus calculated to be 0.083 

using (6.3). There was no change in the one output data entity “Updated Student Record” 

for this service and so the Output Data Divergence was calculated as zero using (6.4).  

“Drop a Class” had 2 pre-conditions “Student is registered for Class” and “Class 

has not been cancelled”. A third pre-condition “Add/Drop Class Deadline Date has not 

passed” was added. Thus using (6.5), the Pre Conditions Divergence, PreCDiv(s), was 

calculated as 0.33. An additional post condition “Instructor has been notified” was added 

to the existing list of 3. So using formula (6.6), the value of Post Condition Divergence, 

PostCDiv(s), was calculated as 0.25.  

The two Input Events were generated by 2 input screens and so IEDep(s) equals 

2, while OEDep(s) equals 2 as two services consumed the output events generated. The 

two input data entities “Course Info” and “Student Record” were created by two different 

services and so IDDep(s) also equals 2. Since three services consumed the one Output 

Data Entity, “Updated Student Record”, ODDep(s) equals 3. The three pre-conditions 

were generated by 3 services while the four post-conditions were needed for 4 other 

service executions, thus PreCDep(s) equals 3 and PostCDep(s) equals 4. Using above 

info and formula (6.7), the service divergence for “Drop a Class” service was calculated 

to be 0.2385. This value of the Service Divergence would alert the System Architect that 

some changes have happened wrt this service because of system evolution. So in case of 

any incompatibilities or functionally failures, this measure would highlight services for 

scrutiny.  

The Service Divergence for the “Registration Manager” component was bundled 

to calculate the Architectural Service Divergence using formula (6.8), and its value 
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worked out to 0.345. Similarly we computed the Arch-Element Attribute Divergence for 

the 3 attributes managed by the component using formulae (6.9) and (6.10) and it worked 

out to 0.25. Since Behavioral information was not available for this architecture, we 

could not compute the Behavioral Divergences.  

The overall Arch-Element Divergence worked out to 0.32 using formula (6.13). 

This value was the highest among all the other arch-elements. This implied that there was 

noticeable change in the implementation of the “Registration Manager” component post 

refactoring, and could therefore be a source of potential architectural mismatches.  

It was interesting to note that for the University Registration System, the 

Structural Divergence calculated using formula (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) worked out to 

zero. This would indicate that no changes were made to the relative positioning of the 

components in the architecture. Hence from the above information, the system architect 

would be able to conclude that the scope of the refactoring was localized to the 

enhancement of existing components and that no major architectural changes were done. 

The divergence measures, in general, are envisioned to provide guides to the system 

architect to identify architectural ‘hotspots’ for analysis to prevent undesired changes. 

The Architectural Erosion measures were also exercised as part of our case study. 

The Service Erosion was found to be 0.063 using formula (6.25) and (6.26), while 

Attribute Erosion was 0.069 using (6.27) and (6.28). As would be obvious from the 

Divergence measures, the Structural Erosion indicator was evaluated to zero. The erosion 

measures are intended to alert the System Architect when services, attributes or structural 

elements are dropped during system evolution.  The System Architect should follow up to 

ensure that the loss does not impact the system negatively.  
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In summary, while the erosion metrics identify loss of functionality and 

architectural structure, the divergence measures used in conjunction with the erosion 

measures help to identify areas of activity (or change) in the architecture. The utility of 

these metrics is higher when software from different suppliers interoperate to deliver 

overall system functionality, and the System Architect may not have detailed insight of 

all the supplier products. 

 

6.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have developed a model for the architectural assessment of 

system evolution. We have also provided a vocabulary for the various aspects that are 

key to the measurement of system change. The architectural divergence, drift and erosion 

indicators provide objective measures for the assessment of system change.  

Even though there has been a fair amount of interest in system evolution, no 

research has proposed divergence or erosion indicators for an objective evaluation. From 

what we know, ours is the first attempt in that direction. 
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7 COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

 

In this chapter we elaborate the experience of exercising the various aspects of the 

research using an example architectural blueprint and a software tool, Environment for 

Architectural Specification and Evaluation (EASE), built to support the research. The 

selection of the architecture to model and exercise the research proposals on was an 

important consideration. While we looked at different alternatives, we finally decided to 

turn the research on itself by specifying the architecture of the research tool using our 

abstract model and then exercising the different evaluation techniques using it. 

In the first section of this chapter we explain the research tool EASE. In section 

7.2 we explain the architectural blueprint for EASE developed using our abstract model 

for software specifications. Section 7.3 explains the specification of asset components 

while in section 7.4 we exercise the reusability metrics and highlight their utility. 

Sections 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 elaborate the Architecture Divergence, Architecture Drift and 

the Architecture Erosion metrics respectively. Section 7.8 concludes this chapter. 
  

7.1 Environment for Architecture Specification and Evaluation (EASE) 

 The prototype of a software engineering tool, EASE, has been built to support the 

modeling and evaluation of system architectures using the techniques defined by this 

research. This tool is intended to help Software Architects and Integrators make better 

informed decisions during the design and development of a component based software 

system. Given the complexity associated with the identification of the “best-fit” 
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candidates for a targeted configuration as well as the lack of any support for predicting 

emergent properties of systems prior to actual construction or even tracking system 

evolution in an objective way, this tool is expected to provide significant value for 

enabling objective decision-making during the software development life cycle. 

 The key objectives of EASE are listed below 

• Provide an environment for specifying an architectural model for a software system at 

a level of abstraction that enables objective architectural analysis 

• Provide an environment for the specification of asset components in the context of a 

software architecture 

• Enable the identification of “best-fit” candidates among the asset components 

specified for a given architectural context 

• Provide a tool-kit to asses emergent properties of software systems 

• Enable objective tracking of system evolution during the lifetime of a software 

system. 

 

While the detailed requirements for the implementation of the tool are derived 

from the research proposals made in this dissertation, we identified a set of design goals 

and constraints for EASE. These are listed in Table 7.1 below. 
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# Category Design Goal 

G01 Strategic 

Build an integrated architectural evaluation platform that will provide 

objective indicators for data driven decision making 

G02 Strategic 

Integrate seamlessly with other CASE tools and IDEs so as to enable an 

integrated architectural analysis, design and development environment 

G03 Modularity 

Functional partitioning should maximize isolation of capabilities so that 

independent development is possible relying primarily on agreed upon 

interfaces 

G04 Modularity 

Components should be built such that extensibility and reusability are 

enhanced by maintaining loose coupling between subsystems/ 

components 

G05 Modularity Subsystems/components should be independently testable 

G06 Usability 

Should provide intuitive user interfaces for architecture specification 

and analysis  

G07 Performance 

Tool responsiveness should not inhibit user experience during 

architectural specification and analysis  

Table 7.1: Design Goals and Constraints for EASE 

The functional partitioning of EASE was an important consideration as we intend 

to use the architecture for EASE specified using our abstract model for elaboration of our 

research proposals. We approached the functional partitioning in a manner that would 
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logically isolate the different analysis proposals from each other such that independent 

software suppliers or vendors can build the different pieces which can subsequently be 

brought together to build the complete system. Thus, the overall system was broken up 

into multiple subsystems with each subsystem being responsible for related functionality.  

 

EASE Subsystems 

 

The EASE subsystems are explained below 

 

Display Manager: The Display Manager subsystem is the user interface for EASE. It is 

intended to support the graphical paradigms for supporting the various aspects of 

architecture specification and analysis. Specifically, it would provide the interface for the 

specification of the architectural blueprint using UI widgets and controls and would be 

responsible for working with the Architectural Specification Generator subsystem to 

generate the abstract model representation. The Display Manager would also provide 

views for identification of asset components or a configuration of components for 

performing the reusability evaluation, architectural style analysis and system evolution 

assessment. 

 

Architectural Specification Generator: This subsystem is responsible for generating the 

abstract model representation of the architectural blueprint. It works with the Display 

Manager for querying the Architect about the various elements of the abstract model for 

the Software Architecture being specified and persisting the information in a computable 

form. 
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Architectural Compliance Metrics Evaluator: The Architectural Compliance Metrics 

Evaluator subsystem calculates the various compliance metrics for an asset component. 

These include the Input and Output Data Compliance Coefficients, the Input and Output 

Event Compliance Coefficients, the Pre- and Post-Conditions Compliance Coefficients, 

the Service Compliance Coefficients, the Architectural Element Service Compliance 

Coefficients, the Architectural Element Attribute Compliance Coefficient, the 

Architectural Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient and the overall Architectural 

Element Compliance Coefficient. 

 

Component Characteristics Metrics Evaluator: This subsystem is responsible for the 

calculation of all the Component Characteristic Metrics for an asset component. These 

include the Functional and Data Proximity Metrics, the Static Compliance Metrics and 

the Compliance Evolution Metrics 

 

System Configuration Metrics Evaluator: This subsystem is responsible for the 

calculation of all the System Configuration Metrics. These include the Static 

Configuration Compliance Metrics for the system data model and the functional model, 

as well as the Configuration Compliance Evolution metrics for system data and services. 

The subsystem also supports the Configuration Coverage Metrics for system data and 

services. 

 

Architectural Style Predictor: The Architectural Style Predictor is responsible for 

determining the feature category attributes for a configuration of asset components and 
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determining the appropriate stylistic conformance. It also manages the calculation of the 

Conformance Confidence Index. 

 

Architectural Divergence Calculator: The Architectural Divergence Calculator 

subsystem is responsible for calculating the functional and structural divergence between 

two asset components or two separate configurations of asset components. For evaluating 

the overall Architectural Element Divergence, this subsystem evaluates the Service Level 

Divergence by computing the Input and Output Data Divergence, the Input and Output 

Event Divergence, the Pre- and Post-Condition Divergence; the Attribute Level 

Divergence and the Behavioral Divergence. Configuration Divergence is computed by 

calculating the System Data Divergence and the System Service Divergence. 

 

Architectural Drift Calculator: This subsystem is responsible for evaluating the 

Functional Drift and the Structural Drift between two asset components or two different 

configurations of asset components. Functional Drift is calculated by evaluating the 

Service Drift and the Attribute drift while the Structural Drift is calculated using the 

Composition Unit Mapping Divergence. 

 

Architectural Erosion Calculator: Similar to the Architectural Drift Calculator 

subsystem, the Architectural Erosion Calculator is responsible for calculating the 

Functional Erosion and the Structural Erosion from one version of a configuration of 

asset components to another. 
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Report Manager: The Report Manager subsystem is responsible for generating the 

various reports of the architectural analysis supported by EASE. This subsystem is 

intended to be an interface between the Display Manager subsystem and the other 

subsystems that are responsible for the various types of architectural analysis. It is 

intended to provide a layer of abstraction such that different “best-fit” asset components 

built by different vendors or software suppliers can be plugged in as appropriate without 

necessitating changes to the Display Manager or the Architecture Specifications 

Generator. 

 

In this section, we do not go into the details of the services supported by each of 

the subsystems. The following section on the architectural specification will delve into 

more of the subsystem details as they get modeled as architectural elements. 
 

7.2 EASE Architecture Specification 

 

The architecture for EASE has been documented using the abstract model 

developed as part of this research. We highlight the various elements of the abstract 

model in this section using XML fragments from the actual architecture specification. 

The architecture specification for EASE comprehends the three key constructs of the 

abstract model – the Architecture Elements, the Architecture Compositions and the 

Architecture Regions. The top level view of the EASE specification is shown below. 

 



 
 

The various EASE subsystems identified earlier have been mapping into 

individual Arch-Elements. Thus the ten subsystems of EASE have been mapped into ten 

Arch-Elements. The Arch-Elements for EASE are shown in the XML fragment below. 

 
 

The “registered” attribute shown above (as well as in the other fragments from the 

EASE architectural specification) is part of the specifications for the facilitation of 

documenting asset components in the context of the architectural blueprint. 

 

There are four Arch-Compositions in the EASE architecture, each corresponding 

to the different analyses that involves multiple EASE Arch-Elements. The Arch-
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Compositions are demonstrated in the following fragment from the architectural 

specification of EASE. 

 
 

There are two Arch-Regions, one of which corresponds to the grouping of Arch-

Elements and Arch-Compositions for all the architectural metrics while the other is the 

grouping of all the Arch-Elements and Arch-Compositions that support analyses for 

system evolution. The EASE Arch-Regions are shown below. 

 
 

7.2.1 EASE ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS  

 

We elaborate a few of the key Arch-Elements in the EASE Architecture. Each 

Arch-Element is specified in terms of the Service Specifications, the Dependency 
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Specifications and the General Constraints. These are highlighted as we detail the EASE 

arch-elements. 

 

Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator 

The Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator supports all the services for the 

calculation of the Compliance Metrics. The services supported are part of the Service 

Specifications for the Arch-Element. The services associated with this Arch-Element are 

shown below. 

 
 

As detailed in the abstract model, each of the services is qualified by the Input 

Constraints, the Output Constraints and the General Service Constraints. The Input 

Constraints as well as the Output Constraints are further qualified by the Data Constraints 

and the Event Constraints. The General Service Constraints are qualified by the Pre-

Condition constraints and the Post-Condition constraints. We drill down into one of the 

services of this Arch-Element “Compute Service Compliance Coefficient” for explaining 
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how the specifications for a service are captured in our abstract model. At its highest 

level a service specification is captured as in below 

 
 

The Input Constraints for “Compute Service Compliance Coefficient” are 

captured in terms of the Data Constraints and the Event Constraints. The Data Constraints 

are the input data needed for the execution of this service while the input events are the 

events that trigger the execution of the service. The Data Constraints can be thought of as 

the arguments that are passed to a function call for the execution of the service method. 

Each Data Constraint is modeled as an Attribute which can potentially have multiple 

Data Elements associated with it. In the case of the Input Data Constraints for this 

specific service there is only one Data Element associated with an Attribute. 
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The Input Event constraints for the service “Compute Service Compliance 

Coefficient” are represented in the architecture specification below. There is only one 

event that triggers the execution of this service. 

 

 
 

The Output Constraints are similar in nature. The Output Data and Output Event 

Constraints are represented as  
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For the Output Data Constraints we see that the Attribute “Details of Service 

Compliance Calculation” has six Data Elements associated with it. Note also that for this 

service there are no events that are generated as a result of service execution.  

 

The General Constraints for this service consist of the Pre-Condition constraints 

as well as the Post-Condition Constraints. These are shown in the architecture fragment 

below. 

 
 

Next we discuss the Dependency Constraints for the service. The Dependency 

Constraints for an Arch-Element capture the services from other Arch-Elements that are 
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needed for the successful execution of its services. For the Arch-Element, Architecture 

Compliance Metrics Evaluator there is only one dependency constraint which is shown 

below. It is to be noted that the Dependency Constraints are modeled just like the Service 

Specifications. 

 
The General Constraints for an Arch-Element are modeled in terms of the 

Functional Constraints and the Non-Functional Constraints. The Functional Constraints 

are further qualified by the Attribute Constraints and the Behavioral Constraints. The 

Attribute Constraints capture the Data managed by an Arch-Element while the 

Behavioral Constraints capture the behavioral model of the Arch Element.  

 

The Attribute Constraints for the Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator are 

captured by the fragment below. This Arch-Element manages only one Attribute.  
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The Behavioral Constraints for this Arch-Element was derived from the state 

transition diagram developed as part of the high level design for EASE. This state chart 

representation is shown in Figure 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1: Behavioral Model for Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator 

The state chart representation for the Arch-Element is captured in the architecture 

specification in the following format.  
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We did not specify the non-functional constraints in the EASE architecture, and 

so we do not demonstrate the details associated with it for the Architecture Compliance 

Metrics Evaluator Arch-Element. However, the construct is shown below 
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For the Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator we drilled down into each of 

the specifications for demonstrating how the details of the various aspects of an Arch-

Element are represented in our abstract model for software architecture specification. For 

the other key Arch-Elements in the EASE architecture, we demonstrate only the top level 

constructs associated with the arch-element, i.e., the Service Specifications, the 

Dependency Specifications, the Attribute Constraints and the Behavioral Constraints. 

 

Architectural Divergence Calculator 

 

The Architecture Divergence Calculator is responsible for calculating the 

architectural divergence measures. The services associated with this arch-element are 

shown in the following fragment from the architectural specification. 
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The Dependency Specifications for this Arch-Element are shown below 

 
 

The Attributes managed are 
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The state transition diagram for this arch-element is represented in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.2: Behavioral Model for Architectural Divergence Calculator 

The above state diagram is represented in the abstract model similar to the 

Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator explained previously. 
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Architectural Drift Calculator 

 

This arch-element is responsible for the calculation of the architectural drift. The 

architecture specification fragment for Service Specifications indicates the services 

supported by the Architectural Drift Calculator. 

 
The Dependency Specification for this arch-element is shown below 

 
The Attributes supported are 

 
The behavioral model as represented by the state diagram is shown below (Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.3: Behavioral Model for Architectural Drift Calculator 
 

Architectural Erosion Calculator 

The Architectural Erosion Calculator is responsible for calculating the 

architectural erosion indices during system evolution. This arch-element is responsible 

for the three services shown below 

 

Unlike the other arch-elements discussed previously, this arch-element does not 

need any services from other arch-elements and hence has no Dependency Specifications. 

The attributes supported are listed in the EASE specification fragment below. 
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The state diagram for the behavioral model is similar to that of the Architectural 

Drift Calculator arch-element and is demonstrated in Figure 7.4. 

 

Figure 7.4: Behavioral Model for Architectural Erosion Calculator 

7.2.2 EASE ARCHITECTURE COMPOSITIONS 

In the abstract model for architecture specifications, the arch-compositions 

represent a sub-architectural structure and in general satisfy the interface constraints, both 

required and provided, for the arch-elements involved. Four arch-compositions have been 

identified for EASE, each focused on delivering key functionality for architectural 

analysis. Each of the arch-compositions groups together the associated arch-elements that 

are needed for the delivery of capability for a particular functionality group.  
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The arch-compositions for EASE are shown below 

 

We drill down into the different arch-compositions. The “Architecture 

Compliance” arch-composition is characterized by two Architecture Composition Units 

as shown below and shows the association between the key arch-elements involved in 

delivering the architectural compliance analysis. 

 

The arch-compositions Architecture Divergence, Architecture Drift and 

Architecture Erosion are demonstrated below. As is obvious, these arch-compositions 

help represent the form of the architecture. 
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It is important to point out that for the EASE architecture, only those arch-

compositions have been specified which involve multiple arch-elements and the inter-

relationships among which bring out the form of the overall EASE architecture. 

 

7.2.3 EASE ARCHITECTURE REGIONS 

For the EASE architecture, two arch-regions have been defined. These capture 

two of the broad areas of functionality supported by EASE. These two regions group 

together the arch-elements and arch-compositions and provide a constraint scoping 

mechanism for key arch-elements. The two arch-regions are demonstrated in the 

fragment below from the EASE architecture specifications. 
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As the above specification fragment indicates, the “Architectural Metrics” arch-

region is composed of one arch-composition and two arch-elements, while the “System 

Evolution” arch-region is composed of three arch-compositions. 

 

7.3 Asset Component Specification 

Asset components are specified in the context of the overall software architecture. 

EASE supports the specification of asset components against a given architectural 

description. We elaborate the representation of asset component specification with the 
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help of an example. We ‘registered’ snapshots of EASE during its development against 

the architecture specification described in the previous section.  

One of the components of EASE is the “EASE – Compliance” component. We 

registered two versions of this component against the architectural specification. A 

fragment from the “EASE – Compliance” specification for the first version is shown 

below.  

 

From the above specification fragment, we observe that asset components are 

specified using a representation that is similar to the architecture specification. It is 

evident that the asset “EASE – Compliance” is registered to only one of the arch-

elements, “Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator”. This is indicated by the value of 

“Yes” for the attribute “registered”.  

We drill down into the arch-element the asset is registered to, to find the details of 

its specification. The fragment below indicates the services in the arch-element that the 

asset component supports. 
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We observe that “EASE – Compliance” v1 component supports all the services 

described in the architecture specification as the attribute “registered” has the value 

“Yes” for all the services associated with the arch-element. Even if an asset supports a 

particular service at the architectural level it may vary from the service specification of 

the architecture in terms of the Input, Output or the General Service constraints. To 

investigate the details of the asset specification we investigate the registration of “EASE 

– Compliance” v1 to the service “Compute Service Compliance Coefficient”. The 

following fragment details this. 
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It is observed that the asset under consideration supports only five of the seven 

input data attributes. This means that the asset does not accept the two attributes “Pre 

Conditions for service with registration information” and “Post Conditions for service 

with registration information” for the service “Compute Service Compliance 

Coefficient”.  Investigation of the Output Constraints for the service reveals another 

interesting aspect of the asset. The registration of the asset to the Output Constraints of 

the service under consideration is shown below. 

 

We observe that even though the asset “EASE – Compliance” v1 is registered to 

the output data attribute “Details of Service Compliance Specification”, it is not 

registered to all the data elements associated with that attribute. Thus we see another 

instance where the asset component satisfies the architecture specifications only partially. 

Also as we investigate the Dependency Specifications for the service, we realize that the 

asset is not registered to any aspect of the dependency associated with the arch-element in 
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the architectural blueprint as indicated by the value of the “registered” attribute. This is 

shown below. 

 

The review of the Attribute Constraints and the Behavioral Constraints reveal that 

asset is registered to all the elements of the specifications for these two types of 

constraints. Hence we do not demonstrate them with the XML fragments with the 

understanding that the “registered” attribute for all the various elements for the Attribute 

Constraints and the Behavioral Constraints has the value “Yes”. 

During the development of the EASE prototype, we registered several asset 

components against the architectural specifications. EASE persists the asset component 
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specifications in a Component Repository that a software architect or integrator can 

search for identifying “best-fit” candidates. These specifications will be leveraged for 

explaining the usage of the proposed architectural analyses in the subsequent sections. 

 

7.4 Architecture Compliance Metrics 

 

In this section we demonstrate the utility of the Architecture Compliance Metrics 

in making objective architectural decisions. We also highlight some key decision making 

scenarios that EASE would help facilitate and identify them as Information Nuggets for 

the system architect or integrator in the exposition below. 

As mentioned previously, we registered multiple versions of different components 

from EASE against the architectural specifications. We also specified several notional 

components against the architecture specifications to bring out the various scenarios that 

a software architect or system integrator may encounter during the development of a 

component based system. EASE provides a user interface for selecting any number of 

asset components to execute the compliance analysis on. For demonstrating these 

metrics, some of the registered asset components were selected, and the EASE 

Architecture Compliance Metrics Report was executed. The top level view of the report 

is shown below (Figure 7.5). 



 

Figure 7.5: Architecture Compliance Metrics Report 

The first two sections of the report indicate the title and the legend for interpreting 

the report. The third section provides the details of the analyses done by EASE. This 

view supports two Information Nuggets: 

 

Information Nugget 1: There are nine arch-elements associated with the architectural 

description of the system. This is indicated by the “Arch-Element (9)” and the nine rows 

in the Arch-Element table in the above view. This is useful information for the architect 

as it provides meta information regarding the architecture description of the domain. 
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Information Nugget 2: This view indicates that three asset components are available for 

the arch-elements “Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator” and “Architectural 

Divergence Calculator” while two asset components are available for the “Architectural 

Drift Calculator” and the “Architectural Erosion Calculator”. Also, there is one asset 

component available for the “Report Manager” arch-element. This view also indicates 

that no assets are available for the “Component Characteristic Metrics Evaluator”, the 

“System Configuration Metrics Evaluator”, the “Architectural Style Predictor” and the 

“Display Manager”. Hence while the system architect has options for satisfying the 

functionality of five of the arch-elements, additional development will be needed for the 

other four if those are in the scope of the planned deployment. 

 

We drill down into one of the arch-elements “Architectural Divergence 

Calculator” to elaborate how the appropriate asset component should be chosen for 

deployment. Figure 7.6 demonstrates the corresponding view. 

 

Figure 7.6: Asset Compliance for arch-element “Architectural Divergence Calculator” 

This view has one Information Nugget: 

Information Nugget 3: Among the three assets that satisfy functionality corresponding to 

the “Architectural Divergence Calculator” arch-element, “EASE – Divergence v2.0” has 
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the highest compliance and should likely be the “best-fit” candidate for satisfying 

functionality for this arch-element.  

However additional analyses are needed to ensure that the particular asset truly 

satisfies the services that are critical to the system. We therefore drill into the “Details” 

column of the “Asset” table for the different assets (Figure 7.7) 

 

Figure 7.7: Asset Compliance details for “Architectural Divergence Calculator” 

This view provides another Information Nugget. 

Information Nugget 4: We observe that “EASE – Divergence v2.0” indeed has the highest 

values for the Architecture Element Service Compliance Coefficient (ArchSvCoeff), 

Architecture Element Attribute Compliance Coefficient (ArchAttrCoeff) and 

Architecture Element Behavior Compliance Coefficient (ArchBehavCoeff).  
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 At this point the architect can be reasonably assured that “EASE – Divergence 

2.0” is indeed the best choice for the “Architectural Divergence Calculator”. However, if 

it was observed that a different asset component had a higher value of any of the 

compliance coefficients and that aspect (Service, Data or Behavior) was more critical for 

the implementation, a different asset might have been the “best-fit”. We illustrate the next 

level of drilldown for the compliance analysis in Figure 7.8. 

 

Figure 7.8: Service Compliance for asset “EASE Divergence v2.0” 

This view also supports an Information Nugget: 

Information Nugget 5: We observe the value of the Service Compliance (SvCoeff) for 

each of the services in the arch-element in this view. Interestingly this asset has the same 

value (0.833) for all the services. If we observed that the SvCoeff of a particular critical 
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service was higher for  a different asset component, then the architect would have to 

consider that asset instead of “EASE – Divergence v2.0” as the “best-fit”.  

 

EASE supports further drilldown into a specific service, which is illustrated in Figure 7.9 

below with the “Calculate Pre and Post Condition Divergence” service. 

 

Figure 7.9: Service Compliance details for asset “EASE Divergence v2.0” 

From this view we derive the next information nugget. 

Information Nugget 6: This view demonstrates the value of the Input Data Compliance 

Coefficient (IDCoeff), Output Data Compliance Coefficient (ODCoeff), Input Event 

Compliance Coefficient (IECoeff), the Output Event Compliance Coefficient (OECoeff), 

Pre Condition Compliance Coefficient (PreCondCoeff) and Post Condition Compliance 

Coefficient (PostCondCoeff) for a particular service. In this example, we observe that the 

value of the OECoeff is zero. If, for whatever reason, the generation of the output events 

specified in the architectural specification was critical for this service, an alternate asset 

may potentially be the “best-fit”, contrary to what has been indicated by the higher level 

metrics. 
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A similar drilldown into the Attributes and the Behavioral constructs of the arch-

element is possible from EASE. These are demonstrated below (Figure 7.10). 

 

 

Figure 7.10: Attribute Compliance for asset “EASE Divergence v2.0” 

The Attribute Compliance drilldown supports another Information Nugget: 

Information Nugget 7: This view brings out the compliance of individual data attributes 

and like the service compliance, if a particular attribute had a higher value and that 

attribute was critical for the domain, the “best-fit” candidate may potentially be different 

from what is revealed by the higher level metrics. 
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The EASE view for drilldown into the Behavioral Compliance is shown below 

(Figure 7.11) from which we derive the next Information Nugget: 

 

Figure 7.11: Behavioral Compliance for asset “EASE Divergence v2.0” 

Information Nugget 8: Like the previous information nugget, the value of individual 

Behavioral Unit Compliance needs to be scrutinized in this view when a particular 

pattern of behavior is critical, which may lead to selection of a different asset from what 

is indicated by the higher level metrics. 

  The above eight information nuggets reveal the key architectural insights that are 

brought out by EASE for determining “best-fit” candidates for a system instantiation 

from asset components. Another valuable piece of information that can be derived from 

the Architecture Compliance Metrics Report is captured in the last Information Nugget: 
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Information Nugget 9: The values of the compliance coefficient at the different levels of 

granularity help identify the areas where refactoring may be needed for a particular asset 

component to increase its compliance to the architectural specifications. The Architecture 

Compliance Metrics Report can be used as an effective vehicle for communicating to 

component developers the changes needed to their component to make it a more viable 

alternative in the context of the architectural blueprint of the domain. 

 

7.5 Architecture Divergence Metrics 

The utility of the Architectural Divergence Metrics is elaborated in this section. 

We use the set of asset components registered against the EASE architectural 

specification for this exposition. It is worth reiterating in this context that Divergence 

measures the change in compliance of an asset component with respect to an architectural 

blueprint. EASE supports the assessment of divergence for either two versions of a 

particular asset component or for two different versions of a configuration of asset 

components. We explain the Divergence measures with the help of a configuration of 

asset components. The baseline configuration was created with the initial versions of all 

the asset components that were available while the new configuration was created by 

selecting the latest versions of the asset components. Similar to the Architecture 

Compliance measures, we bring out the key features supported by the Divergence 

Measures as Information Nuggets. 



The top level view of the Architecture Divergence Metrics Report generated by 

EASE is shown in Figure 7.12. 

 

Figure 7.12: Architectural Divergence Metrics Report 

 The first row of the report is the title, while the legend for interpreting the report 

is captured in the second row. The last section of the report details the divergence 

measures. As is evident two types of Divergence Measures are supported by EASE – the 

Functional Divergence measures and the Structural Divergence measures. The 

Information Nuggets derived from this view are: 
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Information Nugget 1: Functional Divergence has been observed between the new and 

the baseline version of asset components registered to five out of the nine arch-elements 

in the architectural description. This information will alert the system architect to do 

further analysis to make sure that the observed divergence is not detrimental for the 

overall system.  

Information Nugget 2: There is a noticeable change in the structure of the interoperating 

asset components as part of the configuration given the value of the structural divergence 

is 0.33. In general the structural divergence should be low unless the divergence is caused 

by an improvement in the compliance to the overall form of the architectural blueprint.  

We now drill down into one of the arch-elements, “Architecture Compliance 

Metrics Evaluator”, to understand the reason behind the functional divergence measures. 

The corresponding view is shown below, in Figure 7.13. 

 

Figure 7.13: Divergence for arch-element “Architecture Compliance Metrics Evaluator” 

A key piece of information is available from this view: 
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Information Nugget 3:  We observe that the divergence is caused by the change in 

compliance to the architectural blueprint between the asset “EASE – Compliance v2.0” 

and “EASE – Compliance 1.0” as indicated by the “AssetName” field. It is to be noted 

that the asset associated with the baseline configuration is always the first while the asset 

from the new configuration is always the second in the tuple mentioned in the 

“AssetName”. We note that the Architecture Element Divergence (ArchElemDiv) is quite 

low (0.082). It is also clear from this view that the divergence is caused by only the 

services as indicated by the Architecture Element Service Divergence (ArchElemSvDiv) 

value of 0.124 and the value of zero for the Architecture Element Attribute Divergence 

(ArchElemAttrDiv) and the Architecture Element Behavioral Divergence 

(ArchElemBehavDiv). The more limited the scope of the divergence the easier it is for 

the architect to make a call on whether the divergence is desirable or undesirable.  

The next view of the report drills down into the ArchElemSvDiv (Figure 7.14). 



 

Figure 7.14: Service Divergence for arch-element “Architecture Compliance Metrics 

Evaluator” 

The next Information Nugget is derived from the above view: 

Information Nugget 4: From the above view of the EASE Architecture Divergence 

Report, we observe that the ArchElemSvDiv is caused by the Service Divergence 

(SvDiv) in six out of the ten services associated with the arch-element. This is an 

indication for the architect that even though the overall change is small, a number of 

services have changed between v2 and v1 of the “EASE – Compliance” asset. This also 

helps in narrowing down the services that need to be investigated for potential integration 

issues.  
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To gain a better understanding of what caused a particular service to diverge, EASE 

provides the capability to drill down into any service of interest. We therefore investigate 

the “Compute Pre and Post Condition Compliance” further. This is shown in the next 

view (Figure 7.15). 

 

Figure 7.15: Service Divergence details for arch-element “Architecture Compliance 

Metrics Evaluator” 

This view reveals another interesting fact: 

Information Nugget 5: From the above view we observe that the large value of SvDiv 

(0.833) is caused by changes in the divergence for the Input Data (IDDiv), the Output 

Data (ODDiv), the Input Events (IEDiv), the Pre Condition (PreCDiv) and the Post 

Conditions (PostCDiv). This would alert the architect to the fact that the service delivery 

between the v2 and v1 versions of the “EASE – Compliance” asset has changed 

significantly and hence all integration points for this service need to be investigated 

further.  
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Even though the Architecture Element Attribute Divergence is zero in this 

example, EASE provides a drilldown view into the attributes associated with an arch-

element. The view is shown below in Figure 7.16. 

 

Figure 7.16: Attribute Divergence for arch-element “Architecture Compliance Metrics 

Evaluator” 

The Attribute Divergence associated with each of the attributes is shown in this 

view. Information derived from this report fragment is captured in the next Information 

Nugget. 

Information Nugget 6: Even though for this example we see that the ArchElemAttrDiv is 

zero, as the only attribute involved “Specification of Asset Component against Arch-

Element Specification” has an Attribute Divergence (AttrDiv) value of zero, this view 

enables the identification of the attributes that have diverged thus enabling the architect 

to investigate the implications for only a targeted set of attributes.  
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The view for scrutinizing the details of the Architectural Element Behavioral 

Divergence (ArchElemBehavDiv) is shown in Figure 7.17. 

 

Figure 7.17: Behavioral Divergence for arch-element “Architecture Compliance Metrics 

Evaluator” 

The Information Nugget that can be derived from this view is noted. 

Information Nugget 7: For this specific example, of course, there is no behavioral 

divergence but this view enables the architect to identify the Behavioral Units that 

diverge for the asset components. With a specific set of behavioral units identified, an 

architect would be able to do more targeted follow-up for resolving potential conflicts or 

undesirable behavior. 

 With the views associated with the assessment of Functional Divergence covered, 

we investigate the fragments of the Architecture Divergence Metrics report for the 

Structural Divergence related insights. It has to be mentioned in this context that while 

the individual Functional Divergence measures correspond to specific asset components, 
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the Structural Divergence indicators correspond to all the asset components in the 

configuration taken together.  

The details of Structural Divergence are brought out on the view in Figure 7.18. 

 

Figure 7.18: Structural Divergence for EASE configuration 

From above, we derive the next Information Nugget: 

Information Nugget 8: We observe that eight of the Architecture Composition Units 

changed from the baseline configuration of asset components to the new configuration 

which would alert the architect to the fact that there was some change in almost all the 

interrelationships between the asset components involved in the configuration. This 

would mean that to ensure that none of the changes are detrimental to the system, the 

architect would have to investigate the registration information for each of the 

Architectural Composition Units involved in the Architectural blueprint. 
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 That completes the review of the various views of the Architecture Divergence 

Metrics report and the associated Information Nuggets that can be derived from it. This 

information can also be judiciously used to determine the extent of the regression testing 

that should be done prior to deployment. If the Divergence indicators are large, more 

regression testing needs to be done prior to plugging in the new version of the asset into 

the configuration.  Also, for a configuration of asset components, these measures will 

help in identifying the areas that need more validation and testing so as to make the 

qualification more targeted, driven by objective indicators, which in turn will result in 

significant savings in resources needed for system qualification. 

7.6 Architectural Drift Metrics 

We elaborate on the benefits of the Architectural Drift measures in this section. 

As explained in the previous chapter, the Architectural Drift indicators measure the 

gradual change in the way capabilities are delivered by a system. It must be reiterated that 

addition of new functionality does not contribute to drift – only changes in the manner of 

delivery does.  

We used the two configurations (baseline and new) of asset components specified 

against the EASE architectural blueprint for this exposition. As was explained in the 

previous chapter, the Architectural Drift indicators leverage the Architectural Divergence 

indicators. The top level view of the Architectural Drift Metrics report generated by 

EASE is shown in the view in Figure 7.19. 



 

Figure 7.19: Architectural Drift Metrics Report 

The first two sections of the Architectural Drift Metrics Report shown above 

capture the title and the legend for the interpretation of the report. The Information 

Nuggets derived from this view are: 

Information Nugget 1: We observe that Architectural Drift is measured by the Functional 

Drift and the Structural Drift indicators. For this specific example, the Service drift is low 

while the Attribute Drift is zero. However the Structural Drift is noticeable at 0.321. This 

would imply that there has been no significant change in the functional specifications of 

the asset components involved in the configuration. However the form of the architecture 

has undergone noticeable change. The key focus of investigation for the architect then 

needs to be on the relative positioning and the interaction of the various asset components 

involved in the architecture. On the contrary, if the Service Drift (SvcDrift) and the 
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Attribute Drift (AttrDrift) were high, it would focus the architect on investigating the 

internal implementations for the individual asset components involved.  

 EASE supports views for drilling down into each of the Drift measures mentioned 

above. The next EASE view (Figure 7.20) drills into the calculation of Service Drift. We 

show only a subset of the services involved. 

 
Figure 7.20: Fragment of Service Drift details 
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The information derived from this view is explained in the next Information Nugget. 

Information Nugget 2: This view illustrates the service in the “ServiceName” column 

together with the assets that satisfy that particular service (in the “AssetName” column) 

and the corresponding Service Divergence (SvDiv). The first asset in the “AssetName” 

column corresponds to the baseline configuration, while the second asset corresponds to 

the new configuration. Since the Drift measures are derived from the Divergence 

measures, this view captures the divergences for the services indicated. This report 

fragment will help focus the architect’s attention to the services that have undergone 

change from the baseline version to the new version. Subsequent analysis can be done 

based on the Architecture Divergence Information Nuggets explained in section 7.5 of 

this chapter. 

We demonstrate the view for the Attribute Drift next with a subset of the 

Attributes for the asset components involved in the configuration (Figure 7.21). 



 

Figure 7.21: Fragment of Attribute Drift details 

The Information Nugget derived from this view is explained below 

Information Nugget 3: For this example from EASE, we observe that the Attribute Drift 

(AttrDrift) is zero which implies the Attributes managed by all the asset components 

involved in the configuration have remained unchanged from the baseline version to the 
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new version. Analyzing this view, the architect will be able to conclude that there is no 

need for investigating the data or Attributes managed by the asset components in the 

configuration. If AttrDrift was non-zero, this view identifies the attributes that need to be 

investigated to ensure that changes do not impact the system adversely. 

Finally we investigate the Structural Drift. The corresponding EASE view is 

shown in Figure 7.22 from which we derive the next Information Nugget. 

 

Figure 7.22: Structural Drift for EASE Configuration 

Information Nugget 4: The architect can derive from this view that there has been a 

reasonable drift in the structure of the architecture. The Architecture Composition Units 

that have caused the Drift, together with the corresponding Composition Unit Divergence 

are shown in the view. This information alerts the architect to the Composition Units that 

need to be investigated for eliminating the possibility of a negative impact on the system. 

 The above exposition of the Architectural Drift Metrics Report highlights the 

utility of these measures as a tool kit for a software architect in making objective 
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decisions with respect to identifying the points of change in a configuration of asset 

components for analyzing system impact. 

7.7 Architectural Erosion Metrics 

As mentioned previously, Architectural Erosion measures the loss of functionality 

or architectural form as a software system or a component evolves. EASE generates a 

report for providing insight into this loss as a system evolves. 

We use the two configurations used for the exposition of the Architecture 

Divergence Metrics and the Architectural Drift Metrics for elaborating the utility of the 

Architectural Erosion metrics. We demonstrate these metrics using the Architecture 

Erosion Metrics Report generated by EASE. This report is shown below (Figure 7.23). 



 

Figure 7.23: Architectural Erosion Metrics Report 

Just like the other reports generated from EASE, the first two sections of the 

report indicates the report title and the legend for interpreting the report. The Information 

Nuggets derived from this report are explained below. 

 

Information Nugget 1: The value of Service Erosion (SvcErosion) is reported as zero. 

This indicates that no services were lost as the system configuration evolved from the 

baseline to the new version. On drilldown, we learn that out of the total of 33 services 

supported by the asset components in the configuration, none of the services were lost or 

deprecated. However, if some services were lost the architect would be able to do the 
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necessary follow-up to evaluate if the specific loss impacted the overall goals of the 

system. 

 

Information Nugget 2: Attribute Erosion (AttrErosion) was also reported as zero by the 

Architecture Erosion Metrics Report. This indicates that none of the attributes managed 

by the asset components in the baseline configuration were dropped in the new 

configuration. Similar to the Service Erosion, if the value of AttrErosion was non-zero, 

the architect would be able to do targeted follow-up to assess the impact of the loss. 

 

Information Nugget 3: For the example considered, the Structural Erosion 

(StructuralErosion) was also observed to be zero which implied that for all the asset 

components taken together, none of the Architecture Composition Units were lost. 

Analogous to the other two types of erosion, a non-zero value for StructuralErosion 

would alert the architect to the loss of Composition Units in the architectural form and 

thus enable targeted follow-up to assess impact. 

 The Architectural Erosion Metrics Report is expected to provide significant value 

for complex systems that undergo long maintenance periods. As a system evolves, this 

report would expose the loss of functionality or architectural structure for the architect, so 

that corrective actions can be taken prior to actual production release of the system. 
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7.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter of the dissertation, we have explained the benefits and utility of the 

proposals made by turning the research on itself. We specified the architecture of the tool 

that was built as prototype as part of the research using the abstract model proposed. We 

subsequently demonstrated the specification of asset components against the architectural 

blueprint where the asset components were the components that were built as part of the 

prototype. The Architecture Compliance Metrics were exercised on different versions of 

the components registered against the architectural specification. We also elaborated the 

merits of the Architectural Divergence, Architectural Drift and the Architectural Erosion 

Metrics by using two different configurations of asset components during different 

phases of the prototype development.  
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8 CONCLUSION 

Though there has been a fair amount of research in the areas of Software 

Architecture and Component Based Software Engineering, no consistent architecture 

specification techniques have evolved that can be leveraged for communicating 

component properties. This inability to document and communicate component 

characteristics has been a major hindrance for enabling wide-spread reuse of software. 

Further, no objective measures have emerged that would help identification of “best-fit” 

components in the context of an architectural blueprint. Even when the right set of 

components has been identified, no available techniques enable the prediction of 

emergent properties of a system comprising multiple interoperating software components, 

prior to actual system implementation. Also, no existing models support objective 

tracking of system evolution. These issues have been addressed by this research. 

The key contributions and future work are discussed in the following subsections. 

 

8.1 Key Contributions 

The key contributions are discussed with respect to the questions that were 

addressed by this research. 

 

Question: What is the appropriate level of abstraction for documenting software 

architectures to maximize reusability evaluations? 

Contribution: An abstract architectural model that facilitates software composition, 

architectural analysis and evaluation has been developed. The model comprehends 
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functional as well as non-functional characteristics of a software system. Applicability of 

this specification technique has also been validated by documenting the architecture of 

the tool prototype using the abstract model. 

 

Question: Can metrics be defined and systematically employed to measure “best-fit” 

candidates during component based system construction? 

Contribution: A set of contextual reusability metrics have been developed and validated. 

These metrics measure compliance to various aspects of the architectural blueprint and 

also support evaluation of component characteristics of assets. 

 

Question: How can quality attributes of an emergent system be predicted? 

Contribution: Leveraging theoretical work done in the area of architectural styles, this 

research has proposed an approach for predicting emergent properties of a component 

based system by analyzing the feature category attributes for a configuration of asset 

components. This work has the potential of saving significant effort in a software 

development project by providing early pointers to expected system behavior prior to its 

actual construction. 

 

Question: Is it possible to measure deviations of an architecture from conceptual 

coherence or a baseline architecture? 

Contribution: A set of Divergence, Drift and Erosion measures have been proposed and 

validated. These metrics enable objective assessment of system evolution during 

enhancement and/or maintenance phase of the software development life cycle.  
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 A prototype CASE tool, EASE (Environment for Architecture Specification and 

Evaluation), has also been developed as part of this effort to support the specification of 

software architecture and asset components as well as enabling the different analysis 

techniques proposed. 

 

8.2 Future Work 

 As the pursuit of building better software systems continue, it has been firmly 

established that effective toolkits and analysis techniques that enable objective, data 

driven architectural decisions are needed. While software architecture research in general 

has progressively focused on more and more formal assessment techniques due to their 

analyzability, none of these proposals has been widely adopted in an industrial context. 

This fact is not surprising given formalism inhibits flexibility and evolvability by making 

an architecture specification quite rigid. Training of project personnel in formal 

specification languages and analysis techniques tend to be another barrier to widespread 

adoption. 

 This dissertation has demonstrated that using semi-formal architectural 

prescription, useful architectural level analysis can be performed. However, the 

following areas need further work. 

 

EASE Enhancements: EASE should be enhanced to support intuitive user interfaces for 

simplifying the specification and analysis activities. Also, a couple of analysis techniques 

need to be implemented for comprehensiveness. 
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Rigorous validation of architectural style prediction: Though we have validated our 

proposal using sample systems, more validation of the proposal is needed. The 

unavailability of real life software systems inhibited our ability to exercise more 

prediction scenarios. 

 

Investigation of non-functional characteristics in architectural decision-making: Though 

our abstract model comprehends non functional properties of systems, this dissertation 

has not investigated analysis of non-functional  properties in any significant way. 

 

Applying proposed techniques in an industrial context: The most effective way of 

validating any research proposal is to apply it in an industrial context, identifying 

drawbacks and enhancing the models as they get exercised by different kinds of systems. 

The same should be done with the proposals of this dissertation. 

 

 Our future research will focus on the above mentioned areas. 
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